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Abstract: Any account of “what is special about the human brain” (Passingham 2008) must specify the neural basis of our unique ability to
produce speech and delineate how these remarkablemotor capabilities could have emerged in our hominin ancestors. Clinical data suggest
that the basal ganglia provide a platform for the integration of primate-general mechanisms of acoustic communication with the faculty of
articulate speech in humans. Furthermore, neurobiological and paleoanthropological data point at a two-stage model of the phylogenetic
evolution of this crucial prerequisite of spoken language: (i) monosynaptic refinement of the projections of motor cortex to the brainstem
nuclei that steer laryngeal muscles, presumably, as part of a “phylogenetic trend” associated with increasing brain size during hominin
evolution; (ii) subsequent vocal-laryngeal elaboration of cortico-basal ganglia circuitries, driven by human-specific FOXP2 mutations.
This concept implies vocal continuity of spoken language evolution at the motor level, elucidating the deep entrenchment of articulate
speech into a “nonverbal matrix” (Ingold 1994), which is not accounted for by gestural-origin theories. Moreover, it provides a solution to
the question for the adaptive value of the “first word” (Bickerton 2009) since even the earliest and most simple verbal utterances must
have increased the versatility of vocal displays afforded by the preceding elaboration of monosynaptic corticobulbar tracts, giving rise to
enhanced social cooperation and prestige. At the ontogenetic level, the proposed model assumes age-dependent interactions between the
basal ganglia and their cortical targets, similar to vocal learning in some songbirds. In this view, the emergence of articulate speech builds
on the “renaissance” of an ancient organizational principle and, hence, may represent an example of “evolutionary tinkering” (Jacob 1977).

Keywords: articulate speech; basal ganglia; FOXP2; human evolution; speech acquisition; spoken language; striatum; vocal behavior;
vocal learning

1. Introduction: Species-unique (verbal) and
primate-general (nonverbal) aspects of human
vocal behavior

1.1. Nonhuman primates: Speechlessness in the face
of extensive vocal repertoires and elaborate oral-motor
capabilities

All attempts to teach great apes spoken language have
failed – even in our closest cousins, the chimpanzees (Pan

troglodytes) and bonobos (Pan paniscus) (Hillix 2007;
Wallman 1992), despite the fact that these species have
“notoriously mobile lips and tongues, surely transcending
the human condition” (Tuttle 2007, p. 21). As an
example, the cross-fostered chimpanzee infant Viki mas-
tered less than a handful of “words” even after extensive
training. These utterances were not organized as speech-
like vocal tract activities, but rather as orofacial manoeuvres
imposed on a (voiceless) expiratory air stream (Hayes 1951,
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p. 67; see Cohen 2010). By contrast, Viki was able to skill-
fully imitate manual and even orofacial movement
sequences of her caretakers (Hayes & Hayes 1952) and
learned, for example, to blow a whistle (Hayes 1951,
pp. 77, 89).
Nonhuman primates are, nevertheless, equipped with

rich vocal repertoires, related specifically to ongoing
intra-group activities or environmental events (Cheney &
Seyfarth 1990; 2007). Yet, their calls seem to be linked to
different levels of arousal associated with especially
urgent functions, such as escaping predators, surviving in
fights, keeping contact with the group, and searching for
food resources or mating opportunities (Call & Tomasello
2007; Manser et al. 2002; Seyfarth & Cheney 2003b; Tom-
asello 2008). Several studies point, indeed, at a more elab-
orate “cognitive load” to the vocalizations of monkeys and
apes in terms of subtle audience effects (Wich & de Vries
2006), conceptual-semantic information (Zuberbühler
2000a; Zuberbühler et al. 1999), proto-syntactical call con-
catenations (Arnold & Zuberbühler 2006; Ouattara et al.
2009), conditionability (Aitken & Wilson 1979; Hage
et al. 2013; Sutton et al. 1973; West & Larson 1995), and
the capacity to use distinct calls interchangeably under
different conditions (Hage et al. 2013). It remains,
however, to be determined whether such communicative
skills really represent precursors of higher-order
cognitive–linguistic operations. In any case, the motor
mechanisms of articulate speech appear to lack significant
vocal antecedents within the primate lineage. This limita-
tion of the faculty of acoustic communication is “particular-
ly puzzling because [nonhuman primates] appear to have so
many concepts that could, in principle, be articulated”
(Cheney & Seyfarth 2005, p. 142). As a consequence, the
manual and facial gestures rather than the vocal calls of
our primate ancestors have been considered the vantage

point of language evolution in our species (e.g., Corballis
2002, p. ix; 2003).
Tracing back to the 1960s, vocal tract morphology has

been assumed to preclude production of “the full range
of human speech sounds” (Lieberman 2006a; 2006b,
p. 289) and, thereby, to constrain imitation of spoken lan-
guage in nonhuman primates (Lieberman 1968; Lieber-
man et al. 1969). However, this model cannot account for
the inability of nonhuman primates to produce even the
most simple verbal utterances. The complete lack of
verbal acoustic communication rather suggests more
crucial cerebral limitations of vocal tract motor control
(Boë et al. 2002; Clegg 2012; Fitch 2000a; 2000b). Accord-
ing to a more recent hypothesis, lip smacking – a rhythmic
facial expression frequently observed in monkeys –might
constitute a precursor of the dynamic organization of
speech syllables (Ghazanfar et al. 2012; MacNeilage
1998). As an important evolutionary step, a phonation
channel must have been added in order to render lip
smacking an audible behavioral pattern (Ghazanfar et al.
2013). Hence, this theory calls for a neurophysiological
model of how articulator movements were refined and,
finally, integrated with equally refined laryngeal move-
ments to create the complex motor skill underlying the pro-
duction of speech.

1.2. Dual-pathway models of acoustic communication
and the enigma of emotive speech prosody

The calls of nonhuman primates are mediated by a complex
network of brainstem components, encompassing a mid-
brain “trigger structure,” located in the periaqueductal
gray (PAG) and adjacent tegmentum, and a pontine vocal
pattern generator (Gruber-Dujardin 2010; Hage 2010a;
2010b). In addition to various subcortical limbic areas,
the medial wall of the frontal lobes, namely, the cingulate
vocalization region and adjacent neocortical areas, also pro-
jects to the PAG. This region, presumably, controls higher-
order motor aspects of vocalization such as operant call
conditioning (e.g., Trachy et al. 1981). By contrast, the
acoustic implementation of the sound structure of spoken
language is bound to a cerebral circuit including the ventro-
lateral/insular aspects of the language-dominant frontal
lobe and the primary sensorimotor cortex, the basal
ganglia, and cerebellar structures in either hemisphere
(Ackermann & Riecker 2010a; Ackermann & Ziegler
2010; Ackermann et al. 2010). Given the virtually complete
speechlessness of nonhuman primates, the behavioral ana-
logues of acoustic mammalian communication might not be
sought within the domain of spoken language, but rather in
the nonverbal affective vocalizations of our species such as
laughing, crying, or moaning (Owren et al. 2011). Against
this background, two separate neuroanatomic “channels”
with different phylogenetic histories appear to participate
in human acoustic communication, supporting nonverbal
affective vocalizations and articulate speech, respectively
(the “dual-pathway model” of human acoustic communica-
tion; see Ackermann 2008; Owren et al. 2011; for an earlier
formulation, see Myers 1976).
Human vocal expression of motivational states is not re-

stricted to nonverbal affective displays, but deeply invades
articulate speech. Thus, a speaker’s arousal-related mood
such as anger or joy shape the “tone” of spoken language
(emotive/affective speech prosody). Along with nonverbal
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affective vocalizations, emotive speech prosody has also be
considered a behavioral trait homologous to the calls of
nonhuman primates (Heilman et al. 2004; Jürgens 1986;
2002b; Jürgens & von Cramon 1982).1 Moreover, one’s at-
titude towards a person and one’s appraisal of a topic have a
significant impact on the “speech melody” of verbal utter-
ances (attitudinal prosody). Often these implicit aspects
of acoustic communication – how we say something – are
more relevant to a listener than propositional content,
that is, what we say (e.g., Wildgruber et al. 2006). The
timber and intonational contour of a speaker’s voice, the
loudness fluctuations and the rhythmic structure of verbal
utterances, including the variation of speaking rate and
the local distinctness of articulation, represent the most
salient acoustic correlates of affective and attitudinal
prosody (Scherer 1986; Scherer et al. 2009; Sidtis & Van
Lancker Sidtis 2003). Unlike the propositional content of
the speech signal –which ultimately maps onto a digital
code of discrete phonetic-linguistic categories – the prosod-
ic modulation of verbal utterances conveys graded/
analogue information on a speaker’s motivational states
and intentional composure (Burling 2005). Most impor-
tantly, activity of the same set of vocal tract muscles and
a single speech wave simultaneously convey both the prop-
ositional and emotional contents of spoken language.
Hence, two information sources seated in separate brain
networks and creating fundamentally different data struc-
tures (analogue versus digital) contribute simultaneously
to the formation of the speech signal. Therefore, the two
channels must coordinate at some level of the central
nervous system. Otherwise these two inputs would distort
and corrupt each other. So far, dual-pathway models of
human acoustic communication have not specified the
functional mechanisms and neuroanatomic pathways
that participate in the generation of a speech signal with
“intimately intertwined linguistic and expressive cues”
(Scherer et al. 2009, p. 446; see also Banse & Scherer
1996, p. 618). This deep entrenchment of articulate
speech into a “nonverbal matrix” has been assumed to rep-
resent “the weakest point of gestural theories” of language
evolution (Ingold 1994, p. 302).

Within the vocal domain, Parkinson’s disease (PD) – a
paradigmatic dysfunction of dopamine neurotransmission
at the level of the striatal component of the basal ganglia –
gives predominantly rise to a disruption of prosodic aspects
of verbal utterances. Thus, the “addition of prosodic
contour” to articulate speech appears to depend on the in-
tegrity of the striatum (Darkins et al. 1988; see Van
Lancker Sidtis et al. 2006). Against this background, struc-
tural reorganization of the basal ganglia during hominin
evolution may have been a pivotal prerequisite for the
emergence of spoken language, providing a crucial phylo-
genetic link – at least at the motor level – between the
vocalizations of our primate ancestors, on the one hand,
and the volitional motor aspects of articulate speech, on
the other.2

Comparative molecular-genetic data corroborate this
suggestion: First, certain mutations of the FOXP2 gene in
humans give rise to developmental verbal dyspraxia. This
disorder of spoken language, presumably, reflects impaired
sequencing of orofacial movements in the absence of basic
deficits of motor execution such as paresis of vocal tract
muscles (Fisher et al. 2003; Fisher & Scharff 2009;
Vargha-Khadem et al. 2005). Individuals affected with

developmental verbal dyspraxia show a reduced volume
of the striatum, the extent of which is correlated with the
severity of nonverbal oral and speech motor impairments
(Watkins et al. 2002b).3 Second, placement of two
hominin-specific FOXP2 mutations into the mouse
genome (“humanized Foxp2”) gives rise to distinct morpho-
logical changes at the cellular level of the cortico-striatal-
thalamic circuits in these rodents (Enard 2011).
However, verbal dyspraxia subsequent to FOXP2mutations
is characterized by a fundamentally different profile of
speech motor deficits as compared to Parkinsonian dysarth-
ria. The former resembles a communication disorder
which, in adults, reflects damage to fronto-opercular
cortex (i.e., inferior frontal/lower precentral gyrus) or the
anterior insula of the language-dominant hemisphere
(Ackermann & Riecker 2010b; Ziegler 2008).
To resolve this dilemma, we propose that ontogenetic

speech acquisition depends on close interactions between
the basal ganglia and their cortical targets, whereas
mature verbal communication requires much less striatal
processing capacities. This hypothesis predicts different
speech motor deficits in perinatal dysfunctions of the
basal ganglia as compared to the acquired dysarthria of
PD patients. More specifically, basal ganglia disorders
with an onset prior to speech acquisition should severely
disrupt articulate speech rather than predominantly com-
promise the implementation of speech prosody.

1.3. Organization of this target article

The suggestion that structural refinement of cortico-striatal
circuits – driven by human-specific mutations of the
FOXP2 gene – represents a pivotal step towards the emer-
gence of spoken language in our hominin ancestors eludes
any direct experimental evaluation. Nevertheless, certain
inferences on the role of the basal ganglia in speech
motor control can be tested against the available clinical
and functional-imaging data. As a first step, the neuroana-
tomical underpinnings of the vocal behavior of nonhuman
primates are reviewed in section 2 – as a prerequisite to
the subsequent investigation of the hypothesis that in our
species this system conveys nonverbal information
through affective vocalizations and emotive/attitudinal
speech prosody (sect. 3). Based upon clinical and neurobi-
ological data, section 4 then characterizes the differential
contribution of the basal ganglia to spoken language at
the levels of ontogenetic speech acquisition (sect. 4.2.1)
and of mature articulate speech (sect. 4.2.2), and delineates
a neurophysiological model of the participation of the stri-
atum in verbal behavior. Finally, these data are put into a
paleoanthropological perspective in section 5.

2. Acoustic communication in nonhuman
primates: Behavioral variation and cerebral control

2.1. Structural malleability of vocal signals

2.1.1. Ontogenetic emergence of acoustic call
morphology. The vocal repertoires of monkeys and apes
encompass noise-like and harmonic components (Fig. 1A;
De Waal 1988; Goodall 1986; Struhsaker 1967; Winter
et al. 1966). Vocal signals of both categories vary consider-
ably across individuals, because age, body size, and stamina
influence vocal tract shape and tissue characteristics, for
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example, the distance between the lips and the larynx
(Fischer et al. 2002; 2004; Fitch 1997; but see Rendall
et al. 2005). However, experiments based on acoustic dep-
rivation of squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) and cross-
fostering of macaques and lesser apes revealed that call
structure does not appear to depend in any significant
manner on species-typical auditory input (Brockelman &
Schilling 1984; Geissmann 1984; Hammerschmidt &
Fischer 2008; Owren et al. 1992; 1993; Talmage-Riggs
et al. 1972; Winter et al. 1973). Thus, ontogenetic modifi-
cations of acoustic structure may simply reflect maturation
of the vocal apparatus, including “motor-training” effects
(Hammerschmidt & Fischer 2008; Pistorio et al. 2006),
or the influence of hormones related to social status
(Roush & Snowdon 1994; 1999). In contrast, comprehen-
sion and usage of acoustic signals show considerably more
malleability than acoustic structure both in juvenile and
adult animals (Owren et al. 2011).

2.1.2. Spontaneous adult call plasticity: Convergence on
and imitation of species-typical variants of vocal
behavior. Despite innate acoustic call structures, the
vocalizations of nonhuman primates may display some
context-related variability in adulthood. For example, two
populations of pygmy marmosets (Cebuella pygmaea) of a
different geographic origin displayed convergent shifts of
spectral and durational call parameters (Elowson &
Snowdon 1994; see further examples in Snowdon &
Elowson 1999 and Rukstalis et al. 2003). Humans may
also match their speaking styles inadvertently during con-
versation (“speech accommodation theory”; Burgoon
et al. 2010; see Masataka [2008a; 2008b] for an example).
Such accommodation effects could provide a basis for the
changes in call morphology during social interactions in
nonhuman primates (Fischer 2003; Mitani & Brandt
1994; Mitani & Gros-Louis 1998; Sugiura 1998). Subse-
quent reinforcement processes may give rise to “regional

dialects” of primate species (Snowdon 2008). Rarely, even
memory-based imitation capabilities have been observed
in great apes: Thus, free-living chimpanzees were found
to copy the distinctive intonational and rhythmic pattern
of the pant hoots of other subjects – even after the animal
providing the acoustic template had disappeared from the
troop (Boesch & Boesch-Achermann 2000, pp. 234f ).
Whatever the precise mechanisms of vocal convergence,
these phenomena are indicative of the operation of a neu-
ronal feedback loop between auditory perception and vo-
calization in nonhuman primates (see Brumm et al. 2004).
A male bonobo infant (“Kanzi”) reared in an enriched

social environment spontaneously augmented his species-
typical repertoire by four “novel” vocalizations (Hopkins
& Savage-Rumbaugh 1991). However, these newly ac-
quired signals can be interpreted as scaled variants of a
single intonation contour (Fig. 3 in Taglialatela et al.
2003). Since Pan paniscus has, to some degree, a graded
rather than discrete call system (Bermejo & Omedes
1999; Clay & Zuberbühler 2009), new behavior challenges
could give rise to a differentiation of the available “vocal
space” – indicating a potential to modulate call structures
within the range of innate acoustic constraints rather than
the ability to learn new vocal signals. An alternative inter-
pretation is that hitherto un-deployed vocalizations were
recruited under those conditions (Lemasson & Hausberger
2004; Lemasson et al. 2005).

2.1.3. Volitional initiation of vocal behavior and modula-
tion of acoustic call structure. It has been a matter of
debate for decades, in how far nonhuman primates are
capable of volitional call initiation and modulation. A
variety of behavioral studies seem to indicate both control
over the timing of vocal output and the capacity to
“decide” which acoustic signal to emit in a given context.
First, at least two species of NewWorld primates (tamarins,
marmosets) discontinue acoustic communication during

Figure 1A. Acoustic communication in nonhuman primates: Call structure.
A. Spectrograms (left-hand section of each panel) and power spectra (right-hand section in each) of two common rhesus monkey
vocalizations, that is, a “coo” (left panel) and a “grunt” (right panel). Gray level of the spectrograms codes for spectral energy. Coo
calls (left panel) are characterized by a harmonic structure, encompassing a fundamental frequency (F0, the lowest and darkest band)
and several harmonics (H1 to Hn). Measures derived from the F0 contour provide robust criteria for a classification of periodic
signals, for example, peak frequency (peakF; Hardus et al. 2009a). Onset F0 seems to be highly predictive for the shape of the
intonation contour, indicating the implementation of a “vocal plan” prior to movement initiation (Miller et al. 2009a; 2009b). Grunts
(right) represent short and noisy calls whose spectra include more energy in the lower frequency range and a rather flat energy
distribution.
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epochs of increased ambient noise in order to avoid signal
interferences and, therefore, to increase call detection
probability (Egnor et al. 2007; Roy et al. 2011). In addition,
callitrichid monkeys obey “conversational rules” and show
response selectivity during vocal exchanges (Miller et al.
2009a; 2009b; but see Rukstalis et al. 2003: independent
F0 onset change). Such observations were assumed to indi-
cate some degree of volitional control over call production.
As an alternative interpretation, these changes in vocal
timing or loudness could simply reflect threshold effects
of audio-vocal integration mechanisms. Second, several
nonhuman primates produce acoustically different alarm
vocalizations in response to distinct predator species, sug-
gesting volitional access to call type (e.g., Seyfarth et al.
1980). Again, variation of motivational states could
account for these findings. For example, the approach of
an aerial predator could represent a much more threaten-
ing event than the presence of a snake. To some extent,
even dynamic spectro-temporal features resembling the
formant transients of the human acoustic speech signal
(see below sect. 4.1.) appear to contribute to the differen-
tiation of predator-specific alarm vocalizations (“leopard
calls”) in Diana monkeys (Cercopithecus diana) (Riede &
Zuberbühler 2003a; 2003b; see Lieberman [1968] for
earlier data). Yet, computer models insinuate that larynx
lowering makes a critical contribution to these changes
(Riede et al. 2005; 2006; see critical comments in Lieber-
man 2006b), thus, eliciting in a receiver the impression of
a bigger-than-real body size of the sender (Fitch 2000b;
Fitch & Reby 2001). Diana monkeys may have learned
this manoeuver as a strategy to mob large predators, a
behavior often observed in the wild (Zuberbühler &
Jenny 2007).

The question of whether nonhuman primates are able to
decouple their vocalizations from accompanying motiva-
tional states and to use them in a goal-directed manner
has been addressed in several operant-conditioning exper-
iments (Aitken & Wilson 1979; Coudé et al. 2011; Hage
et al. 2013; Koda et al. 2007; Sutton et al. 1973; West &
Larson 1995). In most of these studies, nonhuman primates
learned to utter a vocalization in response to a food reward
(e.g., Coudé et al. 2011; Koda et al. 2007). Rather than
demonstrating the ability to volitionally vocalize on
command, these studies merely confirm, essentially, that
nonhuman primates produce adequate, motivationally
based behavioral reactions to hedonistic stimuli. A recent
study found, however, that rhesus monkeys can be
trained to produce different call types in response to arbi-
trary visual signals and that they are capable to switch
between two distinct call types associated with different
cues on a trial-to-trial basis (Hage et al. 2013). These obser-
vations indicate that the animals are able –within some
limits – to volitionally initiate vocalizations and, therefore,
are capable to instrumentalize their vocal utterances in
order to accomplish behavioral tasks successfully. Likewise,
macaque monkeys may acquire control over loudness and
duration of coo calls (Hage et al. 2013; Larson et al.
1973; Sutton et al. 1973; 1981; Trachy et al. 1981). A
more recent investigation even reported spontaneous dif-
ferentiation of coo calls in Japanese macaques with
respect to peak and offset of the F0 contour during
operant tool-use training (Hihara et al. 2003). Such accom-
plishments may, however, be explained by the adjustment
of respiratory functions and do not conclusively imply

operant control over spectro-temporal call structure in
nonhuman primates (Janik & Slater 1997; 2000).

2.1.4. Observational acquisition of species-atypical
sounds. Few instances of species-atypical vocalizations in
nonhuman primates have been reported so far. Allegedly,
the bonobo Kanzi, mentioned earlier, spontaneously
acquired a few vocalizations resembling spoken words
(Savage-Rumbaugh et al. 2004). Yet, systematic perceptual
data substantiating these claims are not available. As
further anecdotal evidence, Wich et al. (2009) reported
that a captive-born female orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus×
Pongo abelii) began to produce human-like whistles at an
age of about 12 years in the absence of any training. Further-
more, an idiosyncratic pant hoot variant (“Bronx cheer” –
resembling a sound called “blowing raspberries”) spread
throughout a colony of several tens of captive chimpanzees
after it had been introduced by a male joining the colony
(Hopkins et al. 2007; Marshall et al. 1999; similar sounds
have been observed in wild orangutans: Hardus et al.
2009a; 2009b; van Schaik et al. 2003; 2006). Remarkably,
these two acoustic displays, “raspberries” and whistles, do
not engage laryngeal sound-production mechanisms, but
reflect a linguo-labial trill (“raspberries”) or arise from oral
air-stream resonances (whistles). Thus, the species-atypical
acoustic signals in nonhuman primates observed to date
spare glottal mechanisms of sound generation. Apparently,
laryngeal motor activity cannot be decoupled volitionally
from species-typical audiovisual displays (Knight 1999).

2.2. Cerebral control of motor aspects of call production

2.2.1. Brainstem mechanisms (PAG and pontine vocal
pattern generator). Since operant conditioning of the
calls of nonhuman primates is technically challenging
(Pierce 1985), analyses of the neurobiological control
mechanisms engaged in phonatory functions relied pre-
dominantly on electrical brain stimulation. In squirrel
monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) – the species studied most
extensively so far (Gonzalez-Lima 2010) – vocalizations
could be elicited at many cerebral locations, extending
from the forebrain to the lower brainstem. This network
encompasses a variety of subcortical limbic structures
such as the hypothalamus, septum, and amygdala
(Fig. 1B; Brown 1915; Jürgens 2002b; Jürgens & Ploog
1970; Smith 1945). In mammals, all components of this
highly conserved “communicating brain” (Newman 2003)
appear to project to the periaqueductal grey (PAG) of the
midbrain and the adjacent mesencephalic tegmentum
(Gruber-Dujardin 2010).4 Based on the integration of
input from motivation-controlling regions, sensory struc-
tures, motor areas, and arousal-related systems, the PAG
seems to gate the vocal dimension of complex multi-
modal emotional responses such as fear or aggression.
The subsequent coordination of cranial nerve nuclei
engaged in the innervation of vocal tract muscles depends
on a network of brainstem structures, including, particular-
ly, a vocal pattern generator bound to the ventrolateral
pons (Hage 2010a; 2010b; Hage & Jürgens 2006).

2.2.2. Mesiofrontal cortex and higher-order aspects of
vocal behavior. Electrical stimulation studies revealed
that both New and OldWorld monkeys possess a “cingulate
vocalization region” within the anterior cingulate cortex
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(ACC), adjacent to the anterior pole of the corpus callosum
(Jürgens 2002b; Smith 1945; Vogt & Barbas 1988). Uni- and
bilateral ACC ablation in macaques had, however, a minor
and inconsistent impact on spontaneously uttered coo calls,
but disrupted the vocalizations produced in response to an
operant-conditioning task (Sutton et al. 1974; Trachy et al.
1981). Furthermore, damage to preSMA – a cortical area
neighboring the ACC in dorsal direction and located
rostral to the supplementary motor area (SMA proper) – re-
sulted in significantly prolonged response latencies (Sutton
et al. 1985). Comparable lesions in squirrel monkeys dimin-
ish the rate of spontaneous isolation peeps, but the acoustic
structure of the produced calls remains undistorted (Kir-
zinger & Jürgens 1982). As a consequence, mesiofrontal ce-
rebral structures appear to predominantly mediate calls
driven by an animal’s internal motivational milieu.

2.2.3. Ventrolateral frontal lobe and corticobulbar
system. Both squirrel and rhesus monkeys possess a neo-
cortical representation of internal and external laryngeal
muscles in the ventrolateral part of premotor cortex, border-
ing areas associated with orofacial structures, namely,
tongue, lips, and jaw (Fig. 1 in Hast et al. 1974; Jürgens
1974; Simonyan & Jürgens 2002; 2005). Furthermore,
vocalization-selective neuronal activity may arise at the
level of the premotor cortex in macaques that are trained
to respond with coo calls to food rewards (Coudé et al.
2011). Interestingly, premotor neural firing appears to
occur only when the animals produce vocalizations in a spe-
cific learned context of food reward, but not under other
conditions. Finally, a cytoarchitectonic homologue to
Broca’s area of our species has been found between the

lower branch of the arcuate sulcus and the subcentral
dimple just above the Sylvian fissure in Old World
monkeys (Gil-da-Costa et al. 2006; Petrides & Pandya
2009; Petrides et al. 2005) and chimpanzees (Sherwood
et al. 2003). Nevertheless, even bilateral damage to the ven-
trolateral aspects of the frontal lobes has no significant
impact on the vocal behavior of monkeys (P. G. Aitken
1981; Jürgens et al. 1982; Myers 1976; Sutton et al. 1974).
Electrical stimulation of these areas in nonhuman primates
also failed to elicit overt acoustic responses, apart from a few
instances of “slight grunts” obtained from chimpanzees
(Bailey et al. 1950, pp. 334f, 355f). Therefore, spontaneous
call production, at least, does not critically depend on the in-
tegrity of the cortical larynx representation (Ghazanfar &
Rendall 2008; Simonyan & Jürgens 2005). Most likely,
however, experimental lesions have not included the full
extent or even the bulk of the Broca homologue of nonhu-
man primates as determined by recent cytoarchitectonic
studies (Fig. 4 in Aitken 1981; Fig. 1 in Sutton et al. 1974).
The role of this area in the control of vocal behavior in
monkeys still remains to be clarified. Nonhuman primates
appear endowed with a more elaborate cerebral organiza-
tion of orofacial musculature as compared to the larynx,
which, presumably, provides the basis for their relatively ad-
vanced orofacial imitation capabilities (Morecraft et al.
2001). As concerns the basal ganglia and the cerebellum,
the lesion and stimulation studies available so far do not
provide reliable evidence for a participation of these struc-
tures in the control of motor aspects of vocal behavior (Kir-
zinger 1985; Larson et al. 1978; Robinson 1967).
Prosimians and New World monkeys are endowed

solely with polysynaptic corticobulbar projections to lower

Figure 1B. Acoustic Communication in nonhuman Primates: Cerebral Organization.
Cerebral “vocalization network” of the squirrel monkey (as a model of the primate-general “communication brain”). The solid lines
represent the “vocal brainstem circuit” of the vocalization network and its modulatory cortical input (ACC), the dotted lines the strong
connections of sensory cortical regions (AC, VC) and motivation-controlling limbic structures (Ac, Hy, Se, St) to this circuit.
Key: ACC = Anterior cingulate cortex; AC = Auditory cortex; Ac = Nucleus accumbens; Hy =Hypothalamus; LRF = Lateral reticular
formation; NRA =Nucleus retroambigualis; PAG = periaqueductal gray; PB = brachium pontis; SC = superior colliculus; Se = Septum;
St = Nucleus stria terminalis; VC = Visual cortex (Unpublished figure. See Jürgens 2002b and Hage 2010a; 2010b for further details).
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brain-stem motoneurons (Sherwood 2005; Sherwood et al.
2005). By contrast, morphological and neurophysiological
studies revealed direct connections of the precentral
gyrus of Old World monkeys and chimpanzees to the
cranial nerve nuclei engaged in the innervation of orofacial
muscles (Jürgens & Alipour 2002; Kuypers 1958b; More-
craft et al. 2001) which, together with the aforementioned
more elaborate cortical representation of orofacial struc-
tures, may contribute to the enhanced facial-expressive ca-
pabilities of anthropoid primates (Sherwood et al. 2005).
Most importantly, the direct connections between motor
cortex and nucleus (nu.) ambiguus appear restricted, even
in chimpanzees, to a few fibers targeting its most rostral
component (Kuypers 1958b), subserving the innervation
of pharyngeal muscles via the ninth cranial nerve (Butler
& Hodos 2005). By contrast, humans exhibit considerably
more extensive monosynaptic cortical input to the moto-
neurons engaged in the innervation of the larynx – though
still less dense than the projections to the facial and hypo-
glossal nuclei (Iwatsubo et al. 1990; Kuypers 1958a). In
addition, functional imaging data point to a primary
motor representation of human internal laryngeal muscles
adjacent to the lips of the homunculus and spatially separat-
ed from the frontal larynx region of New and Old World
monkeys (Brown et al. 2008; 2009; Bouchard et al. 2013).
As a consequence, thus, the monosynaptic elaboration of
corticobulbar tracts during hominin evolution might have
been associated with a refinement of vocal tract motor
control at the cortical level (“Kuypers/Jürgens hypothesis”;
Fitch et al. 2010).5

2.3. Summary: Behavioral and neuroanatomic
constraints of acoustic communication in
nonhuman primates

The cerebral network controlling acoustic call structure
in nonhuman primates centers around midbrain PAG
(vocalization trigger) and a pontine vocal pattern generator
(coordination of the muscles subserving call production).
Furthermore, mesiofrontal cortex (ACC/adjacent preSMA)
engages in higher-order aspects of vocal behavior such as con-
ditioned responses. These circuits, apparently, do not allow
for a decoupling of vocal fold motor activity from species-
typical audio-visual displays (Knight 1999). The resulting in-
ability to combine laryngeal and orofacial gestures into
novel movement sequences appears to preclude nonhuman
primates frommastering even the simplest speech-like utter-
ances, despite extensive vocal repertoires and a high versatil-
ity of their lips and tongue. At best, modification of acoustic
call structure is restricted to the “variability space” of innate
call inventories, bound to motivational or hedonistic triggers,
and confined to intonational, durational, and loudness param-
eters, that is, signal properties homologous to prosodic
aspects of human spoken language.

3. Contributions of the primate-general “limbic
communicating brain” to human vocal behavior

The dual-pathway model of human acoustic communica-
tion predicts the “limbic communication system” of the
brain of nonhuman primates to support the production
of affective vocalizations such as laughing, crying, and
moaning in our species. In addition, this network might

engage in the emotive-prosodic modulation of spoken lan-
guage. More specifically, ACC and/or PAG could provide
a platform for the addition of graded, that is, analogue infor-
mation on a speaker’s motivational states and intentional
composure to the speech signal. This suggestion has so far
not been thoroughly tested against the available clinical data.

3.1. Brainstem mechanisms of speech production

Ultimately, all cerebral control mechanisms steering vocal
tract movements converge on the same set of cranial
nerve nuclei. Damage to this final common pathway, there-
fore, must disrupt both verbal and nonverbal aspects of
human acoustic communication. By contrast, clinical obser-
vations in patients with bilateral lesions of the fronto-
parietal operculum and/or the adjacent white matter
point at the existence of separate voluntary and emotional
motor systems at the supranuclear level (Groswasser et al.
1988; Mao et al. 1989). However, these data do not
further specify the course of the “affective-vocal motor
system” and, more specifically, the role of the PAG, a
major component of the primate-general “limbic commu-
nication system” (Lamendella 1977).
According to the dual-pathwaymodel, the cerebral network

supporting affective aspects of acoustic communication in our
species must include the PAG, but bypass the corticobulbar
tracts engaged in articulate speech. Isolated damage to this
midbrain structure, thus, should selectively compromise the
vocal expression of emotional/motivational states and spare
the sound structure of verbal utterances. Yet, lesion data –
though still sparse – are at variance with this suggestion.
Acquiredmidbrain lesions restricted to thePAGcompletely in-
terruptboth channels of acoustic communication, giving rise to
the syndrome of akineticmutism (Esposito et al. 1999).More-
over, comparative electromyographic (EMG) data obtained
from cats and humans also indicate that the sound production
circuitry of the PAG is recruited not only for nonverbal affec-
tive vocalizations, but also during speaking (Davis et al. 1996;
Zhang et al. 1994). Likewise, a more recent positron emission
tomography (PET) study revealed significant activation of this
midbrain component during talking in a voiced as compared to
a whispered speaking mode (Schulz et al. 2005).
Conceivably, the PAG contributes to the recruitment of

central pattern generators of the brainstem. Besides the
control of stereotyped behavioral activities such as breath-
ing, chewing, swallowing, or yawning, these oscillatory
mechanisms might, eventually, be entrained by superordi-
nate functional systems as well (Grillner 1991; Grillner &
Wallén 2004). During speech production, such brainstem
networks could be instrumental in the regulation of
highly adaptive sensorimotor operations during the
course of verbal utterances. Examples include the control
of inspiratory and expiratory muscle activation patterns in
response to continuously changing biomechanical forces
and the regulation of vocal fold tension following subtle al-
terations of subglottal pressure (see, e.g., Lund & Kolta
2006). From this perspective, damage to the PAG would in-
terrupt the recruitment of basic adaptive brainstem mech-
anisms relevant for speech production and, ultimately,
cause mutism. However, the crucial assumption of this
explanatory model – spoken language engages phylogenet-
ically older, though eventually reorganized, brainstem
circuits – remains to be substantiated (Moore 2004;
Schulz et al. 2005; Smith 2010).
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3.2. Recruitment of mesiofrontal cortex during verbal
communication

3.2.1. Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). There is some
evidence that, similar to subhuman primates, the ACC is
a mediator of emotional/motivational acoustic expression
in humans as well (see sect. 2.2.2). A clinical example is
frontal lobe epilepsy, a syndrome characterized by involun-
tary and stereotyped bursts of laughter (“gelastic seizures”;
Wild et al. 2003) that lack any concomitant adequate
emotions (Arroyo et al. 1993; Chassagnon et al. 2003;
Iannetti et al. 1997; Iwasa et al. 2002). The cingulate
gyrus appears to be the most commonly disrupted site
based on lesion surveys of gelastic seizure patients (Kovac
et al. 2009). This suggestion was further corroborated by
a recent case study in which electrical stimulation of the
right-hemisphere ACC rostral to the genu of the corpus
callosum elicited uncontrollable, but natural-sounding
laughter – in the absence of merriment (Sperli et al.
2006). Conceivably, a homologue of the vocalization
center of nonhuman primates bound to rostral ACC may
underlie stereotyped motor patterns associated with emo-
tional vocalizations in humans.
Does the ACC participate in speaking as well? Based on

an early PET study, “two distinct speech-related regions in
the human anterior cingulate cortex” were proposed, the
more anterior of which was considered to be homologous
to the cingulate vocalization center of nonhuman primates
(Paus et al. 1996, p. 213). A recent and more focused func-
tional imaging experiment by Loucks et al. (2007) failed to
substantiate this claim. However, this investigation was
based on rather artificial phonation tasks involving pro-
longed and repetitive vowel productions which do not
allow for an evaluation of the specific role of the ACC in
the mediation of emotional aspects of speaking. In
another study, Schulz et al. (2005) required participants
to recount a story in a voiced and a whispered speaking
mode and demonstrated enhanced hemodynamic activa-
tion during the voiced condition in a region homologous
to the cingulate vocalization center, but much larger
responses emerged in contiguous neocortical areas of
medial prefrontal cortex. It remains unclear, however,
how the observed activation differences between voiced
and whispered utterances should be interpreted, since
both of these phonation modes require specific laryngeal
muscle activity. One investigation explicitly aimed at a
further elucidation of the role of medial prefrontal cortex
in motivational aspects of speech production by analyzing
the covariation of induced emotive prosody with blood
oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal changes as mea-
sured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI;
Barrett et al. 2004). Affect-related pitch variation was
found to be associated with supracallosal rather than prege-
niculate hemodynamic activation. However, the observed
response modulation may have been related to changes in
the induced emotional states rather than pitch control.
On the whole, the available functional imaging data do
not provide conclusive support for the hypothesis that the
prosodic modulation of verbal utterances critically
depends on the ACC.
The results of lesion studies are similarly inconclusive.

Bilateral ACC damage due to cerebrovascular disorders
or tumours has been reported to cause a syndrome of aki-
netic mutism (Brown 1988; for a review, see Ackermann &

Ziegler 1995). Early case studies found the behavioral
deficits to extend beyond verbal and nonverbal acoustic
communication: Apparently vigilant subjects with normal
muscle tone and deep tendon reflexes displayed diminished
or abolished spontaneous body movements, delayed or
absent reactions to external stimuli, and impaired autonom-
ic functions (e.g., Barris & Schuman 1953). By contrast,
bilateral surgical resection of the ACC (cingulectomy), per-
formed most often in patients suffering from medically
intractable pain or psychiatric diseases, failed to signifi-
cantly compromise acoustic communication (Brotis et al.
2009). The complex functional-neuroanatomic architecture
of the anterior mesiofrontal cortex hampers, however, any
straightforward interpretation of these clinical data. In
monkeys, the cingulate sulcus encompasses two or even
three distinct “cingulate motor areas” (CMAs), which
project to the supplementary motor area (SMA), among
other regions (Dum & Strick 2002; Morecraft & van
Hoesen 1992; Morecraft et al. 2001). Humans exhibit a
similar compartmentalization of the medial wall of the
frontal lobes (Fink et al. 1997; Picard & Strick 1996). A
closer look at the aforementioned surgical data reveals
that bilateral cingulectomy for treatment of psychiatric dis-
orders, as a rule, did not encroach on caudal ACC (Le Beau
1954; Whitty 1955; for a review, see Brotis et al. 2009,
p. 276). Thus, tissue removal restricted to rostral ACC com-
ponents could explain the relatively minor effects of this
surgical approach.6 Conceivably, mesiofrontal akinetic
mutism reflects bilateral damage to the caudal CMA and/
or its efferent projections, rather than dysfunction of a “cin-
gulate vocalization center” bound to rostral ACC. Instead,
the anterior mesiofrontal cortex has been assumed to con-
tribute to reward-dependent selection/inhibition of verbal
responses in conflict situations rather than to motor
aspects of speaking (Calzavara et al. 2007; Paus 2001).
This interpretation is compatible with the fact that psychi-
atric conditions bound to ACC pathology such as obsessive-
compulsive disorder or Tourette syndrome cause, among
other things, socially inappropriate vocal behavior
(Müller-Vahl et al. 2009; Radua et al. 2010; Seeley 2008).

3.2.2. Supplementary motor area (SMA). Damage to the
SMA in the language-dominant hemisphere may give rise
to diminished spontaneous speech production, character-
ized by delayed, brief, and dysfluent, but otherwise well-
articulated verbal responses without any central-motor
disorders of vocal tract muscles or impairments of other
language functions such as speech comprehension or
reading aloud (“transcortical motor aphasia”; for a review
of the earlier literature, see Jonas 1981; 1987; more
recent case studies in Ackermann et al. 1996 and Ziegler
et al. 1997).7 This constellation may arise from initial
mutism via an intermediate stage of silent word mouthing
(Rubens 1975) or whispered speaking (Jürgens & von
Cramon 1982; Masdeu et al. 1978; Watson et al. 1986).
Based on these clinical observations, the SMA, apparently,
supports the initiation (“starting mechanism”) and
maintenance of vocal tract activities during speech produc-
tion (Botez & Barbeau 1971; Jonas 1981). Indeed, move-
ment-related potentials preceding self-paced tongue
protrusions and vocalizations were recorded over the SMA
(Bereitschaftspotential; Ikeda et al. 1992). Calculation of the
time course of BOLD signal changes during syllable repeti-
tion tasks, preceded by a warning stimulus, revealed an
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earlier peak of the SMA response relative to primary
sensorimotor cortex (Brendel et al. 2010). These data
corroborate the suggestion – based on clinical data – of an en-
gagement of the SMA in the preparation and initiation of
verbal utterances, that is, pre-articulatory control processes.

3.3. Summary: Role of the primate-general “limbic
communication system” in human vocal behavior

In line with the dual-pathway model of human acoustic
communication, the ACC seems to participate in the
release of stereotyped motor patterns of affective-vocal dis-
plays, even in the absence of an adequate emotional state.
Whether this mesiofrontal area also contributes to the
control of laryngeal muscles during speech production
still remains to be established. An adjacent region, the neo-
cortical SMA, appears, however, to participate in the prep-
aration and initiation of articulate speech. Midbrain PAG
also supports spoken language and, presumably, helps
to recruit ancient brainstem circuitries which have been
reorganized to subserve basic adaptive sensorimotor
functions bound to verbal behavior.

4. Contribution of the basal ganglia to spoken
language: Vocal-affective expression and
acquisition of articulate speech

The basal ganglia represent an ensemble of subcortical gray
matter structures of a rather conserved connectional archi-
tecture across vertebrate taxa, including the striatum
(caudate nucleus and putamen), the external and internal
segments of the globus pallidus, the subthalamic nucleus,
and the substantia nigra (Butler & Hodos 2005; Nieuwen-
huys et al. 2008). Clinical and functional imaging data
indicate a significant engagement of the striatum both in
ontogenetic speech acquisition and subsequent over-
learned speech motor control. We propose, however, a
fundamentally different role of the basal ganglia at these
two developmental stages: The entrainment of articulatory
vocal tract motor patterns during childhood versus the
emotive-prosodic modulation of verbal utterances in the
adult motor system.

4.1. Facets of the faculty of speaking: The recruitment of
the larynx as an articulatory organ

The production of spoken language depends upon “more
muscle fibers than any other human mechanical perfor-
mance” (Kent et al. 2000, p. 273), and the responsible
neural control mechanisms must steer all components of
this complex action system at a high spatial and temporal
accuracy. As a basic constituent, the larynx – a highly effi-
cient sound source – generates harmonic signals whose
spectral shape can be modified through movements of
the mandible, tongue, and lips (Figs. 2A & 2B). Yet, this
physical source-filter principle is not exclusively bound to
human speech, but characterizes the vocal behavior of
other mammals as well (Fitch 2000a). By contrast to the
acoustic communication of nonhuman primates, spoken
language depends, however, on a highly articulated larynx
whose motor activities must be integrated with the gestures
of equally articulated supralaryngeal structures into learned
complex vocal tract movement patterns (Fig. 2C). For

example, virtually all languages of the world differentiate
between voiced and voiceless sounds (e.g., /b/ vs. /p/ or
/d/ vs. /t/), a distinction which requires fast and precise
laryngeal manoeuvres and a close interaction of the larynx –
at a time-scale of tens of milliseconds –with the tongue or
lips (Hirose 2010; Munhall & Löfqvist 1992; Weismer
1980). During voiced portions, moreover, the melodic
line of the speech signal is modulated in a language-specific
meaningful way to implement the intonation patterns in-
herent to a speaker’s native idiom or, in tone languages
such as Mandarin, to create different tonal variants of
spoken syllables.
Clinical and functional-imaging observations indicate the

“motor execution level” of speech production, that is,
the adjustment of speed and range of coordinated vocal
tract gestures, to depend upon lower primary sensorimotor
cortex and its efferent pathways, the cranial nerve nuclei,
the thalamus, the cerebellum – and the basal ganglia
(Ackermann & Ziegler 2010; Ackermann & Riecker
2010a; Ackermann et al. 2010). More specifically, distribu-
ted and overlapping representations of the lips, tongue,
jaw, and larynx within the ventral sensorimotor cortex of
the dominant hemisphere generate, during speech produc-
tion, dynamic activation patterns reflecting the gestural
organization of spoken syllables (Bouchard et al. 2013).
Furthermore, it is assumed that the left anterior peri-
and subsylvian cortex houses hierarchically “higher”
speech-motor-planning information in the adult brain
required to orchestrate the motor execution organs
during the production of syllables and words (see Fig. 2C
for an illustration; Ziegler 2008; Ziegler et al. 2012).
Hence, ontogenetic speech acquisition can be understood
as a long-term entrainment of patterned activities of the
vocal tract organs and – based upon practice-related plastic-
ity mechanisms – the formation of a speech motor network
which subserves this motor skill with ease and precision. In
the following sections we argue that the basal ganglia play a
key role in this motor-learning process and in the progres-
sive assembly of laryngeal and supralaryngeal gestures into
“motor plans” for syllables and words. In the mature
system, this “motor knowledge” gets stored within ventro-
lateral aspects of the left-hemisphere frontal lobe, while
the basal ganglia are, by and large, restricted to a fundamen-
tally different role, that is, themediation of motivational and
emotional-affective drive into the speech motor system.

4.2. Developmental shifts in the contribution of the basal
ganglia to speech production

4.2.1. The impact of pre- and perinatal striatal dysfunc-
tions on spoken language. Insight into the potential
contributions of the basal ganglia to human speech acquisi-
tion can be obtained from damage to these nuclei at a
prelinguistic age. Distinct mutations of mitochondrial or
nuclear DNA may give rise to infantile bilateral striatal
necrosis, a constellation largely restricted to this basal
ganglia component (Basel-Vanagaite et al. 2006; De Meir-
leir et al. 1995; Kim et al. 2010; Solano et al. 2003; Thyagar-
ajan et al. 1995). At least two variants, both of them point
mutations of the mitochondrial ATPase 6 gene, were
associated with impaired speech learning capabilities (De
Meirleir et al. 1995: “speech delayed for age”; Thyagarajan
et al. 1995, case 1: “no useful language at age 3 years”).
As a further clinical paradigm, birth asphyxia may
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predominantly impact the basal ganglia and the thalamus
(eventually, in addition, the brainstem) under specific con-
ditions such as uterine rupture or umbilical cord prolapse,
while the cerebral cortex and the underlying white matter
are less affected (Roland et al. 1998). A clinical study
found nine children out of a group of 17 subjects with
this syndrome completely unable to produce any verbal ut-
terances at the ages of 2 to 9 years (Krägeloh-Mann et al.
2002). Six further patients showed significantly compro-
mised articulatory functions (“dysarthria”). Most impor-
tantly, five children had not mastered adequate articulate
speech at the ages of 3 to 12 years, though lesions were con-
fined to the putamen and ventro-lateral thalamus, sparing
the caudate nucleus and the precentral gyrus.
Data from a severe developmental speech or language

disorder of monogenic autosomal-dominant inheritance
with full penetrance extending across several generations
of a large family provide further evidence of a connection
between the basal ganglia and ontogenetic speech acquisi-
tion (KE family; Hurst et al. 1990). At first considered a

highly selective inability to acquire particular grammatical
rules (Gopnik 1990a; for more details, see Taylor 2009), ex-
tensive neuropsychological evaluations revealed a broader
phenotype of psycholinguistic dysfunctions, including
nonverbal aspects of intelligence (Vargha-Khadem &
Passingham 1990; Vargha-Khadem et al. 1995; Watkins
et al. 2002a). However, the most salient behavioral deficit
in the afflicted individuals consists of pronounced abnor-
malities of speech articulation (“developmental verbal
dyspraxia”) that render spoken language “of many of the af-
fected members unintelligible to the naive listener”
(Vargha-Khadem et al. 1995, p. 930; see also Fee 1995;
Shriberg et al. 1997). Furthermore, the speech disorder
was found to compromise voluntary control of nonverbal
vocal tract movements (Vargha-Khadem et al. 2005).
More specifically, the phenotype includes a significant dis-
ruption of simultaneous or sequential sets of motor activi-
ties to command, in spite of a preserved motility of single
vocal tract organs (Alcock et al. 2000a) and uncompromised
reproduction of tones and melodies (Alcock et al. 2000b).

Figure 2. Vocal tract mechanisms of speech sound production.
A. Source-filter theory of speech production (Fant 1970). Modulation of expiratory air flow at the levels of the vocal folds and
supralaryngeal structures (pharynx, velum, tongue, and lips) gives rise to most speech sounds across human languages (Ladefoged
2005). In case of vowels and voiced consonants, the adducted vocal folds generate a laryngeal source signal with a harmonic spectrum
U(s), which is then filtered by the resonance characteristics of the supralaryngeal cavities T(s) and the vocal tract radiation function R
(s). As a consequence, these sounds encompass distinct patterns of peaks and troughs (formant structure; P(s)) across their spectral
energy distribution.
B. Consonants are produced by constricting the vocal tract at distinct locations (a), for example, through occlusion of the oral cavity at the
alveolar ridge of the upper jaw by the tongue tip for /d/, /t/, or /n/ (insert of left panel: T/B=tip/body of the tongue, U/L = upper/lower lips,
J = lower jaw with teeth). Such manoeuvres give rise to distinct up- and downward shifts of formants: Right panels show the formant
transients of /da/ as a spectrogram (b) and a schematic display (c); dashed lines indicate formant transients of syllable /ba/ (figures
adapted from Kent & Read 2002).
C. Schematic display of the gestural architecture of articulate speech, exemplified for the word speaking. Consonant articulation is based
on distinct movements of lips, tongue, velum, and vocal folds, phase-locked to more global and slower deformations of the vocal tract (VT)
associated with vowel production. Articulatory gestures are assorted into syllabic units, and gesture bundles pertaining to strong and weak
syllables are rhythmically patterned to formmetrical feet. Note that laryngeal activity in terms of glottal opening movements (bottom line)
is a crucial part of the gestural patterning of spoken words and must be adjusted to and sequenced with other vocal tract movements in a
precise manner (Ziegler 2010).
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A heterozygous point mutation (G-to-A nucleotide tran-
sition) of the FOXP2 gene (located on chromosome 7;
coding for a transcription factor) could be detected as the
underlying cause of the behavioral disorder (for a review,
see Fisher et al. 2003).8 Volumetric analyses of striatal
nuclei revealed bilateral volume reduction in the afflicted
family members, the extent of which was correlated with
oral-motor impairments (Watkins et al. 2002b). Mice and
humans share all but three amino acids in the FOXP2
protein, suggesting a high conservation of the respective
gene across mammals (Enard et al. 2002; Zhang et al.
2002). Furthermore, two of the three substitutions must
have emerged within our hominin ancestors after separa-
tion from the chimpanzee lineage. Since primates lacking
the human FOXP2 variant cannot even imitate the simplest
speech-like utterances, and since disruption of this gene in
humans gives rise to severe articulatory deficits, it appears
warranted to assume that the human variant of this gene
locus represents a necessary prerequisite for the phyloge-
netic emergence of articulate speech. Most noteworthy,
animal experimentation suggests that the human-specific
copy of this gene is related to acoustic communication
(Enard et al. 2009) and directly influences the dendritic
architecture of the neurons embedded into cortico-basal
ganglia–thalamo–cortical circuits (Reimers-Kipping et al.
2011, p. 82).

4.2.2. Motor aprosodia in Parkinson’s disease. A loss of
midbrain neurons within the substantia nigra pars com-
pacta (SNc) represents the pathophysiological hallmark
of Parkinson’s disease (PD; idiopathic Parkinsonian syn-
drome), one of the most common neurodegenerative disor-
ders (Evatt et al. 2002; Wichmann & DeLong 2007). This
degenerative process results in a depletion of the neuro-
transmitter dopamine at the level of the striatum, rendering
PD a model of dopaminergic dysfunction of the basal
ganglia, characterized within the motor domain by akinesia
(bradykinesia, hypokinesia), rigidity, tremor at rest, and
postural instability (Jankovic 2008; Marsden 1982).
In advanced stages, functionally relevant morphological
changes of striatal projection neurons may emerge
(Deutch et al. 2007; see Mallet et al. [2006] for other non-
dopaminergic PD pathomechanisms). Recent studies
suggest that the disease process develops first in extranigral
brainstem regions such as the dorsal motor nucleus of the
glossopharyngeal and vagal nerves (Braak et al. 2003).
These initial lesions affect the autonomic-vegetative
nervous system, but do not encroach on gray matter struc-
tures engaged in the control of vocal tract movements such
as the nu. ambiguus.

A classical tenet of speech pathology assumes that
Parkinsonian speech/voice abnormalities reflect specific
motor dysfunctions of vocal tract structures, giving rise to
slowed and undershooting articulatory movements
(brady-/hypokinesia). From this perspective, the perceived
speech abnormalities of Parkinson’s patients have been
lumped together into a syndrome termed “hypokinetic dys-
arthria” (Duffy 2005). Unlike in other cerebral disorders,
systematic auditory-perceptual studies and acoustic mea-
surements identified laryngeal signs such as monotonous
pitch, reduced loudness, and breathy/harsh voice quality
as the most salient abnormalities in PD (Logemann et al.
1978; Ho et al. 1999a; 1999b; Skodda et al. 2009; 2011).9

Imprecise articulation appears, by contrast, to be bound

to later stages of the disease. In line with these suggestions,
attempts to document impaired orofacial movement execu-
tion, especially, hypometric (“undershooting”) gestures
during speech production, yielded inconsistent results
(Ackermann et al. 1997a). Moreover, a retrospective
study based on a large sample of postmortem-confirmed
cases found that PD patients predominantly display “hypo-
phonic/monotonous speech,” whereas atypical Parkinso-
nian disorders (APDs) such as multiple system atrophy
or progressive supranuclear palsy result in “imprecise or
slurred articulation” (Müller et al. 2001). As a consequence,
Müller et al. assume the articulatory deficits of APD to
reflect non-dopaminergic dysfunctions of brainstem or
cerebellar structures.
Much like early PD, ischemic infarctions restricted to the

putamen primarily give rise to hypophonia as the most
salient speech motor disorder (Giroud et al. 1997). In its
extreme, a more or less complete loss of prosodic modula-
tion of verbal utterances (“expressive or motor aprosodia”)
has been observed following cerebrovascular damage to
the basal ganglia (Cohen et al. 1994; Van Lancker Sidtis
et al. 2006).10 These specific aspects of speech motor disor-
ders in PD or after striatal infarctions suggest a unique role
of the basal ganglia in supporting spoken language produc-
tion in that the resulting dysarthria might primarily reflect a
diminished impact of motivational, affective/emotional, and
attitudinal states on the execution of speech movements,
leading to diminished motor activity at the laryngeal
rather than the supralaryngeal level. Similar to other
motor domains, thus, the degree of speech deficits in PD
appears sensitive to “the emotional state of the patient”
(Jankovic 2008), which, among other things, provides a
physiological basis for motivation-related approaches to
therapeutic regimens such as the Lee Silverman Voice
Treatment (LSVT; Ramig et al. 2004; 2007). This general
loss of “motor drive” at the level of the speech motor
system and the predominant disruption of emotive
speech prosody suggest that the intrusion of emotional/af-
fective tone into the volitional motor mechanisms of speak-
ing depends on a dopaminergic striatal “limbic-motor
interface” (Mogenson et al. 1980).

4.3. Dual contribution of the striatum to spoken
language: A neurophysiological model

4.3.1. Dopamine-dependent interactions between the
limbic and motor loops of the basal ganglia during
mature speech production. In mammals, nearly all cortical
areas as well as several thalamic nuclei send excitatory, glu-
tamatergic afferents to the striatum. This major input struc-
ture of the basal ganglia is assumed to segregate into the
caudate-putamen complex, the ventral striatum with the
nucleus accumbens as its major constituent, and the striatal
elements of the olfactory tubercle (e.g., Voorn et al. 2004).
Animal experimentation shows these basal ganglia subcom-
ponents to be embedded into a series of parallel reentrant
cortico-subcortico-cortical loops (Fig. 3A; Alexander et al.
1990; DeLong & Wichmann 2007; Nakano 2000). Several
frontal zones, including primary motor cortex, SMA, and
lateral premotor areas, target the putamen, which then pro-
jects back via basal ganglia output nuclei and thalamic relay
stations to the respective areas of origin (motor circuit). By
contrast, cognitive functions relate primarily to connections
of prefrontal cortex with the caudate nucleus, and affective
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states to limbic components of the basal ganglia (ventral
striatum). Functional imaging data obtained in humans
are consistent with such an at least tripartite division of
the basal ganglia (Postuma & Dagher 2006) and point to
a distinct representation of foot, hand, face, and eye move-
ments within the motor circuit (Gerardin et al. 2003). Fur-
thermore, the second basal ganglia output nucleus, the
substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr), projects to several
hindbrain “motor centers,” for example, PAG, giving rise
to several phylogenetically old subcortical basal ganglia–
brainstem–thalamic circuits (McHaffie et al. 2005).
A brainstem loop traversing the PAG could participate in
the recruitment of phylogenetically ancient vocal brainstem
mechanisms during speech production (see sect. 3.1;
Hikosaka 2007).
The suggestion of parallel cortico-basal ganglia–

thalamo–cortical circuits does not necessarily imply strict
segregation of information flow. To the contrary, connec-
tional links between these networks are assumed to be a
basis for integrative data processing (Joel & Weiner 1994;
Nambu 2011; Parent & Hazrati 1995). More specifically,
antero- and retrograde fiber tracking techniques reveal a
cascade of spiraling striato-nigro-striatal circuits, extending
from ventromedial (limbic) via central (cognitive-associat-
ive) to dorsolateral (motor) components of the striatum

(Fig. 3A; e.g., Haber et al. 2000; for reviews, see Haber
2010a; 2010b). This dopamine-dependent “cascading inter-
connectivity” provides a platform for a cross-talk between
the different basal ganglia loops and may, therefore, allow
emotional/motivational states to impact behavioral respons-
es, including the affective-prosodic shaping of the sound
structure of verbal utterances.
The massive cortico- and thalamostriatal glutamatergic

(excitatory) projections to the basal ganglia input structures
target the GABAergic (inhibitory) medium-sized spiny pro-
jection neurons (MSN) of the striatum. MSNs comprise
roughly 95% of all the striatal cellular elements. Upon
leaving the striatum, the axons of these neurons connect
via either the “direct pathway” or the “indirect pathway”
to the output nuclei of the basal ganglia (Fig. 3B; Albin
et al. 1989; for a recent review, see Gerfen & Surmeier
2011; for critical comments, see, e.g., Graybiel 2005;
Nambu 2008). In addition, several classes of interneurons
and dopaminergic projection neurons impact the MSNs.
Dopamine has a modulatory effect on the responsiveness
of these cells to glutamatergic input, depending on the re-
ceptor subtype involved (David et al. 2005; Surmeier et al.
2010a; 2010b). Against this background, MSNs must
be considered the most pivotal computational units of the
basal ganglia that are “optimized for integrating multiple

Figure 3. Structural and functional compartmentalization of the basal ganglia.
A. Schematic illustration of the – at least – tripartite functional subdivision of the cortico-basal ganglia–thalamo–cortical circuitry. Motor,
cognitive/associative, and limbic loops are depicted in different gray shades, and the two cross-sections of the striatum (center) delineate
the limbic, cognitive/associative, and motor compartments of the basal ganglia input nuclei. Alternating reciprocal (e.g., 1–1) and non-
reciprocal loops (e.g., subsequent trajectory 2) form a spiraling cascade of dopaminergic projections interconnecting these parallel
reentrant circuits (modified Fig. 2.3.5. from Haber 2010b).
B.Within the basal ganglia, the motor loop segregates into at least three pathways: a direct (striatum – SNr/GPi), an indirect (striatum –
GPe – SNr/GPi), and a hyperdirect (via STN) circuit (based on Fig. 1 in Nambu 2011 and Fig. 25.1 in Walters & Bergstrom 2010). The
direct and indirect medium-sized spiny projection neurons of the striatum (MSN) differ in their patterns of receptor and peptide
expression (direct pathway: D1-type dopamine receptors, SP = substance P; indirect pathway: D2, ENK = enkephalin) rather than
their somatodendritic architecture.
Key: DA = dopamine; GPi/GPe = internal/external segment of globus pallidus; SNr = substantia nigra, pars reticulata; SNc = substantia
nigra, pars compacta; VTA = ventral tegmental area; STN = subthalamic nucleus; SC = superior colliculus; PPN = pedunculopontine
nucleus; PAG = periaqueductal gray.
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distinct inputs” (Kreitzer & Malenka 2008), including
dopamine-dependent motivation-related information, con-
veyed via ventromedial–dorsolateral striatal pathways to
those neurons. It is well established that midbrain dopami-
nergic neurons have a pivotal role within the context of clas-
sical/Pavlovian and operant/instrumental conditioning tasks
(e.g., Schultz 2006; 2010). More specifically, unexpected
benefits in association with a stimulus give rise to stereo-
typic short-latency/short-duration activity bursts of dopami-
nergic neurons which inform the brain on novel reward
opportunities. Whereas, indeed, such brief responses
cannot easily account for the impact of a speaker’s mood
such as anger or joy upon spoken language, other behavio-
ral challenges, for example, longer-lasting changes in moti-
vational state such as “appetite, hunger, satiation,
behavioral excitation, aggression, mood, fatigue, despera-
tion,” are assumed to give rise to more prolonged striatal
dopamine release (Schultz 2007, p. 207). Moreover, the
midbrain dopaminergic system is sensitive to the motiva-
tional condition of an animal during instrumental condi-
tioning tasks (“motivation to work for a reward”; Satoh
et al. 2003).

The dopamine-dependent impact of motivation-related
information on MSNs provides a molecular basis for the
influence of a speaker’s actual mood and actual emotions
on the speech control mechanisms bound to the basal
ganglia motor loop. Consequently, depletion of striatal dop-
amine should deprive vocal behavior from the “energetic
activation” (Robbins 2010) arising in the various cortical
and subcortical limbic structures of the primate brain
(see Fig. 1B). The different basic motivational states of
our species – shared with other mammals – are bound to
distinct cerebral networks (Panksepp 1998; 2010). For
example, the “rage/anger” and “fear/anxiety” systems
involve the amygdala, which, in turn, targets the ventrome-
dial striatum. On the other hand, the cortico-striatal motor
loop is engaged in the control of movement execution,
namely, the specification of velocity and range of orofacial
and laryngeal muscles. The basal ganglia have an ideal stra-
tegic position to translate the various arousal-related mood
states (joy or anger) into their respective acoustic signatures
by means of a dopaminergic cascade of spiraling striato-
nigro-striatal circuits – via adjustments of vocal tract inner-
vation patterns (“psychobiological push effects of vocal
affect expression”; Banse & Scherer 1996; Scherer et al.
2009). In addition, spoken language may convey a speaker’s
attitude towards a person or topic (“attitudinal prosody”;
Van Lancker Sidtis et al. 2006). Such higher-order commu-
nicative functions of speech prosody involve a more
extensive appraisal of the context of a conversation and
may exploit learned stylistic (ritualized) acoustic models
of vocal-expressive behavior (Scherer 1986; Scherer et al.
2009). Besides subcortical limbic structures and orbitofron-
tal areas, ACC projects to the ventral striatum in monkeys
(Haber et al. 1995; Kunishio & Haber 1994; Öngür & Price
2000). Since these mesiofrontal areas are assumed to
operate as a platform of motivational-cognitive interactions
subserving response evaluation (see above), the connec-
tions of ACC with the striatum, conceivably, engage in
the implementation of attitudinal aspects of speech
prosody (“sociolinguistic/sociocultural pull factors” as
opposed to the “psychobiological push effects” referred to
above; Banse & Scherer 1996; Scherer et al. 2009). Thus,
both the psychobiological push and the sociocultural pull

effects, ultimately, may converge on the ventral striatum,
which then, presumably, funnels this information into the
basal ganglia motor loops.

4.3.2. Integration of laryngeal and supralaryngeal articu-
latory gestures into speech motor programs during
speech acquisition. The basal ganglia are involved in the
development of stimulus-response associations, for
example, Pavlovian conditioning (Schultz 2006), and the
acquisition of stimulus-driven behavioral routines, such as
habit formation (Wickens et al. 2007). Furthermore, striatal
circuits are known to engage in motor skill refinement,
another variant of procedural (nondeclarative) learning.11

For example, the basal ganglia input nuclei contribute to
the development of “motor tricks” such as the control of
a running wheel or the preservation of balance in
rodents (Dang et al. 2006; Willuhn & Steiner 2008; Yin
et al. 2009). Neuroimaging investigations and clinico-
neuropsychological studies suggest that the basal ganglia
contribute to motor skill learning in humans as well,
though existing data are still ambiguous (e.g., Badgaiyan
et al. 2007; Doya 2000; Doyon & Benali 2005; Kawashima
et al. 2012; Packard & Knowlton 2002; Wu &Hallett 2005).
The clinical observations referred to suggest that bilateral
pre-/perinatal damage to the cortico-striatal-thalamic cir-
cuits gives rise to severe expressive developmental speech
disorders which must be distinguished from the hypoki-
netic dysarthria syndrome seen in adult-onset basal
ganglia disorders. Conceivably, thus, the primary control
functions of these nuclei change across different stages of
motor skill acquisition. In particular, the basal ganglia
may primarily participate in the training phase preceding
skill consolidation and automatization: The “engrams”
shaping habitual behavior and the “programs” steering
skilled movements, thus, may get stored in cortical areas
rather than the basal ganglia (for references, see Graybiel
2008; Groenewegen 2003).
Yet, several functional imaging studies of upper-limb

movement control failed to document a predominant
contribution of the striatum to the early stages of motor se-
quence learning (Doyon & Benali 2005; Wu et al. 2004) or
even revealed enhanced activation of the basal ganglia
during overlearned task performance (Ungerleider et al.
2002) and, therefore, do not support this model. As a
caveat, these experimental investigations may not provide
an appropriate approach to the understanding of the
neural basis of speech motor learning. Spoken language
represents an outstanding “motor feat” in that its ontoge-
netic development starts early after or even prior to birth
and extends over more than a decade. During this period,
the specific movement patterns of an individual’s native
idiom are exercised more extensively than any other com-
parable motor sequences. A case similar to articulate
speech can at most be made with educated musicians or
athletes who have experienced extensive motor practice
from early on over many years. In these subject groups, ex-
tended motor learning is known to induce structural adap-
tations of gray and white matter regions related to the level
of motor accomplishments (Bengtsson et al. 2005; Gaser &
Schlaug 2003). Such investigations into the mature neuro-
anatomic network of highly trained “motor experts” have
revealed fronto-cortical and cerebellar regions12 to be
predominantly moulded by the effects of long-term
motor learning with little or no evidence for any lasting
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changes at the level of the basal ganglia (e.g., Gaser &
Schlaug 2003). Against this background, it might be conjec-
tured that the basal ganglia engage primarily in early stages
of speech acquisition but do not house the motor represen-
tations that ultimately convey the fast, error-resistant, and
highly automated vocal tract movement patterns of adult
speech. This may explain why pre-/perinatal dysfunctions
of the basal ganglia have a disastrous impact on verbal
communication and preclude the acquisition of speech
motor skills.
How can the contribution of the basal ganglia to the as-

sembly of vocal tract motor patterns during speech acquisi-
tion be delineated in neurophysiological terms? One
important facet is that the laryngeal muscles should have
gained a larger striatal representation in our species as com-
pared to other primates. Humans are endowed with more
extensive corticobulbar fiber systems, including monosyn-
aptic connections, engaged in the control of glottal func-
tions (see sect. 2.2.3 above; Iwatsubo et al. 1990; Kuypers
1958a). Furthermore, functional imaging data point to a
significant primary-motor representation of human internal
laryngeal muscles, spatially separated from the frontal
“larynx region” of New and Old World monkeys (Brown
et al. 2008; 2009). In contrast to other primates, therefore,
a higher number of corticobulbar fibers target the nu.
ambiguus. As a consequence, the laryngeal muscles
should have a larger striatal representation in our species
since the cortico-striatal fiber tracts consist, to a major
extent, of axon collaterals of pyramidal tract neurons pro-
jecting to the spinal cord and the cranial nerve nuclei, in-
cluding the nu. ambiguus (Gerfen & Bolam 2010; Reiner
2010). Apart from the nu. accumbens, electrical stimulation
of striatal loci in monkeys, in fact, failed to elicit vocaliza-
tions. In the latter case, however, the observed vocaliza-
tions reflect, most presumably, evoked changes in the
animals’ internal motivational milieu rather than the excita-
tion of motor pathways (Jürgens & Ploog 1970).
A more extensive striatal representation of laryngeal

functions can be expected to enhance the coordination of
these activities with the movements of supralaryngeal struc-
tures. Briefly, the dorsolateral striatum separates into two
morphologically identical compartments of MSNs, which
vary, however, in neurochemical markers and input/
output connectivity (Graybiel 1990; for recent reviews,
see Gerfen 2010; Gerfen & Bolam 2010). While the so-
called striosomes (patches) are interconnected with
limbic structures, the matrisomes (matrix) participate pre-
dominantly in sensorimotor functions. This matrix compo-
nent creates an intricate pattern of divergent/convergent
information flow. For example, primary-motor and somato-
sensory cortical representations of the same body part are
connected with the same matrisomes of the ipsilateral
putamen (Flaherty & Graybiel 1993). Conversely, the pro-
jections of a single cortical primary-motor or somatosensory
area to the basal ganglia appear to “diverge to innervate a
set of striatal matrisomes which in turn send outputs that
reconverge on small, possibly homologous sites” in pallidal
structures further downstream (Flaherty & Graybiel 1994,
p. 608). Apparently, such a temporary segregation and sub-
sequent re-integration of cortico-striatal input facilitates
“lateral interactions” between striatal modules and,
thereby, enhances sensorimotor learning processes.
Similar to other body parts, it must be expected that

the extensive larynx-related cortico-striatal fiber tracts of

our species feed into a complex divergence/convergence
network within the basal ganglia as well. These lateral inter-
actions between matrisomes bound to the various vocal
tract structures might provide the structural basis support-
ing the early stages of ontogenetic speech acquisition. More
specifically, a larger striatal representation of laryngeal
muscles – split up into a multitude of matrisomes – could
provide a platform for the tight integration of vocal fold
movements into the gestural architecture of vocal tract
motor patterns (Fig. 2C).

4.4. Summary: Basal ganglia mechanisms bound to the
integration of primate-general and human-specific
aspects of acoustic communication

Dopaminergic dysfunctions of the basal ganglia input
nuclei in the adult brain predominantly disrupt the embed-
ding of otherwise well-organized speech motor patterns
into an adequate emotive- and attitudinal-prosodic
context. Based upon these clinical data, we propose that
the striatum adds affective-prosodic modulation to the
sound structure of verbal utterances. More specifically,
the dopamine-dependent cascading interconnectivity
between the various basal ganglia loops allows for a cross-
talk between the limbic system and mature speech motor
control mechanisms. By contrast, bilateral pre-/perinatal
damage to the striato-thalamic components of the basal
ganglia motor loops may severely impair speech motor in-
tegration mechanisms, resulting in compromised spoken
language acquisition or even anarthria. We assume that
the striatum critically engages in the initial organization
of “motor programs” during speech acquisition, whereas
the highly automatized control units of mature speech pro-
duction, that is, the implicit knowledge of “how syllables
and words are pronounced,” are stored within anterior
left-hemisphere peri-/subsylvian areas.

5. Paleoanthropological perspectives: A two-step
phylogenetic/evolutionary scenario of the
emergence of articulate speech

In a comparative view, the striatum appears to provide
the platform on which a primate-general and, therefore,
phylogenetically ancient layer of acoustic communication
penetrates the neocortex-based motor system of spoken
language production. Given the virtually complete speech-
lessness of nonhuman primates due to, especially, a limited
role of laryngeal/supralaryngeal interactions during call
production, structural elaboration of the cortico-basal
ganglia–thalamic circuits should have occurred during
hominin evolution. Recent molecular-genetic findings
provide first specific evidence in support of this notion.
More specifically, human-specific FOXP2 copies may
have given rise to an elaboration of somatodendritic mor-
phology of basal ganglia loops engaged in the assemblage
of vocal tract movement sequences during early stages of
articulate speech acquisition. We propose, however, that
the assumed FOXP2-driven “vocal-laryngeal elaboration”
of the cortico-striatal-thalamic motor loop should have
been preceded by a fundamentally different phylogenet-
ic-developmental process, that is, the emergence of mono-
synaptic corticobulbar tracts engaged in the innervation of
the laryngeal muscles.
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5.1. Monosynaptic elaboration of the corticobulbar
tracts: Enhanced control over tonal and rhythmic
characteristics of vocal behavior (Step 1)

In nonhuman primates the larynx functions as an energet-
ically efficient sound source, but shows highly constrained,
if any, volitional motor capabilities. Direct projections of
the motor cortex to the nu. ambiguus (see sect. 2.2.3)
should have endowed this organ in humans with the poten-
tial to serve as a more skillful musical organ and an articu-
lator with similar versatility as the lips and the tongue.
Presumably, this first evolutionary step toward spoken lan-
guage emerged independent of the presence of the human-
specific FOXP2 transcription factor. Structural morpho-
metric (Belton et al. 2003; Vargha-Khadem et al. 1998;
Watkins et al. 1999; 2002b) and functional imaging
studies (Liégeois et al. 2003) in affected KE family
members demonstrate abnormalities of all components of
the cerebral speech motor control system, except the
brainstem targets of the corticobulbar tracts (cranial
nerve nuclei, pontine gray) and the SMA (Fig. 4 in
Vargha-Khadem et al. 2005).13 As an alternative to
FOXP2-dependent neural processes, the increase of mono-
synaptic elaboration of corticobulbar tracts within the
primate order (see sect. 2.2.3) might reflect a “phylogenetic
trend” (Jürgens & Alipour 2002) associated with brain
volume enlargement. Thus, “evolutionary changes in
brain size frequently go hand in hand with major changes
in both structural and functional details” (Striedter 2005,
p. 12), For example, absolute brain volume predicts – via
a nonlinear function – the size of various cerebral compo-
nents, ranging from the medulla to the forebrain (Finlay
& Darlington 1995). The three- to four-fold enlargement
of absolute brain size in our species relative to australopith-
ecine forms (Falk 2007), therefore, might have driven this
refinement of laryngeal control – concomitant with a reor-
ganization of the respective motor maps at the cortical
level (Brown et al. 2008; 2009). Whatever the underlying
mechanism, the development of monosynaptic projections
of the motor strip to nu. ambiguus should have been asso-
ciated with an enhanced versatility of laryngeal functions.

From the perspective of the lip-smack hypothesis
(Ghazanfar et al. 2012), the elaboration of the corticobulbar
tracts might have been a major contribution to turn the
visual lip-smacking display into an audible signal (see
MacNeilage 1998; 2008). Furthermore, this process
should have allowed for a refinement of the rather stereo-
typic acoustic structure of the vocalizations of our early
hominin ancestors (Dissanayake 2009, p. 23; Morley
2012, p. 131), for example, the “discretization” of (innate)
glissando-like tonal call segments into “separate tonal
steps” (Brandt 2009) or the capacity to match and maintain
individual pitches (Bannan 2012, p. 309). Such an elabora-
tion of the “musical characteristics” (Mithen 2006, p. 121)
of nonverbal vocalizations, for example, contact calls,
must have supported mother–child interactions. In order
to impact the attention, arousal, or mood of young
infants, caregivers often use non-linguistic materials such
as “interjections, calls, and imitative sounds”, characterized
by “extensive melodic modulations” (Papoušek 2003). Fur-
thermore, monosynaptic corticobulbar projections allow
for rapid on/off switching of call segments and, thus,
enable synchronization of vocal behavior, first, across indi-
viduals (communal chorusing in terms of “wordless vocal

exchanges” as a form of “grooming-at-a-distance”;
Dunbar 2012) and, second, with other body movements
(dance). Such activities support interpersonal emotional
bonds (“fellow-feeling”) and promote social cohesion/coop-
eration (Cross 2001; 2003; Cross & Morley 2009). These
accomplishments must have emerged after the separation
of the hominin lineage since chimpanzees are unable to
converge on a regular beat during call production (e.g.,
Geissmann 2000). More specifically, African apes engage
in rhythmical behavior like drumming, but, apparently,
lack the capacity of a mutual entrainment of such actions
into synchronized group displays (Fitch 2012). Thus,
monosynaptic elaboration of the corticobulbar tracts
might have provided the phylogenetic basis both for the
“communicative musicality” of human infants and for com-
munal “wordless vocal exchanges,” preceding both articu-
late speech and more formal musical activities shaped by
culture (Malloch & Trevarthen 2009).14 As a further indica-
tion that these achievements are not bound to the presence
of the human-specific FOXP2 transcription factor, repro-
duction of musical tones and tunes was found largely
uncompromised in KE family members with articulatory
disorders (Alcock et al. 2000b).
The Kuypers/Jürgens hypothesis (Fitch et al. 2010)

assumes that the vocal-behavioral limitations of nonhuman
primates are rooted in the absence of direct corticobulbar
projections to the brainstem motoneurons engaged in the
innervation of laryngeal muscles and housed within the
nu. ambiguus. Indeed, this model explains the inability of
nonhuman primates to produce sound patterns that
impose particularly high demands on the coordination of
laryngeal and supralaryngeal activities such as the rapid
voiced–voiceless alterations characteristic of articulate
speech. Yet, this suggestion cannot account for nonhuman
primates’ inability to imitate less challenging, fully voiced,
speech-like vocalizations such as syllables comprising
voiced consonants (see sect. 4.3.2).

5.2. FOXP2-driven vocal elaboration of the basal ganglia
motor loop: Enhanced integration of laryngeal and
supralaryngeal gestures (Step 2)

As a further prerequisite of spoken language, the vocal
folds must serve as an “articulatory organ” that can be
“pieced together” with equally versatile orofacial gestures
into a tightly integrated meshwork of appropriately timed
vocal tract movements. Conceivably, FOXP2-driven mor-
phological changes at the level of the basal ganglia in our
hominin ancestors provided the physiological basis for
these sensorimotor capabilities to emerge as a second phy-
logenetic step toward articulate speech. More specifically,
enhanced “lateral interactions” between striatal representa-
tions of vocal tract muscles based on a divergence/conver-
gence architecture of information flow within the basal
ganglia (Flaherty & Graybiel 1994) have the potential to
support the linkage of vocal tract movements into lan-
guage-specific syllabic and metrical patterns. This would
represent a major step in sensorimotor verbal learning
during ontogenetic speech acquisition. The role of the
basal ganglia in this process seems to be confined to the
phase where the entrainment and automatization of
speech motor patterns takes place, while the persistent
motor plans evolving during this process get stored within
left-hemisphere peri- or subsylvian cortex. In the mature
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speech motor system, the contribution of the striatum to
speech production appears predominantly restricted to
dopamine-dependent, emotive-prosodic shading of the
speech signal as a homologue to the vocalizations of nonhu-
man primates and a vestige of the ancient communication
system.
Paleoanthropological data such as endocast traces of

Broca’s area (Holloway et al. 2004, pp. 15ff) or morpholog-
ical features of the cranial base (Lieberman 2011) provide
only indirect and ambiguous evidence on the evolution of
spoken language. “Comparing our behavior and brain
with those of other extant primates” (Ghazanfar & Miller
2006, p. R879) still represents the most robust approach
to the investigation of the “biological mechanisms underly-
ing the evolution of speech” (Ghazanfar & Rendall 2008,
p. R457). Recently, however, molecular-genetic studies
have shed light on the phylogeny of verbal communication
in the hominin lineage and, more specifically, the contribu-
tion of the basal ganglia to the evolution of spoken
language. Thus, molecular-genetic analyses found the
human form of the FOXP2 protein in 43,000-year-old Ne-
anderthal skeletal remains (Rosas et al. 2006) linked to the
same haplotype as in our species (Krause et al. 2007).15

Since large-scale analyses of the FOXP2 locus in humans
failed to detect any amino acid polymorphisms (Enard
et al. 2002), those speech-related mutations must have
been the target of strong selection pressures, causing a rel-
atively fast fixation within the human gene pool (“selective
sweep”). Assuming modern humans and Neanderthals did
not interbreed, positive selection of the relevant FOXP2
mutation(s) should have occurred in our most recent
common ancestor (MRCA). Sequence analyses both of
nuclear and mitochondrial DNA “locate” the MRCA to
the mid-Middle Pleistocene, around 400,000 to 600,000
years ago (Endicott et al. 2010; Green et al. 2010; Hofreiter
2011; Noonan 2010), and these data are compatible with
the fossil record (Weaver et al. 2008). As an alternative sce-
nario, gene flow could explain the presence of the human
FOXP2 variant in Neanderthal bones (Coop et al. 2008).
Under these conditions, a later emergence of the respective
hominin mutations has been assumed – around 40,000
years ago (see Stringer 2012, pp. 190ff, for a recent discus-
sion of interbreeding between modern humans and archaic
populations, i.e., Neanderthals and Denisovans). A more
recent molecular-genetic study, finally, points at a positive
selective sweep of a regulatory FOXP2 element – affecting
neuronal expression of this gene –within a comparable
time domain, that is, during the last 50,000 years (Maricic
et al. 2013). In any case, whatever model will prove true,
FOXP2-driven speech-related modification of cortico-stria-
tal circuits must have emerged in individuals characterized
by a cerebral volume similar to that of extant modern
humans (Rightmire 2004; 2007).
Assuming a gradual monosynaptic elaboration of cortico-

bulbar projections in parallel with brain size increase across
the hominin lineage (see above), the relatively late reorga-
nization of cortico-basal ganglia loops driven by specific
FOXP2 mutations should have occurred on top of a fully
developed motoneuronal axis. It is tempting to relate the
selective sweep of the hominin FOXP2 mutations to the
evolution of speech and language functions (Enard &
Pääbo 2004; Zhang et al. 2002). However, the benefits of
full-fledged verbal communication cannot have been the
driving force of the emergence of articulate speech. “If

the first one or three or five protolanguage signs [such as
syllable repetitions or simple words] didn’t have a substan-
tial payoff, no one would have bothered to invent any
more” (Bickerton 2009, p. 165). The announcement of
“displaced” objects such as perished large mammals and
the subsequent recruitment of troop members for carcass
exploitation has been assumed to provide the necessary
“substantial payoff” (Bickerton 2009, pp. 167f). But individ-
uals spending their whole – though often short – lives to-
gether in small and intimate troops should have been
able to convey such simple messages to a sufficient extent
by nonverbal, that is, gestural means (Coward 2010,
p. 469).
Rather than semantic-referential functions, the earliest

speech-like vocalizations could have served as refined
contact calls and, thus, facilitated mother–child interactions
(Falk 2004; 2009). Likewise, these vocalizations might have
allowed for a vocal elaboration of group activities such as
communal dancing or grooming, which consolidate intra-
group cohesion and cooperation (Dunbar 1996; Mithen
2006, pp. 208f). In other words, the earliest verbal utter-
ances further expanded and refined the space of versatile
vocal displays afforded by the preceding development of
monosynaptic corticobulbar projections to the nu. ambi-
guus. Besides other benefits (see above), these accomplish-
ments should have enhanced a “speaker’s” social prestige.
Subsequent gradual “conventionalization” (Milo & Quiatt
1994) of speech-like acoustic signals then could have
slowly created opportunities for the conveyance of environ-
mental or social information by simply drawing attention to
an actual event or situation (Dessalles 2007, p. 360).

6. A look beyond the primate lineage: Birdsong
and human speech

In a broader comparative perspective, the emergence of
articulate speech appears to have involved the convergent
evolution in our species of rather ancient principles of
brain wiring, documented already many years ago in song-
birds. The avian “song production network” roughly sepa-
rates into two circuits, that is, the vocal motor pathway
(VMP) and the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP; e.g.,
Bolhuis et al. 2010; Jarvis 2004a; 2004b). Whereas VMP
shares essential organizational principles with human corti-
cobulbar tracts such as monosynaptic projections to the
cranial nerve centers steering the peripheral vocal appara-
tus (Wild 2008; see also Ackermann & Ziegler 2013), there
are striking similarities between AFP and the cortico-basal
ganglia loops of mammals, including our species (Doupe
et al. 2005). In zebra finches, area X – a major AFP compo-
nent that includes both striatal and pallidal elements –
shows, for example, specific interdependencies between
FoxP2 level and the accuracy of tutor song imitation
(Haesler et al. 2007) or juvenile/adult singing activity
(Teramitsu et al. 2010; for an evolutionary perspective on
this gene see Scharff & Haesler 2005). Whereas bilateral
VMP damage significantly compromises vocal behavior at
any stage of an individual’s life history, AFP dysfunctions
have, by contrast, a more subtle impact upon mature
songs, but severely disrupt vocal learning mechanisms
(e.g., Brainard & Doupe 2002). Thus, (i) monosynaptic
connections between upper and lower motoneurons
engaged in the innervation of the sound source and (ii)
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cortico-striatal motor loops supporting vocal-laryngeal
functions appear to represent common functional-
neuroanatomic prerequisites both of spoken language and
birdsong (for a review of the parallels between avian and
human acoustic communication, see Doupe & Kuhl
1999; Bolhuis & Everaert 2013; Bolhuis et al. 2010). As a
consequence, birdsong can serve as an experimental
model for the investigation of the neural control of
human speech – though, most presumably, syntactic and
semantic aspects of verbal utterances elude such an ap-
proach (Beckers et al. 2012; Berwick et al. 2011). The

hitherto underestimated role of the basal ganglia in
spoken language should help to further elucidate the
relationship between birdsong and human speech.

7. Conclusions

During recent years, a salient contribution of subcortical
structures, including the basal ganglia, to language evolu-
tion has been assumed (Lieberman 2000; 2007). More
specifically, FOXP2-driven modification of neural circuits
traversing the basal ganglia must be considered a necessary
prerequisite for “the emergence of proficient spoken lan-
guage” (Vargha-Khadem et al. 2005). However, these sug-
gestions do not account for the developmental dynamics of
cortico-striatal interactions and the discrepancies between
the sequels of basal ganglia lesions in children and adults.
Based upon behavioral–clinical and functional imaging
data, in this article we have proposed (1) two successive
phylogenetic stages of speech acquisition (monosynaptic
refinement of corticobulbar tracts and laryngeal elaboration
of cortico-striatal motor circuits), and (2) a functional reor-
ganization of the cortico-striatal motor loops engaged in
vocal tract control during ontogenetic speech development
(Fig. 4).
It goes without saying that the model outlined here ad-

dresses only one out of several building blocks of a compre-
hensive theory of the evolution of spoken language. Most
evidently, our approach still fails to account for the co-
evolution of the described linguistic motor skills with the
auditory skills underlying speech perception, and, as a con-
sequence, the emergence of the auditory-motor network
that underlies the phonological processing capacities of
our species. Furthermore, we need to better understand
how this elaborate auditory-vocal communication appara-
tus became overarched by the expanding conceptual-
semantic and syntactic capabilities of humans. Thus,
language evolution must be considered a multicomponent
process, and the specific phylogenetic interactions of emer-
gent speech production with these other traits await further
elucidation. Presumably, any such phylogenetic account
also needs to integrate, among other things, social and mo-
tivational contingencies (e.g., Dunbar 1996), “the desire to
use the vocal tract to communicate” (Locke 1993, p. 322f),
amodal mimetic capacities (Donald 1999), mirror neuron
systems (Arbib 2006), and so-called executive functions
(Coolidge &Wynn 2009) as relevant driving forces and pre-
requisites of spoken language evolution (for a comprehen-
sive overview, see Tallerman & Gibson 2012).

NOTES
1. Though predominantly depending on glottal source charac-

teristics such as the fluctuations of pitch, loudness, and voice
quality, vocal-affective prosodic expression may also be associated
with changes in speech breathing patterns, alterations of speaking
rate, and the degree to which speech sounds are hyper- or hypo-
articulated. Thus, motivational factors have, more or less, an
impact on all vocal tract subsystems.

Affective-emotive speech prosody, that is, the expression of
arousal-related mood states, has been considered as a behavioral
trait homologous to the acoustic signals of nonhuman primates
in addition to nonverbal affective vocalizations such as laughter
(“push-effects” of affective-emotive prosody; see last paragraph
in sect. 4.3.1). By contrast, attitudes like doubt or approval
cannot unambiguously be expected in nonhuman primates.

Figure 4. Cerebral network supporting the integration of
primate-general (gray arrows) and human-specific aspects of
acoustic communication (black).
A cascading dopaminergic circuitry (bidirectional arrows)
connects the ventromedial-limbic (vm STR) with the
dorsolateral-motor components of the striatum (dl STR) and
their respective output nuclei, SNr and GPi. We suggest that
this circuitry funnels information on a speaker’s actual affective/
motivational state into the central motor system, thereby
modulating spoken language by an emotive-prosodic “tone,” a
homologue of the vocal behavior of nonhuman primates. Unlike
what is postulated by dual-pathway models, the two networks
appear to be closely intertwined at the level of the basal ganglia
and of midbrain/brainstem structures. In our species, the motor
cortex, first, has monosynaptic projections to brainstem nu.
ambiguus and, second, the basal ganglia motor loop extends to
laryngeal functions – based, probably, on the convergent
evolution of a wiring schema already extant in songbirds –
whereas nonhuman primates seem to lack such a “vocal
elaboration” of subcortical-cortical motor circuitry. The dashed
lines indicate that the basal ganglia motor loop, apparently,
undergoes a dynamic ontogenetic reorganization during spoken
language acquisition in that a left-hemisphere cortical storage
site of “motor programs” gradually emerges, bearing the major
load of vocal tract control after mature speech production has
been established. (This figure does not include the cerebellum,
a structure also engaged in speech motor control [see
Ackermann 2008], but not relevant for the discussion in this
article.)
Key: Amygdala etc. = amygdala and other (allocortical/
mesolimbic) structures of the limbic system; ACC = anterior
cingulate cortex; SMA = supplementary motor area; SMC =
sensorimotor cortex; GPi = internal segment of globus pallidus;
SNr/SNc = substantia nigra, pars reticulata/pars compacta; PAG
= periaqueductal gray; vCPG = vocal central pattern generator.
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Thus, it is questionable whether attitudinal prosody, that is,
appraisal-related “pull-effects,” can be assumed homologous to
the vocal behavior of nonhuman primates.

Besides arousal-relatedmotivational/affective states (e.g., joy) or
appraisal-based subjective attitudes (e.g., doubt), speech prosody
may also convey linguistic information such as word accent (linguis-
tic prosody) or contribute to the implementation of “speech acts”
such as verbal intimidation of another subject (Sidtis & Van
Lancker Sidtis 2003; Van Lancker Sidtis et al. 2006). Linguistic
and pragmatic prosody are outside the scope of this article.

In addition to a propositional message and affective/
attitudinal states, the speech signal also conveys speaker-related
(“indexical”) information on age, gender, and identity, simply
because the size and tissue properties of laryngeal and supralar-
yngeal structures differ across individuals and change over lifetime
(Kreiman & Sidtis 2011).

2. The more recent paleoanthropological literature applies the
term hominin – rather than hominid – to the human clade
(“family”), that is, the “bush” of all species tracing back to a
common ancestor who diverged from the lineage encompassing
modern chimpanzees (Lewin & Foley 2004, p. 9).

3. Nucleotide sequences are given in italics, proteins in regular
letters; lower- and uppercase serve to distinguish human (FOXP2/
FOXP2), murine (Foxp2/Foxp2), and other, for example, avian
(FoxP2/FoxP2) variants of the forkhead family of genes (Kaestner
et al. 2000).

4. The PAG and the adjacent mesencephalic tegmentum rep-
resent a functional-neuroanatomic entity (Holstege 1991). In the
subsequent paragraphs, the term “PAG” will always refer to both
subcomponents.

5. Monosynaptic projections of (the avian) motor cortex to
brainstem nuclei have also been documented in songbirds (for a
review see, e.g., Wild 2008), an often neglected prerequisite of
vocal learning (see sect. 6).

6. Two cases of a constellation resembling transcortical motor
aphasia following ACC infarction have been documented to date
(Chang et al. 2007). Diffusion tensor imaging revealed additional
disruption of efferent SMA fibers in one patient. Thus, a substan-
tial contribution of premotor mesiofrontal cortex to the observed
communication disorders must be considered.

7. Two case studies noted compromised speech prosody after
mesiofrontal lesion (Bell et al. 1990; Heilman et al. 2004). In
the absence of more detailed neuroanatomic data, such observa-
tions are difficult to interpret unambiguously.

8. Further alterations of the FOXP2 gene – such as a nonsense
mutation giving rise to truncated protein products – have been
found in association with developmental speech dyspraxia
(MacDermot et al. 2005).

9. In contrast to other dysarthria variants, PD subjects show, as
a rule, normal speaking rates. A subgroup of patients even displays
an accelerated tempo (“hastening phenomenon”; e.g., Duffy
2005). This unique, but rarely studied, phenomenon may reflect
a release of oscillatory basal ganglia activity (Ackermann et al.
1997b; Riecker et al. 2006).

10. Tracing back to the late 1970s (Ross & Mesulam 1979), a
series of case studies assigned motor aprosodia – disrupted imple-
mentation of the “affective tone” of spoken language, concomitant
with a preserved “ability to ‘feel emotion’ inwardly” and an unim-
paired comprehension of other subjects’ vocal expression of
motivational states – to a dysfunction of right-hemisphere
fronto-opercular cortex and/or anterior insula (e.g., Ross &
Monnot 2008). However, the lesions in these cases appear to
have encroached on the basal ganglia, including their connections
to mesiofrontal cortex (see Cancelliere & Kertesz 1990).

11. In contrast to habit formation, that is, the incremental emer-
gence of stimulus-driven behavioral routines,motor skill learning is
characterized by the incremental refinement of movement execu-
tion as reflected in reaction time measurements: “Learning how to
ride a bicycle is quite different fromhaving the habit of biking every
evening after work” (Graybiel 2008, p. 370).

12. As compared to the upper limbs, the specific contribution
of the cerebellum to speech motor learning is less clear. Most
noteworthy, the few reported cases of congenital cerebellar hypo-
plasia/aplasia, apparently, lack any significant disorders of spoken
language (Ackermann & Ziegler 1992). Acquired dysfunctions of
the cerebellum, nevertheless, compromise speech production,
giving rise to, among other things, a slowed speaking rate and im-
precise consonant articulation (Ackermann 2008; Duffy 2005).
13. These inferences must be considered with some precau-

tions: We can only conclude that the heterozygous(!) constella-
tions observed so far in the KE family (Bolhuis et al. 2010,
p. 753) do not significantly disrupt the corticobulbar pathway –
unlike other components of the central motor system.
14. Although contemporary traditional societies of a predomi-

nantly hunter-gatherer mode of subsistence “are not necessarily
like some form of pre-human and should not be used uncritically
as models,” the respective ethnographic data, nevertheless, allow
limited inferences on the behavioral repertoire of our hominin an-
cestors (Barnard 2011, p. 15). Thus, extensive communal dancing,
often accompanied by rhythmic nonverbal utterances, represents
a salient component of many ceremonies associated with impor-
tant events in the life of an individual (e.g., circumcision rite;
Turner 1967, pp. 186ff, 193) or the history of a group (war-/
peace-related gatherings; e.g., Rappaport 2000, pp. 173ff). Since
the coordination of vocal behavior and body movements may en-
courage a sense of “unity, harmony, and concord” among a group,
social bonding should benefit from a vocal elaboration of ritual
forms (Rappaport 1999, pp. 220, 252ff). It must be noted,
however, that communal dancing often may include a competitive
element aside from social bonding (James 2003, pp. 75f; for exam-
ples, see Rappaport 1999, p. 80; 2000, pp. 191ff; Turner 1967,
p. 260). Principally, refined musical abilities could have supported
to some extent referential communication. Spoken languages may
include a broad range of nonverbal signals (Lewis 2009). For
example, the Mbendjele people living in the dense equatorial
forests of the Congo Basin, a habitat that severely impedes
visual orientation, report an encounter with a dangerous animal
to other group members by means of meticulous mimicry of the
respective auditory scene. These anthropological data support
the suggestion that enhanced musicality of nonverbal vocalizations
may provide communicative benefits, but do not necessarily imply
the notion of a “musical protolanguage” or “musilanguage”
(Brown 2000), that is, music-like learned communication
systems preceding full-fledged spoken language, a hypothesis
tracing back to Charles Darwin (1871).
15. Similar to nonhuman primates, limitations of articulate

speech due to vocal tract constraints have been attributed to
Neanderthals as well, giving rise to a reduced repertoire of speech
sounds (for a critical discussion, see Barney et al. 2012; Clegg 2012).
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Abstract: Two substantive issues are relevant to discussions of the
evolution of acoustic communication and merit further consideration
here. The first is the importance of communicative ontogeny and the
impact of the proximal social environment on the early development of
communication and language. The second is the emerging evidence for
a number of non-linguistic roles of FOXP2 and its orthologs.

Ackermann et al. review evidence that changes to FoxP2 acted as
the necessary and specific accelerant for human language devel-
opment. I will briefly discuss three points relevant to this view:
the role of pre-verbal interaction in language acquisition, the
range of genes and pathways involved, and lastly the importance
of FoxP2 changes in other species.
Communicative ontogeny. The ontogeny of communication

stems from a latent genetic potential. This is channelled, con-
strained, and developed through the neonatal environment
(Aitken 2008; Aitken & Trevarthen 1997; Crais et al. 2004;
Rowe & Goldin-Meadow 2009). Neonates interact with adults
with varied communicative capabilities. Over 100,000 years,
newborns have adapted to massive changes in culture and
language, while the genetic mechanisms proposed are largely
unchanged

Prehistoric behaviour left us no records. We have to look to
contemporary ontogenies to observe differences in development.
Signing-for-communication by the congenitally deaf infants of
signing deaf parents is precocious, while infants with hearing
parents and hearing infants with congenitally deaf parents are
often slow in signing (Volterra & Erting 1990). Language and
social attunement in hearing infants with hearing parents seems
little affected by variations in adult gesture (Kirk et al. 2012). In-
teractional attunement seems critical to infant development
(Lundy 2013).

Ontogeny only partially mirrors phylogeny. The communicative
environment guides our latent and flexible potential. Our neonatal
capacity to cope with, adapt to, and rapidly learn from our social
environment is perhaps the unique human attribute. We are
born with the capacity to develop the language of our parents
through their environment. We are socially altricial – our larger
cortices enable us to immerse ourselves in and learn through
our social environment, to engage our caregivers and to ensure
that we are cared for and stimulated. This process is largely artic-
ulated well before we develop language (Feldman 2007; Oller
et al. 2013).

Foetal brain growth approaches the limits imposed by maternal
pelvic size. This is at the cost of the neotenous development and
relative vulnerability of most other organ systems. Accelerated
early postnatal growth could surely achieve this end to support a
cognitive-linguistic system with reduced perinatal risk. The abili-
ties necessary to social survival relies on the intergenerational
transmission of adaptability. A dyadic preverbal system underpins
this process (see Trevarthen & Aitken 2001), but the “second-
person neuroscience” required to study its neurobiology is a
recent development (Schilbach et al. 2013).

An alternative evolutionary strategy, typified by the social
insects, relies on invariance in the social behaviour of its
members (see Miller 2010). This can also provide evolutionary
success but is less robust in the face of significant environmental
change.
FOXP2 – “Human-specific and central to linguistic communica-

tion” or a more general key in processing complex information?
Forkhead transcription factors are important to a wide range of
developmental processes (Carlsson & Mahlapuu 2002; Nudel &
Newbury 2013). Interest in FOXP2 came through studying the
effects of its mutation on one family pedigree – the KE family
(Lai et al. 2001). First referred to as a “developmental verbal dys-
praxia” (Hurst et al. 1990), it has also been reported simply as a
“dysphasia” (Gopnik 1990b), as a defect in phonology and lan-
guage-production (Fletcher 1990), and a severe speech disorder
affecting all aspects of expressive language (Vargha-Khadem &
Passingham 1990). Non-language–related differences have also
been reported (Liégeois et al. 2003).

FOXP2 is highly conserved. Only two amino acids differentiate
us from orthologs in certain other primates (such as the gorilla and
chimpanzee), and three from the orang-utan and mouse. In mice,
a defect in FoxP2 impairs both ultrasonic vocalization (Shu et al.
2005) and motor learning (Groszer et al. 2008), and there are
sex differences in gene expression (Bowers et al. 2013). In the
human, FOXP transcription differences, including FOXP2, are as-
sociated with an increased likelihood of autism spectrum disorders
(ASD) (see Bowers & Konopka 2012; Mukamel et al. 2011; Toma
et al. 2013).
Is FOXP2 the key “language gene”?A group of genetic factors is

reported in association with specific language impairments (SLIs).
These include FOXP2, CYP19A1, FOXG1, FOXP1, NRXN1,
PCDH11X, PCDH11Y, SETBP1, CNTNAP2, ATP2C2, and
CMIP (Deriziotis & Fisher 2013; Marseglia et al. 2012;
Newbury et al. 2010; Toma et al. 2013). SLIs are commonly re-
ported in association with ASD (Bowers & Konopka 2012;
Chien et al. 2013; Szalontai & Csiszar 2013). In addition,
CNTNAP2 KIIA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 mutations have been re-
ported in association with reading disorders (see Newbury et al.
2011; Pinel et al. 2012).
Is the specialised role of FOXP2 confined to human

communication? Orthologs of the FOXP2 gene are found
across many species, affect vocal communication in many. It is
highly conserved and seems likely to have an important function
or functions preceding its role in language. The notion of “deep
homology” of structural genes in somatotopic development is
well known, but its relevance to social behaviour has only recently
been suggested (Scharff & Petri 2011). Overly strong parallels to
animal models are inappropriate (see Lynch 2009), however
knock-in “humanized” FoxP2 genes in mice have been shown to
alter cortico-basal ganglia circuitry (Enard et al. 2009).

FoxP2 is involved in complex non-linguistic systems. It affects
birdsong development (Teramitsu et al. 2004), and FoxP2
protein levels alter with the amount of male singing (Miller
et al. 2008). In some species of bat, FoxP2 appears to have
evolved in parallel with echolocation (Yin et al. 2008). Here,
complex vocalization is used to coordinate flight and prey location
(see Metzner & Schuller 2010).

FoxP2 has undergone accelerated evolution in echolocating
bats (Li et al. 2007), whales, dolphins (Nery et al. 2013), and
humans (Ayub et al. 2013). It has a wider range of functions,
across a broader phylogenetic range than was previously appreci-
ated in the brain networks for complex auditory processing. In
some species this has served communication, while in others its
adaptive function seems more related to complex motor guidance.

Targets in the avian and human brain are now clearer, but their
genetic effects and neurochemical cascade are complex (Konopka
et al. 2009). To date, some 34 FOXP2 transcription targets have
been identified in basal ganglia and inferior frontal cortex alone
(Spiteri et al. 2007).

FOXP2 is insufficient to account for the development of human
language or its neural and neurochemical substrates. It is a proxy
marker for the genetic control of complex biological systems we
are only beginning to define or understand.
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Abstract: Unlike nonhuman primates, thousands of bird species have
articulatory capabilities that equal or surpass those of humans, and they
develop their vocalizations through vocal imitation in a way that is very
similar to how human infants learn to speak. An understanding of how
speech mechanisms have evolved is therefore unlikely to yield key
insights into how the human brain is special.

Ackermann et al.’s efforts to understand the evolution of “brain
mechanisms of acoustic communication” focus on neuroanatomi-
cal adaptations in nonhuman primates that may have enabled the
evolution of articulated speech. Unlike these authors, however,
we do not think that an understanding of how articulation
evolved in terms of common descent from our primate ancestors
must be key to an understanding of “how the human brain is
special.” Particularly when it comes to speech and language,
large-scale patterns of evolutionary convergence provide insights
that are at least as important as insights from analyzing recent
common descent.

Speech is one possible external interface for human language,
and speech-like capabilities per se are not unique to humans or
primates but are in fact widespread among species far removed
from the primate clade. Ackermann et al. briefly mention song-
birds as an experimental model system to study neural control
of speech-like behavior, but at least as important is that from a
broader comparative view, songbirds also provide important evo-
lutionary insights. Not only do birds have structured, articulated
vocalizations, but just like human infants, they acquire these vocal-
izations through imitation learning, a trait that is rare among
mammals and appears to be completely absent in nonhuman pri-
mates. In addition, the way in which songbirds learn to sing is very
similar to the way that human infants acquire speech. First, in
both cases there is a sensitive period during which learning pro-
ceeds optimally. Second, developing individuals go through a tran-
sitional phase of vocal development, which is called “babbling” in
infants and “subsong” in songbirds (Bolhuis & Everaert 2013;
Bolhuis et al. 2010). In both species, vocal imitation and learning
typically play a large role, though as noted above, in humans, the
interface modality can be gestures rather than speech.

Beyond their human-like way of acquiring their vocalizations,
many songbird and parrot species also produce highly virtuoso
vocalizations, using special adaptations for phonation and
articulatory control. Birds have evolved a specialized organ, the
syrinx, solely for vocalization, unlike the human larynx. In song-
birds, this organ is bipartite, enabling them, for example, to sing
with two independent voices at the same time, to use one side
for singing and the other side for respiration to avoid running
out of breath, or to use one voice for low registers and the
other one for high registers. Further, vocal articulation in birds
is not restricted to this specialized organ, but also includes fast
lingual and oropharyngeal movements that either support voice
articulations, or add another layer of complexity on top of it
(Beckers 2013; Beckers et al. 2004). In short, there is no question
that the vocal capabilities of many species of birds surpass those
found in any other clade, including humans.

Vocal virtuosity in birds serves a variety of functions, including
the social ones that Ackermann et al. suggest played a role in
human speech evolution. Articulatory and vocal imitation capa-
bilities have existed in these large clades for at least 50 million
years (Jarvis 2004b), providing ample opportunity for evolution-
ary tinkering, especially given that birds are very diverse in
terms of ecology and behavior. Despite this, none of the many
thousands of extant species of vocal learning birds have so far
been reported to possess a “special” brain. This comparative
result suggests that Ackermann et al. place too much weight
on the notion that the evolution of more versatile call-like

vocalizations for improved communication in our hominin ances-
tors played a crucial role in the origin of any traits that may be
uniquely human.
Regarding the mechanisms underlying vocal behavior, Acker-

mann et al. discuss the neural and genetic (FOXP2) parallels
between humans and nonhuman primates in some detail. Here
too, common descent may not be a reliable guiding principle for
comparative research, because changes in FOXP2 are implicated
not only in differences between humans and nonhuman primates,
but also other mammals (e.g., bats and cetaceans) as well as birds.
Songbirds also have a FOXP2 gene that differs very little from the
human variant. Moreover, in zebra finches the FOXP2 gene is
apparently involved in vocalization and vocal learning, as it is in
humans (Bolhuis & Everaert 2013; Bolhuis et al. 2010). Addition-
ally, in comparison with humans, songbirds have analogous (and
perhaps homologous) brain structures that are involved in vocal
production and auditory perception and memory (Bolhuis et al.
2010).
Arguably, an important reason for the uniqueness of the human

brain/mind is our capacity for language per se, rather than articu-
latory competence (Berwick et al. 2013). Given the already strong
parallels between humans and songbirds in terms of auditory-
vocal imitation learning, and the often remarkable articulatory
skills in many avian species, it is reasonable to ask whether song-
birds also possess human-like syntactic abilities (Berwick et al.
2011). Recent claims of such syntactic abilities in songbirds
(e.g., Abe & Watanabe 2011) have been shown to be based
upon flawed experimental methodologies (Beckers et al. 2012).
Nevertheless, we argue that the absence of evidence for human-
like combinatorial abilities in songbirds does not as of yet
constitute evidence of their absence. Should such syntactic capa-
bilities be present in nonhuman animals, songbirds would prove
more likely candidates for comparative evolutionary analysis
than apes or monkeys. Taken together with the neurocognitive
parallels between birdsong and human speech that we have
sketched above (see also Berwick et al. 2011; 2013; Bolhuis
et al. 2010), this has important consequences for any evolutionary
interpretation of speech and language.
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Abstract: Language production is a multilevel phenomenon, and human
capacities to communicate vocally progress from early forms, based on
projections of motor cortex to brainstem nuclei, to complex elaborations,
mediated by high-order cognition and fostered by socially mediated
feedback.

Primates appear to be motorically capable of speaking words
insofar as they can articulate sounds and have (in some document-
ed instances) actually articulated “words.” For example, rhesus
monkeys produce different call types in association with ad hoc
visual signals and even switch between call types associated with
different signals (Hage & Nieder 2013). So, vocal tract morphol-
ogy is not the only limitation that accounts for the inability of non-
human primates to produce even simple verbal utterances.
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Contemporary developmental theory and research – language
production included – are rooted in systems dynamics of individu-
al-context relations that guide the emergence of behavior and
ontogenetic change. Development is associated with dynamic re-
ciprocal relations among structures at multiple levels of organiza-
tion. Language – in toto, comprehension and expression of
phonology, morphology, semantics, syntactics, and pragmatics,
at least – has such a multilevel organization, extending as it does
from the anatomy of the vocal tract through brain-based motor ef-
fectors to interpersonal dynamics and on to cultural experience.
By focusing on one level of analysis, Ackermann et al.’s hypothesis
misses the essential multilevel and developmental nature of vocal
production. Bidirectional influences operate across these multiple
levels as biological and cognitive systems are nested within indi-
viduals, and individuals are nested within complex social and
verbal environments. Accordingly, the developmental systems
perspective leads away from a singular explanatory focus on organ-
ism or on context to how multiple forces, which span from biolog-
ical pathways to macrolinguistic influences, collaborate in
development.

Taking a cue from advances in developmental science, consider
two levels above the Ackermann et al.’s focus on vocal tract
morphology that may play vital roles in vocal/verbal production.
Primates may be lacking in higher-order cognitive-linguistic oper-
ations that subserve communicative skills and in social interaction
experiences that play key roles in speech development.

Ackermann et al. focus on ontogenetic speech production in
interactions between basal ganglia at one end of the spectrum
and their cortical targets at the other. Their main argument titu-
larly focuses on the roots and limiting conditions of vocal/verbal
production but seems crucially to omit from consideration com-
prehension, which almost by law ontogenetically and cognitively
precedes production and therefore places a higher-order limita-
tion on production. The case of human children acquiring
language tells us that, outside cry, laugh, and mimicry, “context-
restricted” and “context-free” expressions of verbal forms follow
comprehension of those forms. Production hardly ever occurs
without comprehension as a pre-requisite.

Comprehension qua cognition transcends genetic endowment.
Ackermann et al. argue that, because primates lacking the
(human) FOXP2 variant cannot even imitate simple speech-like
utterances, and because the disruption of this gene in humans
gives rise to severe articulatory deficits, it appears warranted to
assume that the human variant of this gene locus is pre-requisite
to the phylogenetic emergence of articulate speech. From a devel-
opmental viewpoint, however, it is well to recall that human babies
who are also speechless presumably possess the FOXP2 gene.
Like primates, older infants possess the requisite genetics and
neuroanatomy; what they lack, like primates, are cognition and
(see below) requisite experience. Here, multilevel development
is uncoupled from neuroanatomy and pathology.

Ackermann et al. assert that vocalizations in nonhuman species
reflect ontogenetic modifications of acoustic structure rooted in
maturation. However, the restriction to maturation again ac-
knowledges only one level of understanding speechlessness in
nonhuman primates. Contemporary interactionist models posit
that social factors shape human communicative development
and early language learning. Communication begins as the
product of bidirectional influences between infants and adults.
When 9- to 10-month-old English-learning infants experienced
a non-native language (Mandarin) through live interactions with
adults, television, or audio-only presentations, only those infants
who experienced the language through live interactions learned
(Kuhl et al. 2003). Similarly, children learn novel verbs during
either live interactions or socially contingent video training over
video chat, but not during non-contingent video training (Rose-
berry et al. 2014). Human children’s caregivers provide feedback
that is vital to infant learning. Furthermore, prospective longitudi-
nal study shows that maternal responsiveness to infants predicts
when children achieve various language milestones (Bornstein

et al. 1999; Tamis-LeMonda et al. 1996). In human beings, expe-
riences make a telling difference. Recall that 100% of meaningful
vocalizations (the lexicon) are learned: Children growing up in
Boston learn English-sounding vocal patterns, whereas children
growing up in Paris learn French-sounding ones.

These assertions are further supported by understanding what
happens when caregivers cannot adequately interpret a child’s vo-
calization and provide adequate feedback. An instructive example
occurs when a parent interacts with a child who has a neurological
deficit before the deficit is diagnosed, as in the case of children
with autism for whom diagnoses are provided after 18–24
months of age. A core deficit of autism occurs in social communi-
cation. At least in a subgroup of infants with autism, early vocali-
zations are atypically produced (Esposito et al. 2013; Sheinkopf
et al. 2012), making it challenging for caregivers to interpret
(Venuti et al. 2012) and respond to their child in an effective
way (Esposito & Venuti 2009).

In summary, Ackermann et al. point to anatomy and neurobiol-
ogy as rate limiting factors on vocal/verbal production, when it is
also the case that language cognition and interactional experience
need to be added to neuroanatomical machinery. As language is a
multilevel phenomenon, it is good to have one level of the multi-
level system better understood, but all levels as well as their inter-
connectivity need to be analyzed and apprehended. The authors
conclude that “birdsong can serve as an experimental model for
the investigation of the neural control of human speech” (sect. 6),
and this might be the case for the neural control level, but for
levels of the complete system above neuroanatomy, including syn-
tactic and semantic aspects of verbal utterances, higher-order cog-
nitions and linguistic experience are requisite. The ultimate goal
of the effort here is purportedly to appreciate comprehensively
the origins, capacities, and motives of human speech.

The stated aim of Ackermann et al. is to propose phylogenetic
stages of speech acquisition which they root in “monosynaptic re-
finement of corticobulbar tracts and laryngeal elaboration of
cortico-striatal motor circuits” (sect. 7, para. 1). This approach
leaves untouched virtually all of the higher-order components of
mental functioning and social language learning that collaborate
in the end state of verbal production.

The evolution of coordinated vocalizations
before language
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Abstract: Ackermann et al. briefly point out the potential significance of
coordinated vocal behavior in the dual pathway model of acoustic
communication. Rhythmically entrained and articulated pre-linguistic
vocal activity in early hominins might have set the evolutionary stage for
later refinements that manifest in modern humans as language-based
conversational turn-taking, joint music-making, and other behaviors
associated with prosociality.

Ackermann et al. present an excellent overview of the neurocog-
nitive architecture underlying primate vocal production, including
a proposal for the evolution of articulated speech in humans.
Multiple sources of evidence support the dual pathway model of
acoustic communication. The evolution of volitional control over
vocalizations might critically involve adaptations for rhythmic en-
trainment (i.e., a coupling of independent oscillators that have
some means of energy transfer between them). Entrained vocal
and non-vocal behaviors afford a variety of modern abilities such
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as turn-taking in conversation and coordinated music-making, in
addition to refinements that lead to the production of speech
sounds that interface with the language faculty.

WilsonandWilson (2005) described anoscillatormodel of conver-
sational turn-taking where syllable production entrainment allows
for efficient interlocutor coordination with minimal gap and
overlap in talk. The mechanisms underlying this ability might have
been present in the hominin line well before language evolved,
and could be closely tied to potential early functions of social signal-
ing including rhythmic musical behavior and dance (Bryant 2013;
Hagen & Bryant 2003; Hagen & Hammerstein 2009). Research
on error correctionmechanisms has revealed several design features
of such entrainment mechanisms. Repp (2005) proposed distinct
neural systems underlying different kinds of error correction in syn-
chronous tapping. Phase-related adjustments involve dorsal process-
es controlling action, while ventral perception and planning
processes underlie period correction adjustments.

Bispham (2006) and Phillips-Silver et al. (2010) have suggested
that behavioral entrainment in humans involves the coupling of per-
ception and action incorporating pre-existing elements of motor
control and pulse perception. This coupling is plausibly linked to
Ackermann et al.’s first phylogenetic stage including laryngeal elab-
oration and monosynaptic refinement of corticobulbar tracts. In
order to implement proper error correction in improvised contexts
of vocal synchrony, volitional control over articulators is necessary.
While little comparativeworkhas shownsuchanability innonhuman
primates, there is some evidence suggesting control over vocal artic-
ulators in gelada baboons, with an ability to control, for example,
vocal onset times relative to conspecific vocalizations (Richman
1976). And recently, Perlman et al. (2012) have found that Koko
the gorilla exercises breath control in her deliberate play with wind
instruments. Other evidence of this sort is certainly forthcoming,
andwill help us develop an accurate account of the evolutionary pre-
cursors to speech production in humans.

Laughter provides a window into the phylogeny of human vocal
production as well. Laugh-like vocalizations first appeared prior to
the last common ancestor (Davila-Ross et al. 2009), and in humans
is likely derived from the breathing patterns exhibited during play
activity (Provine 2000). Bryant and Aktipis (2014) found that per-
ceptible proportions of inter-voicing intervals (IVIs) differed sys-
tematically between spontaneous and volitional human laughter,
and altered versions of the laughs were differentially perceived
as being human made, and related to the IVI measures. Specifi-
cally, slowed spontaneous laughs were indistinguishable from
nonhuman animal calls, while slowed volitional laughs were recog-
nizable as being human produced. These data were interpreted as
being evidence for perceptual sensitivity to vocalizations originat-
ing from different production machinery – a finding consistent
with the dual pathway model presented here by Ackermann et al.

Interestingly, laughter seems to play a role in coordinating con-
versational timing. Manson et al. (2013) have reported that con-
vergence in speech rate was positively associated with how
much interlocutors engaged in co-laughter. While the degree of
convergence over a 10-minute conversation predicted cooperative
play in an unannounced Prisoner’s Dilemma game, the amount of
co-laughter did not. The relationship between laughter and
speech is not well understood, though evidence suggests that it
is integrated to some extent. The placement of laughter in the
speech stream follows some linguistic patterns (i.e., a punctuation
effect) (Provine 1993), but also manifests itself embedded within
words and sentences as well (Bryant 2012). Co-laughter might
serve in some capacity to help conversationalists coordinate
their talk, and, in early humans, perhaps coordinate other kinds
of vocal behavior. Recent work has demonstrated that people
can detect in very short co-laughter segments (<2 seconds)
whether the co-laughers are acquainted or not (Bryant 2012) sug-
gesting a possible chorusing function.

A surge of recent work is showing how interpersonal synchrony
involving entrainment results in cooperative interactions (e.g.,
Kirschner & Tomasello 2010; Manson et al. 2013; Wiltermuth

&Heath 2009), and the effect seems immune to the negative con-
sequences of explicit recognition. That is, when behavior match-
ing is noticed, but does not involve fine temporal coordination,
interactants do not respond positively (e.g., Bailenson et al.
2008). Manson et al. (2013) described interpersonal synchrony
as a coordination game that does not afford cheating opportuni-
ties, unlike mimicry and other behavior matching phenomena
where deceptive, manipulative strategies are potentially profit-
able. Coordinating vocal (and other) behavior provides a means
for individuals to assess the fit of others as cooperating partners.
Given the extreme cooperative nature of humans relative to
other species, mechanisms for such assessment are not surprising,
and in fact should be expected.
Taken together, the findings described above point to an impor-

tant component of human vocal communication that involves the
independent and integrated action of emotional vocal production
and speech production systems. Selection for articulatory control
mechanisms underlying the entrainment of vocal behavior for
within- and between-group communicative functions could have
set the stage for conversational turn-taking – an ability that incor-
porated speech. Dual pathway models of acoustic communication
should more seriously consider the neurocognitive underpinnings
of vocal entrainment abilities and consider these adaptations in
the phylogenetic history of human vocal behavior.

Environments organize the verbal brain
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Abstract: FOXP2 expression in the evolution of language derives from its
role in allowing vocal articulation that is sensitive to its consequences. The
discrete verbal discourse it allows must have evolved recently relative to
affective features of vocal behavior such as tone of voice. Because all
organ systems must have evolved in the service of behavior, attention is
given to ways in which environments may have driven brain organization.

Ackerman et al.’s plausible account of how brain evolution may
have led to language would be even more persuasive if it also
dealt with how evolutionary environments might have driven
brain changes that engendered language. The survival and repro-
duction of organisms within populations depends on their behav-
ior, so I start from the position that the brain, like all organ
systems, evolved in the service of behavior (Catania 2008). For
example, brain size may have driven articulatory control, but en-
vironments where that articulatory control made a difference
must also have driven brain size. Elsewhere I address in more
detail these and related issues, including interpretations of learn-
ing in terms of selection rather than associations and the distinc-
tion between language structure and function (e.g., Catania
1990; 2013a; Catania & Cerutti 1986).
The functional distinction between affective language, as in

tone of voice, and substantive language, as in vocal discourse, is
illustrated by an account of the different reactions of two audienc-
es to a speech by Ronald Reagan (Sacks 1985). Psychotics without
affect responded only to the speech content, whereas aphasics re-
sponded only to its affect; only those responsive to both dimen-
sions found the speech persuasive. The affective and the
discursive systems involve the same vocal apparatus, so they nec-
essarily evolved in coordination, but Sacks’s example demon-
strates their separate functionalities. If affective vocal functions
are similar to those of other displays usually characterized as emo-
tional, then other functions must have driven evolution of the dis-
cursive system: evolution rarely duplicates existing functions.
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Emotional behavior substantially predates language, with discur-
sive functions presumably overlaid upon it later. Contented or
angry or lustful gorillas do not need new ways to express their
emotions.

My candidate for the minimal function of discursive verbal
behavior from which all other functions are derived? It is a
highly efficient way in which one human can get another to do
something (Catania 1995; 2003; 2009). The imperative does not
require multiple-word utterances or grammar. Even if nothing
else is available, a single utterance functionally equivalent to the
command Stop! will benefit the members of any hominid group
that creates it. Other functions (e.g., communication, narrative)
are derivatives of this fundamental one. For example, prestige
matters only when some individuals become more important in
telling others what to do; cooperation can sometimes be more ef-
fectively induced through verbal instructions than by other means.
Telling others what to do leads to telling them what to say, and
giving information provides expanded ways to tell others how to
do things.

The long period during which our ancestors made tools and
mastered fire suggests that some form of hominid language has
existed for perhaps millions of years, whereas archaeological
findings coupled with inferences from linguistic change and
human migration implies a source perhaps as recent as 40 to
50 thousand years ago. The longer time makes sense if we
include the evolution of affective and single-utterance precursors
with simple imperative functions, accompanied by more sophisti-
cated articulations. Significant anatomical developments included
bipedal locomotion, freeing respiration from constraints on the rib
cage, and elaborations of vocal signals such as laughter (Provine
2000; 2012). But defining language solely in terms of syntactically
organized multi-word utterances targets the more recent prove-
nance. The step from single- to multiword utterances with differ-
ent words having different functions allows for an explosion of
language diversity.

Coherent accounts of language evolution must include three
concurrent levels of selection (Catania 2001), each entailing dif-
ferent mechanisms by which environments select surviving vari-
ants. First, phylogenetic (Darwinian) contingencies must select
requisite physiological attributes (e.g., vocal tract structure,
neural organization). Second, ontogenetic contingencies (selec-
tion of behavior within individual lifetimes) must maintain those
language features acquired by individuals, as when native but
not non-native speech sounds survive in a child’s developing vocal-
izations. Third, cultural or memetic selection (selection of behav-
ior as it passes among individuals) must perpetuate languages
across generations as communities pass them on from one to
another.

Ackerman et al. seek an account for the co-evolution of articu-
latory and perceptual skills. Yet if distributions of both skill levels
exist within a population, those at the upper ranges of either skill
will be selected. As long as selection operates relative to each pop-
ulation mean, the distributions will change together, just as but
more benignly than in the arms races of predators and their
prey. For example, mothers with superior acuity along some audi-
tory dimension will sometimes bear offspring with superior differ-
entiation along some articulatory dimension; they and their
offspring will both be selected, just as more successful predators
are selected as their predation selects prey more successful at
escape.

Ackerman et al. cite many relevant studies but provide no tax-
onomy of relevant processes. We read of reinforcement, goal-di-
rected behavior, instrumental conditioning, learning responses
to food rewards, acquisition of stimulus-driven behavioral rou-
tines, habit formation, training, and even motor tricks. But these
are simply alternative vocabularies for labeling behavior changes
that occur because behavior is modified by its consequences
(Catania 2013a; Schneider 2012). Consequences are as much in-
volved in stimulus-driven behavioral routines, where responses
produce different consequences given different stimuli, as in

refinement of skills, where differential consequences shape
behavior. Existing taxonomies of behavioral processes could put
much of this in good order. They are built not upon associations
or conditioning but rather upon the selection of behavior by its
consequences (e.g., Catania 2013a; 2013b; Madden 2012; Ver-
planck 2000). The structure of behavior provides crucial clues
for what to look for in the brain.

Nevertheless, Ackerman et al. have made a strong case that
FOXP2’s expression is prerequisite for the complex vocal articula-
tions of human language. Timing is critical, so these coordinations
involve not just tongue, lips, and larynx, but also diaphragm and
rib cage. FOXP2’s expression may work by allowing motor pat-
terns that are otherwise highly constrained by anatomies and
stimuli to be modified by their consequences. Skinner apparently
got it right when he wrote: “The human species took a crucial step
forward when its vocal musculature came under operant control in
the production of speech sounds. Indeed, it is possible that all the
distinctive achievements of the species can be traced to that one
genetic change” (Skinner 1986, p. 117). In nonverbal organisms,
reinforcers can alter only the rate of vocalizations (e.g., cheeps
of chicks; Lane 1961); in children, however, their form is sculpted
even by such subtle differential consequences as producing
sounds more or less resembling those of caregivers (Risley 1977;
Vihman 1996). This is as it should be because, as Ackerman
et al. so effectively point out, our vocal articulations are perhaps
the most sophisticated of human achievements.

Evolution of affective and linguistic
disambiguation under social eavesdropping
pressures
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Abstract: Contradicting new dual-pathway models of language evolution,
cortico-striatal-thalamic circuitry disambiguate uncertainties in affective
prosody and propositional linguistic content of language production and
comprehension, predictably setting limits on useful complexity of
articulate phonic and/or signed speech. Such limits likely evolved to
ensure public information is discriminated by intended communicants
and safeguarded against the ecological pressures of social eavesdropping
within and across phylogenetic boundaries.

The basal ganglia contribute to acquisition, planning, initiation,
and execution of vocal and gestural communication skills in pri-
mates, birds, and other animals. Consistent with dual-pathway
models of language evolution, Ackermann et al. in the target
article now speculate the basal ganglia also integrate and modulate
(continuous or analog) affective prosody of vocalizations and ges-
ticulations with little to no influence over (discrete or digital)
propositional linguistic content of human phonetic and, presum-
ably, signed speech. The authors cite comparative clinical and
basic research findings to support their claim that high-level lin-
guistic processing only occurs in phylogenetically newer brain
systems, while omitting the recent small, but credible, neuroimag-
ing literature which contradicts this assertion and implicates
human cortico-striatal-thalamic circuitry in disambiguating
lexical (Chenery et al. 2008; Copeland 2003), grammatical
(Mestres-Missé et al. 2012), and semantic (Ketteler et al. 2008;
Marques et al. 2009; Wittforth et al. 2010) uncertainties in per-
ceived language. Failure to assimilate roles of the basal ganglia
in both language production and comprehension seriously
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weakens the conceptual validity and power of Ackermann et al.’s
treatise on selective fitness of advancing animal taxa to evolve in-
creasingly sophisticated dual-pathway communication systems for
affective and propositional information exchange.

Evolutionarily older functions of cortico-striatal-thalamic loops
to generate and filter variances in affective prosody of non- and/or
protolinguistic species-typical/atypical communications, as advo-
cated by Ackermann et al., seem to have eventually and adaptively
converged to help perform similar operations on propositional lin-
guistic content, as evidenced in later human language use. Such
(lateralized) developments in cortico-striatal-thalamic processing
necessarily first enabled language-deficient nonhuman animals
to better articulate innate and/or learned primitive communica-
tions (e.g., recombinant hierarchical call or song sequences with
precise, intricate spectral patterns) and, therefore, to more suc-
cessfully transmit meanings or labels of both continuously and dis-
cretely structured information for receiver understanding (Arnold
& Zuberbühler 2006; Berwick et al. 2011; Bolhuis et al. 2010;
Doupe et al. 2005; Ouattara et al. 2009; Zuberbühler 2000a;
Zuberbühler et al. 1999). Despite lack of direct empirical proof,
one can further safely reason that homologous or analogous neu-
romechanisms for disambiguating communication content arose
from ecological forces that continue to drive changes in produc-
tion, comprehension, and privatization of public vocal and gestural
communications ancestral to and descendent from early hominin
language innovations.

Capacities of cortico-striatal-thalamic pathways to regulate var-
iability in communication production and comprehension likely
coevolved with animal abilities to encrypt and decrypt sensitive
public information at risk of corruption or interception from
social eavesdroppers. Evolution conserved social eavesdropping
across phylogeny, whereby unintended observers breach informa-
tion security of communicating parties in attempts to gain survival
and/or reproductive advantages (Clark 2010; 2013a; 2013b; in
press; Dabelsteen 2004; Dall 2005; Danchin et al. 2004; Joint
2006; Peake & McGregor 2004; Seyfarth & Cheney 2010;
Stowe et al. 1995). Cortico-striatal-thalamic circuitry, via involve-
ment in automatic and/or volitional processing of affective and
propositional content variability, predictably sets limits on useful
complexity of naturally communicated information. These con-
straints determine probabilities that public exchanges may be dis-
criminated by intended observers and safeguarded against social
eavesdroppers. When communication complexity processed by
phylogenetically or culturally distant unintended observers far
subtends upper complexity limits for information processed over
superior disambiguation neuromechanisms of intended observers,
information content of public messages and replies will remain
protected from eavesdropping. Complexity scaling of communica-
tion production and comprehension extends along the continuum
of signals to protolanguage to language and figures to be an essen-
tial evolutionary strategy to secure communications within and
across taxonomic boundaries.

One may begin to appreciate evolved neurobiological barriers
to social eavesdropping by enlisting examples of dual-pathway
systems for birdsong and human speech given by Ackermann
et al. The cortico-striatal-thalamic circuitry of birds and humans
effect complexity scaling through two broad, related domains of
complexity – combinatorial and computational complexity – each
having particular significance for communication production and
comprehension as well as for other aspects of cognition (Clark
2012). Classical combinatorial complexity differentiates levels of
comparative language hierarchies and communication repertoires
(Changizi 2001; Chomsky 1956; 1966; McNaughton & Papert
1971), where complexity is proportional to number of discrete in-
formation elements, length of composite information sequences,
and structure of recursive information patterns. Useful complexity
under these conditions is defined by strictly ordered inclusive sets
of information capable of being both generated and recognized
with certain classical computational models, machines, or
grammar rules emulating properties of cortico-striatal-thalamic

loops. Three fundamental features of all computational complex-
ity classes may be varied – computational resources (e.g., time,
space), problem type to be solved (e.g., optimization or decision
problem, language production and comprehension), and compu-
tational model to be employed (e.g., deterministic Turing
Machine, probabilistic Turing Machine, quantum computer)
(Clark 2012). Disparities in classical communication complexities
between birds and humans reveal dissociations for each computa-
tional feature and, consequently, for communication disambigua-
tion involving affective prosodic or propositional information
content (Berwick et al. 2011). As disparities narrow and computa-
tional features progressively overlap, threats of eavesdropping on
public information should escalate for superior communicants, in
this case humans.
More instructive scenarios, and ones that help identify flaws in

purely classical complexity approaches toward language evolution,
concern competing, closely related animals, such as bird or
primate subspecies, with very similar communication complexi-
ties. Pressures of social eavesdropping rise when quality and/or
quantity of niche resources dwindle and acquired public informa-
tion facilitates selection and acquisition of preferred life necessi-
ties shared by conspecifics. Subspecies communication
adaptations, including genetically and/or culturally acquired
vocal dialects and behavioral modifications (Dabelsteen 2004;
Danchin et al. 2004) processed via cortico-striatal-thalamic path-
ways, increase degrees of freedom for classical information com-
putation, further privatizing public information readily
comprehended by conspecifics. However, when disambiguation
demands for processing linguistic variations superposed
(or nearing maximal entanglement) with affective prosodic varia-
tions grow exponentially with information input size, privatization
becomes governed by quantum computational models involving
the entropic uncertainty principle for indistinguishable communi-
cations content (Clark 2012; in press; Nielsen & Chuang 2000).
This principle imposes thresholds above which eavesdroppers
with inferior, missing, or over-allocated communication disambig-
uation neuromechanisms cannot definitely and simultaneously
decrypt partite affective and linguistic content of public informa-
tion. However, intended communicants may violate the principle
by enhancing public information security through privy subspe-
cies-specific communication and memory specializations
(cf. Bennett et al. 1993; Berta et al. 2010).

Physical mechanisms may be as important as
brain mechanisms in evolution of speech
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Abstract: We present two arguments why physical adaptations for
vocalization may be as important as neural adaptations. First, fine
control over vocalization is not easy for physical reasons, and modern
humans may be exceptional. Second, we present an example of a gorilla
that shows rudimentary voluntary control over vocalization, indicating
that some neural control is already shared with great apes.

Ackermann et al. propose a model of the evolution of neural ad-
aptations related to the production of spoken language. Although
we are convinced of the importance of such adaptations, and al-
though the authors themselves state that “the model outlined
here addresses only one out of several building blocks” (sect. 7,
para. 2), we would nevertheless like to make two reflections on
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their article. Our first reflection is on the assumption that indepen-
dent control over the vocal folds and the upper vocal tract is
somehow a given, and our second reflection is on the ability of
apes to control vocalization voluntarily.

Following Fitch (2000a), the authors assume that animal vocal-
izations have a source and a filter. They also appear to assume that
source and filter are independent as they are in modern humans,
which is not necessarily the case. In many instances, the behavior
of the source is in fact strongly coupled to that of the filter (e.g., in
woodwind instruments). Source-filter theory was originally formu-
lated in the context of human speech (Fant 1960). However, the
fact that independence of source and filter is a good approxima-
tion for human speech does not mean it is universally valid.

Fletcher (1993) has investigated the theory of vibrating valves
and found that the independence of source and filter depends
on the precise shape and configuration of the source. In addition,
it depends on the ratio of resonance frequencies of the source and
the filter. Titze (2008) has adapted the theory to human-like vocal
folds, and found that if the frequency at which the vocal folds
vibrate is near the resonance frequencies of the vocal tract,
strong coupling can occur. Apparently, modern human vocal
folds and vocal tracts avoid strong coupling, but it is an open ques-
tion whether this was the case in our evolutionary ancestors.

The little that we do know about ape vocal anatomy appears to
argue against independence of source and filter. One instance of
this is the large air sacs present in all great apes (Hewitt et al.
2002), which lower the resonance frequency of the upper vocal
tract considerably (de Boer 2008) and would therefore increase
coupling (as found in model experiments by Riede et al. 2008).
In addition, chimpanzee vocal folds (the only ones about which
we have anatomical data) have so-called vocal lips (Demolin &
Delvaux 2006; Kelemen 1969), and thus a very different shape
from human vocal folds. Although we do not know the function
of these vocal lips, this difference between two closely related
species underscores the point that we should not just assume
similar behavior of their vocalization systems.

In systems where source and filter cannot behave independent-
ly, the set of signals that can be produced is necessarily more
limited. This consequence is demonstrated in a modeling study
showing that when source and filter are closely coupled, vocaliza-
tion may be more chaotic, and thus it may be more difficult to time
the onset of vocalization precisely (de Boer 2012). Given these ob-
servations, it may not just be a lack of neural control that makes
precise vocalizations difficult for nonhuman primates. It may
also be that the anatomy of their vocal folds and their vocal
tracts makes it much harder as well.

Our second point of commentary is to note evidence of at least
one case in which a nonhuman primate appears to have some vol-
untary control over her larynx in the performance of learned,
species atypical vocalizations. Koko, a human-reared, female
gorilla (Patterson & Linden 1981), has been video-recorded per-
forming numerous instances from a repertoire of play behaviors
involving voluntary control over her larynx and surpralaryngeal
vocal tract in coordination with various gestures and action rou-
tines (Perlman et al. 2011). This repertoire includes the produc-
tion of breathy-voiced sounds and glottal stops in situations that
are determined by the particular play routine.

Perlman et al. (2011) describe how Koko exhibits vocal control
in her play behavior of “talking” into telephones, when she often
directs breathy grunt-like vocalizations into the receiver, which
she holds to her mouth (voicing was observed in 42 of 68 exhala-
tions over 11 bouts). That she exercises voluntary control over her
larynx in these vocalizations is suggested by the contrast of this
behavior to her routine of huffing on the lenses of eyeglasses as
if to clean them. As in the real human performance of cleaning
eyeglasses, Koko produces, in this case, open-mouthed audible
huffs that are distinctly and without exception voiceless (as exhib-
ited in 12 video-recorded bouts involving 25 exhalations). Another
dimension of vocal control is demonstrated in her voluntary per-
formance of a mock “cough,” which involves a glottal stop, often

in coordination with a gesture in which she covers her mouth
with an open hand. In several instances, she produces this behav-
ior on command, demonstrating clear voluntary control over the
closure of her glottis.

These behaviors appear to be examples of voluntary control
over laryngeal motor activity outside of a species-typical audiovisu-
al display, something that Ackermann et al. say has not been at-
tested yet in great apes. Apparently we should not discount the
possibility that apes – and by implication our last common ances-
tor – have more (rudimentary) abilities to control vocalization vol-
untarily than is often assumed.

Given that (1) control over vocalization is not just limited by
neural factors, but also by purely anatomical and physiological
ones, and that (2) a gorilla has been shown to have some rudimen-
tary voluntary control over vocalization, we conclude that in the
evolution of speech, anatomical and physiological adaptations to
the vocal folds and the vocal tract may have been as important
as neural adaptations of their control.

Very young infants’ responses to human and
nonhuman primate vocalizations
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Abstract: Recent evidence from very young human infants’ responses to
human and nonhuman primate vocalizations offers new insights – and brings
new questions – to the forefront for those who seek to integrate primate-
general and human-specific mechanisms of acoustic communication with
theories of language acquisition.

In their target article, Ackermann et al. contribute to a long-
standing debate concerning the extent to which the uniquely
human propensity for language is the product of species-unique
cognitive mechanisms (e.g., Hauser et al. 2002; Penn et al.
2008; Pinker & Bloom 1990). Their comprehensive analysis of
neurological and behavioral evidence strengthens the proposal
for evolutionary continuity in the mechanisms underlying acoustic
communication in human and nonhuman primates. Our goal in
this commentary is to amplify their proposal by highlighting
recent behavioral evidence from human infants between 3 and
6 months of age. This evidence, which documents how infants
respond to vocalizations of humans and nonhuman primates,
bears on Ackermann et al.’s formidable challenge to consider
the evidence of evolved acoustic communication architecture
within the broader faculties of human language.

Recent studies have documented that even in infants too young
to speak, listening to human speech supports core cognitive pro-
cesses, including the formation of object categories (Ferry et al.
2010; Fulkerson & Waxman 2007; Waxman & Gelman 2009).
Perhaps more surprisingly, this precocious link between human
language and cognition is initially broad enough to include the vo-
calizations of nonhuman primates. For 3- and 4-month-olds, non-
human primate vocalizations (from a blue-eyed Madagascar
lemur) also promote object categorization, mirroring exactly the
effects of human speech. However, by 6 months, lemur vocaliza-
tions no longer have this language-like effect: Instead, the link to
categorization is tuned specifically to human language (Ferry et al.
2013). These findings reveal that a link between language and
object categories, evident as early as 3 months in human infants,
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derives from a broader template that initially encompasses vocal-
izations of human and nonhuman primates, and is rapidly tuned
specifically to human vocalizations (see also Vouloumanos et al.
2010).

This striking ontogenetic evidence has strong implications for
theories of language acquisition. It also offers insights into Acker-
mann et al.’s proposal for integrating primate-general and human-
specific mechanisms of acoustic communication. We focus here
on three. First, the evidence from human infants is consistent
with the Ackermann et al.’s proposal that, broadly speaking, the
faculties that give rise to human language may be related to
those predating Homo sapiens (see also Fitch 2011; Stoeger
et al. 2012). What remains to be seen is how precisely the relations
between homologous neural structures can be specified. For
example, one promising investigation might be to ascertain
whether infants’ responses to human and nonhuman primate
vocalizations engage the neural mechanisms described in the
target article.

Second, the evidence from human infants converges with
Ackermann et al.’s claim that human language acquisition may
be built upon mechanisms that are specialized for acoustic com-
munication. One must, however, consider the necessity of these
acoustically-based mechanisms in human language acquisition. Al-
though most humans acquire language in the aural-oral modality,
our linguistic capacities are distinctly amodal. The signature of
human language is not its perceptual form, but rather its ability
to enable its users to express an infinite number of ideas using a
discrete number of meaningful elements (Chomsky 1965).
Thus, a complete account of the evolution of human language
will be one that considers not only the acoustic-spoken modality
but also the visual-manual modality in which deaf infants naturally
acquire language. One question is whether, given the evidence for
evolved neural hardware underpinning acoustic communication,
infants acquiring spoken language might have some advantage.
Evidence from infants acquiring sign language casts doubt on
this possibility (e.g., Goldin-Meadow & Mylander 1983;
Newport & Meier 1985; Petitto & Marentette 1991). More
recent evidence from our lab underscores infants’ flexibility in
identifying language-like signals beyond human speech. If a
novel signal (consisting of pure sine-wave tone sequences) is em-
bedded within a social communicative exchange, infants endow
the signal with communicative status and its effects mirror those
of human speech in a subsequent categorization task (Ferguson
& Waxman 2013).

Finally, evidence from infants can mutually constrain and
inform developing theories of language evolution, acquisition,
and usage. For example, we have recently discovered that
unlike nonhuman primate vocalizations, zebra finch birdsong
does not promote object categorization in human infants at any
age (Perszyk & Waxman 2013). This outcome is consistent with
claims that, although birdsong shares some structural features
with human language, it lacks the links to meaning that character-
ize human language and, to a much lesser extent, nonhuman
primate vocalizations (e.g., Berwick et al. 2013).

Ackerman et al.’s target article invites researchers
across disciplines to engage in the larger enterprise of uncovering
the origins of human language. Within this enterprise, the biggest
leaps will be made by those who integrate seemingly disparate
neurological, behavioral, and developmental evidence to unearth
the evolutionary continuities and discontinuities in both modali-
ty-specific (e.g., vocalizations) and modality-independent capaci-
ties that provide humans alone with the capacity to acquire
language.
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Abstract: Neuroimaging studies have verified the important integrative
role of the basal ganglia during affective vocalizations. They, however,
also point to additional regions supporting vocal monitoring, auditory–
motor feedback processing, and online adjustments of vocal motor
responses. For the case of affective vocalizations, we suggest partly
extending the model to fully consider the link between primate-general
and human-specific neural components.

Ackermann et al. provide a remarkable neural model of human
vocalizations linking affective and motor brain systems underlying
vocal communication. Recent neuroimaging studies on human af-
fective vocalizations provide additional insights on this close link
between the affective and motor component. Although human
communication is mostly non-affective, the case of affective
expressions provides an ideal paradigm to test the validity of the
affective-motor model of human communication proposed by
Ackermann et al.
Recent neuroimaging studies have specified the neural mech-

anisms underlying affective vocalizations (Aziz-Zadeh et al. 2010;
Laukka et al. 2011; Wattendorf et al. 2013). These studies
confirm the central role of the basal ganglia (BG) in vocalizations
(Laukka et al. 2011; Pichon & Kell 2013), as proposed by Acker-
mann et al., and show the close connection between the ventro-
medial and dorsolateral striatum during emotional speech
(Pichon & Kell 2013). They also support the notion of a close
connection of the BG to the cortico-subcortical vocalization
network (Laukka et al. 2011; Pichon & Kell 2013) as well as to
the limbic system, which adds the emotional component of
speech (Laukka et al. 2011; Péron et al. 2013; Wattendorf
et al. 2013).
Although these studies support several of the main assumptions

by Ackermann et al., they, first, also provide conflicting evidence
for the suggested roles of some brain regions, and, second, suggest
additional areas to be included in the neural network of vocaliza-
tions. Concerning the first point, Ackermann et al. propose, for
example, that the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has no central
role for prosodic vocal modulations, and that the inferior frontal
cortex (IFC) is only involved in speech output behavior. Recent
studies, however, indicate that the ACC plays a central role in
the regulation of vocal behavior (Wattendorf et al. 2013), probably
supporting the interaction between cognitive, physiological, and
emotional-motivational states (Laukka et al. 2011) and serving
as an auditory–motor interface between the perception and pro-
duction of vocalizations (Aziz-Zadeh et al. 2010); see our
Figure 1. Furthermore, the portion of the inferior frontal cortex
(IFC) that lies rostral to the premotor cortex and Broca’s area
seems also to be involved in processing vocalizations, especially
in the recognition and the generation of emotional intonated
speech (Aziz-Zadeh et al. 2010; Frühholz & Grandjean 2013).
Similar to the ACC, the IFC might thus act as an auditory–
motor interface linking the perception and the production of
emotional speech. This interface seems critical, because audito-
ry–motor feedback loops are important for online adjustments
of vocal behavior based on the forward and backward mapping
of performance predictions (Rauschecker & Scott 2009). This is
closely related to the second point.
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Recent neuroimaging evidence also points to two brain struc-
tures active during human vocalizations, which are not yet (explic-
itly) included in the model. As mentioned above, vocalizations
strongly depend on auditory feedback for online adjustments
and corrections. Accordingly, studies consistently report activity
in low- and high-level regions of the auditory cortex (AC) (Aziz-
Zadeh et al. 2010; Pichon & Kell 2013), and in the cerebellum
(Laukka et al. 2011; Pichon & Kell 2013; Wattendorf et al.
2013). While the AC together with the IFC is thought to serve au-
ditory feedback processing and vocal monitoring, the cerebellum
mainly supports online macro- (Pichon & Kell 2013) and micro-
adjustments (Wattendorf et al. 2013) of vocal motor behavior.

Concerning the AC feedback-related activity, the online valida-
tion of the vocal performance seems critical for vocal expressions.
Affective vocalizations for successful social communication
depend on a proper vocal production, especially in terms of
temporo-dynamic features (Patel et al. 2011). The temporal
slow prosodic modulations of emotional speech, in particular,
seem to rely on feedback processing in the AC (Aziz-Zadeh
et al. 2010; Pichon & Kell 2013). A major part of the slow prosodic
modulations is determined by temporal variations of the funda-
mental frequency, which mainly contribute to the perception
of pitch variations. This perceived temporal pitch variations of
one’s own vocalizations considerably activates the AC, and,
surprisingly, also the cerebellum (Pichon & Kell 2013).

Although the cerebellum was a core element in a former model
proposed by Ackermann (2008), in the present article Ackermann
et al. note that it is not relevant here. However, given the above-
mentioned evidence that the cerebellum is related to slow tempo-
ral modulations in affective speech (Pichon & Kell 2013), and
given the general observation that non-speech (primate-general)
and speech-based affective vocalizations (human-specific) consid-
erably activate the cerebellum (Laukka et al. 2011; Wattendorf
et al. 2013), we propose that the cerebellum should be an integral
part of a neural model of vocal communication. It seems that for
emotional vocalizations, the cerebellum supports the online micro

adjustment of ongoing motor responses (Wattendorf et al. 2013)
and provides a macro temporal event structure (Kotz & Schwartze
2010) for the temporal dynamics embedded in emotional speech.
Both are important ingredients for valid affective vocalizations in
terms of vocal motor responses (Patel et al. 2011).

Overall, from the perspective of affective vocalizations and
emotional speech, neuroimaging evidence supports the neural
model of Ackermann et al., but also suggests that the model
might be extended to include auditory–motor feedback loops
and online adjustment of vocal behavior (Fig. 1). The paradigm
of human affective vocalizations thus might be a valid example
for a cross-validation of the model proposed by Ackermann
et al., because affective vocalizations are an essential ingredient
of human communication.
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Abstract: We support Ackermann et al.’s proposal that the cortico-basal
ganglia circuits may play essential roles in the evolution of spoken
language. Here we discuss further evidence indicating that the cortico-
basal ganglia circuits may contribute to various aspects of spoken
language including planning, learning, and controlling of speech in
adulthood.

Ackermann et al. have proposed a two-stage neural control model
underlying phylogenetic and ontogenetic evolutions of spoken
language. Neural machinery at one stage depends upon the devel-
opment of monosynaptic projections from the motor cortex to
cranial nerve nuclei in the brainstem and the other one involves
functions of the cortico-basal ganglia circuits. We appreciate this
proposal because we have been interested in the contribution of
the cortico-basal ganglia circuits to language and associated abili-
ties in humans. Here we want to extend the authors’ view, by
arguing for potential roles of the cortico-basal ganglia circuits in
various aspects of spoken language in adults.

Accumulating evidence indicates that the basal ganglia partici-
pate in speech control in humans. However, the roles of the
basal ganglia in language control are still unclear. The functional-
ity of the basal ganglia for spoken language perhaps extends
beyond the modulation of laryngeal and orofacial movements.
We previously showed basal ganglia activity during a cognitive
task involving verbal motor imagery, or “inner speech,” in
healthy adults (Hanakawa et al. 2002). This basal ganglia activity
was accompanied by activity in other speech-related brain
regions such as supplementary motor area and frontal opercular
regions. Moreover, we reported that performance of this verbal
imagery task was impaired in patients with basal ganglia dysfunc-
tions (Parkinson’s disease) in comparison with matched control
participants (Sawamoto et al. 2002). A neuroimaging experiment

Figure 1 (Frühholz et al.). Suggested extension (black regions
and arrows) of Ackermann et al.’s original model (gray regions)
beyond the affective (i.e., amygdala) and motor systems. Based
on the paradigm of affective vocalizations and emotional speech,
we suggest adding the AC and anterior IFC (aIFC), which serve
auditory–motor feedback processing and vocal monitoring; the
CbII, which serves online micro and macro adjustments of vocal
motor output; and the ACC, which appears to be directly
involved in controlling vocal output and physiological responses.
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supported that the impaired performance of the verbal imagery task
in Parkinson’s disease was associated with dysfunctions of the basal
ganglia, the caudate nucleus in particular (Sawamoto et al. 2007).
Considering that motor imagery is closely related to motor planning
(Hanakawa et al. 2008), the contribution of the basal ganglia to
spoken language likely involves a planning stage of speech.

Of even more importance is to understand the contribution of
the basal ganglia to learning of spoken language. Ackermann et al.
propose a fundamentally different role of the basal ganglia at on-
togenetic stages: acquisition of articulatory motor patterns during
childhood versus emotive-prosodic modulation of verbal utteranc-
es during adulthood. We want to modify and extend this view, es-
pecially with regard to the contrast between childhood and
adulthood stages. The neural underpinnings for the native lan-
guage development are difficult to study experimentally. There-
fore, we want to argue for the role of the basal ganglia in
speech acquisition in adults, taking the case of second language
(L2) learning as an example.

We recently conducted a cohort study in which Japanese univer-
sity students were enrolled in a 16-week e-learning program to
develop their English vocabulary (Hosoda et al. 2013). Although
the training program involved various aspects of vocabulary learn-
ing, an emphasis was placed upon the training of pronunciation.
The students learned 60 words or idioms in each week. An
example sentence for each word and idiom was also presented.
The participants were encouraged to dictate each word, idiom,
and sentence 10 times in reference to “speech templates” provided
by the program. By repeating after the speech templates, the par-
ticipants were to compare their own utterances and the speech
templates, and then try to make corrections to his or her motor pro-
grams for pronunciation. Speculatively, this auditory feedback
learning should help the trainees achieve adequate spatio-temporal
control of laryngeal and orofacial musculature. After 16 weeks, the
trainees showed approximately 30% improvement in a test battery
of English competence. We performed multidimensional imaging
assessment for neuroplastic changes associated with the training.
Most notably, probabilistic diffusion tractography demonstrated
that connectivity between the inferior frontal gyrus and the
caudate nucleus, an input station of the basal ganglia, was enhanced
in correlation with the improvement in the trainees’ L2 compe-
tence. This study has provided the first evidence that the cortico-
basal ganglia circuits are involved in language learning in adults.
Furthermore, the learning-induced enhancement of the cortico-
basal ganglia connectivity was accompanied by enhanced connectiv-
ity between the inferior frontal gyrus and superior temporal/supra-
marginal gyrus (dorsal pathway), but not between the inferior
frontal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus (ventral pathway). The
dorsal pathway primarily concerns phonological aspects of language
control. Hence, the selective involvement of the dorsal pathway in-
dicated that our training program primarily tapped into phonolog-
ical aspects of L2 vocabulary.

According to the findings in our study (Hosoda et al. 2013), we
suggest a possibility that the basal ganglia may contribute to learn-
ing of spoken language even in adults. Speech is acquired through
experiences of adequate auditory inputs, which is evident in chil-
dren with hearing loss (Tye-Murray et al. 1995). In addition, we
suspect that reinforcement-type learning (Demirezen 1988) sub-
served by functions of the cortico-basal ganglia circuits may un-
derlie experience-based shaping of spoken language. To
improve speech control, it is reasonable for both child and adult
learners to rely on information about the success or failure of
their speech production. We speculate that the feedback informa-
tion could be self-generated in adult learners who are enrolled in
an e-learning program or be given by family and community
members as praise or approval to children. Feedback information
indicating successful speech production can be utilized as a posi-
tive reinforcer to strengthen the neural circuits a trainee had just
activated. The striatum that receives both contextual information
from the cortex and reward signals from dopaminergic neurons
occupies the best position for reinforcement learning or reward-

based temporal difference learning (Doya 2008). It would be ex-
tremely interesting to figure out the learning stage at which
genetic predispositions such as FOXP2 play fundamental roles.
Other studies in bilinguals have shown that the caudate nucleus is

important formonitoring and controlling of the two languages in use
(Crinion et al. 2006; Hernandez et al. 2001; Hosoda et al. 2012).
In conclusion, we generally warrant Ackermann et al.’s proposal

that the cortico-basal ganglia circuits may play essential roles in
evolutions of spoken language. We, however, consider that the
cortico-basal ganglia circuits may contribute to various aspects
of spoken language including planning, learning, and controlling
of speech in both childhood and adulthood.
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Abstract: Ackermann et al.’s phylogenetic account of speech argues that
the basal ganglia imbue speech with emotive content. However, a body
of work on auditory/emotive processing is inconsistent with attributing
this function exclusively to these structures. The account further
overlooks the possibility that the emotion-integration function may be at
least in part mediated by the cortico-ponto-cerebellar system.

Ackermann et al.’s phylogenetic account of speech development
hinges, in part, on premises related to the role of basal ganglia
(BG) in adult human speech production. It argues that in
adults, BG imbue speech with emotive content. While the
model targets an important and neglected issue, we argue that it
suffers from two structural weaknesses: First, it does not suffi-
ciently consider studies of the role of BG in auditory and
emotive processing such as those showing that BG damage does
not disrupt emotive processing in speech. Second, the argument
also overlooks the possibility that the role attributed to the BG
may be at least in part mediated by a different system – the
cortico-ponto-cerebellar system. We believe the authors’
account would be much strengthened if they address these
points, which we detail in turn.
Viability of BG as a speech/emotion synthesizer. A principle in-

corporated in contemporary models of speech production is that
production occurs under one or more levels of feedback, where
potential production errors are monitored either after utterance
production (sensory feedback) or prior to it (via internal models;
e.g., Hickok 2012). Ackermann et al. do not couch their account
in an existing speech-production model and leave the issue of
feedback underspecified. Nonetheless, if the BG were responsible
for imbuing speech with emotive content, they would be expected
to have the capacity to monitor and correct for related errors, that
is, evaluate that the intended emotive tone/prosody was instantiat-
ed. However, BG are a weak candidate for such a function. The
authors ignore studies indicating (i) that the auditory response
in BG is temporally insufficient to provide feedback (Langers &
Melcher 2011) and that it has limited functional connectivity
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with areas of the temporal cortex mediating language processing
(Choi et al. 2012); (ii) that emotive speech processing is mediated
mainly by lateral temporal systems while excluding the BG (Kotz
et al. 2013; Wildgruber et al. 2006); and, most importantly, (iii)
that individuals with BG infarcts are equally sensitive to emotional
speech variations as control populations (Paulmann et al. 2008;
2011). These three points argue against the authors’ claim that
adding prosody to speech depends on integrity of striatum.

The suggested account relies on two additional premises that
are not strongly supported by the literature: The first, that in
adults, the BG can afford coding for emotion since adult perisyl-
vian regions code for syllable motor programs, independently of
the BG. Empirical support for this point is tenuous at best:
Studies using manipulations of syllable frequency have either re-
ported null results (Brendel et al. 2011; Riecker et al. 2008) or
documented effects in the anterior insula (Carreiras et al. 2006).
The second, that the BG can merge emotional content due to
cross talk between cortico-striatal-thalamic circuits. Although
there is anatomical evidence for cross-talk across BG circuits in
animal models (Haber 2003), the functional significance of
these needs to be fleshed out.
On the consideration of alternatives. A BG-oriented account

should address questions such as those raised above, and equally
importantly argue why the BG is the strongest neurobiological
candidate for mediating the function in question. The authors
do not make such an argument, which is unfortunate since
much of the neurobiological argument made here for BG could
be made effectively for other structures, such as the cerebellum.

The involvement of the cerebellum in emotional processing is
well established. It is implicated in self-generation of various emo-
tional states (Damasio et al. 2000), with different emotions
evoking distinct activity patterns in the structure (Baumann &
Mattingley 2012). Damage to the cerebellum affects emotional
processing. In animal models, early cerebellar lesions can lead
to disrupted emotional processing (Bobee et al. 2000), and in
human adults, the Cerebellar Cognitive Affective Syndrome
(CCAS; Schmahmann & Sherman 1998) is a recognized clinical
entity associated with blunting of affect. CCAS has been attribut-
ed to damage to the posterior vermis, which reduces the cerebel-
lar contribution to perisylvian cortical areas via its outflow to the
ventral tier thalamic nuclei (Stoodley & Schmahmann 2010).

Arguments used by Ackermann et al. in support of their BG hy-
pothesis could also be applied to the cerebellum. For example,
FOXP2 expression is found in the cerebellum as well as the
caudate (Lai et al. 2003; Watkins et al. 2002b), and as shown by
Ackermann et al. (1992), cerebellar lesions are associated with
dysarthia. In addition, activity in the cerebellum, but not BG, dis-
criminates emotive aspects of speech (Kotz et al. 2013). Further-
more, the cerebellum has the capacity for generating an internal
forward model of motor-to-auditory predictions of the sort
needed to evaluate whether the intended emotive aspect has
been communicated (Knolle et al. 2013). While there is no
direct examination of this issue for BG, work on motor control
suggests that functionally, BG may implement open- rather than
closed-loop control of motor actions (Gabrieli et al. 1997).

It is important to point out that these explanations are not mutu-
ally exclusive. Cerebellar and BG circuits involved with language
converge at the ventral anterior nucleus of the thalamus, which
has also been implicated in language, and can serve as a nidus for
cortical feedback via cortico-thalamic projections (Crosson 2013).
Further, cerebellar outflow can directly influence the BG, and
vice versa (Bostan et al. 2013), suggesting that attributing the emo-
tional content of speech to either of these two systems in isolation
may not be possible. Given this connectivity, it may be that the cer-
ebellum drives emotion-carrying vocalizations by involving BG, or
that the BG trigger emotional behavior that is ultimately modulated
by the cerebellum, as would be consistent with a CCAS syndrome.
However, data on this issue are lacking.
Summary. Arguing that the BG can imbue speech with emo-

tional content is a significant claim and, as such, requires

additional evidence, accompanied by careful consideration of al-
ternative accounts. We hope this commentary will result in
more detailed examination of the aforementioned issues.

Differences in auditory timing between human
and nonhuman primates
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Abstract: The gradual audiomotor evolution hypothesis is proposed as an
alternative interpretation to the auditory timing mechanisms discussed in
Ackermann et al.’s article. This hypothesis accommodates the fact that the
performance of nonhuman primates is comparable to humans in single-
interval tasks (such as interval reproduction, categorization, and
interception), but shows differences in multiple-interval tasks (such as
entrainment, synchronization, and continuation).

Ackermann et al. propose that the monosynaptic elaboration of
the corticobulbar tracts, which played a selective role in the
origins of speech, might also have provided the phylogenetic
basis for “communicative musicality” (sect. 5.1). The term “musi-
cality” is used here to indicate the cognitive and biological mech-
anisms that underlie the perception and production of music, as
opposed to musical activities that are shaped by culture (Honing
& Ploeger 2012; Honing et al, in press b). Perceiving a regular
pulse – the beat – in music is considered a fundamental compo-
nent of musicality: It allows humans to dance and make music to-
gether. This skill has been referred to as beat perception and
synchronization (Patel 2008), beat induction (Honing 2012), or
pulse perception and entrainment (Fitch 2013). Furthermore, it
is considered a spontaneously developing (Winkler et al. 2009),
music-specific (Patel 2008) and species-specific skill (Fitch 2013).

Interestingly, beat perception and synchronization (BPS) has
been observed in humans and a selected group of bird species
(Hasegawa et al. 2011; Patel et al. 2009b), but appears to show
some but not all the behavioral finger prints in nonhuman primates
(Honing et al. 2012; Zarco et al. 2009; but see Hattori et al. [2013]
for some counter-evidence). This observation is in support of the
vocal learning (VL) hypothesis (Patel 2008), which suggests that
BPS is a by-product of the VL mechanisms that are shared by
several bird and mammal species, including humans, but that are
only weakly developed, or missing entirely, in nonhuman primates.
Nevertheless it has to be noted that, since no evidence of rhythmic
entrainment was found in many vocal learners (including dolphins,
seals, and songbirds; Schachner et al. 2009), vocal learning may be
necessary, but clearly is not sufficient for BPS. Furthermore, recent
evidence for BPS in a non-vocal learner (Cook et al. 2013) weakens
vocal learning as a pre-condition for rhythmic entrainment.

The absence of synchronized movements to sound (or music) in
certain species is no evidence for the absence of beat perception.
With behavioral methods that rely on overt motoric responses
(e.g., Hattori et al. 2013; Patel et al. 2009b) it is difficult to distin-
guish between the contribution of perception and action; more
direct, electrophysiological measures such as event-related brain
potentials (ERPs) allow testing for neural correlates of beat per-
ception (a pre-condition to rhythmic entrainment). To test this,
we measured auditory ERPs in rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mulatta) using the mismatch negativity (MMN) component as
an index of (the violation of) rhythmic expectation (Honing
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et al. 2012). Rhythmic expectation was probed by selectively omit-
ting parts of a musical rhythm, randomly inserting gaps at the first
position of a musical unit (i.e., the “downbeat”). This oddball par-
adigm was used previously to probe beat perception in human
adults and newborns (Honing et al., in press a; Winkler et al.
2009). The results confirmed the behavioral studies discussed
earlier, in that rhesus monkeys are not able to detect the beat in
a complex auditory stimulus, although they can detect the start
of a rhythmic group (Honing et al. 2012). In fact, a recent
paper showed that macaques exhibit changes of gaze and facial ex-
pressions when a deviant of a regular rhythmic sequence is pre-
sented, supporting the notion that monkeys are sensitive to the
structure of simple rhythms (Selezneva et al. 2013).

The question remains of whether more close human relatives,
such as the great apes, show a more sophisticated ability for rhyth-
mic entrainment than macaques. While the VL hypothesis pre-
dicts that no rhythmic entrainment should be found, a recent
study (Hattori et al. 2013) showed that at least one chimpanzee
(Pan troglodytes), of the three that took part in the experiment,
was capable of spontaneously synchronizing her movements
with an auditory rhythm. Interestingly, this chimpanzee entrained
her tapping behavior to an isochronous 600-msec interval stimuli
metronome, but not to other tempos.

Based on these observations, we propose an alternative view: the
gradual audiomotor evolution (GAE) hypothesis (Honing et al. 2012;
Merchant & Honing 2014), which directly addresses the similarities
and differences that are found between human and nonhuman pri-
mates (discussed in section 5.1 of the target article). This hypothesis
suggests rhythmic entrainment (or beat-based timing) to be gradual-
ly developed in primates, peaking in humans but present only with
limited properties in other nonhuman primates; while humans
share interval-based timing with all nonhuman primates and
related species. Thus, the GAE hypothesis accommodates the fact
that the performance of rhesus monkeys is comparable to humans
in single-interval tasks (such as interval reproduction, categorization,
and interception; Mendez et al. 2011; Merchant et al. 2003), but
differs substantively in multiple-interval tasks (such as rhythmic en-
trainment, synchronization, and continuation; Zarco et al. 2009).

Finally, the GAE and VL hypotheses show the following crucial
differences. First, the GAE hypothesis does not claim that the
neural circuit that is engaged in rhythmic entrainment is deeply
linked to vocal perception, production, and learning, even if
some overlap between the circuits exists. Second, the GAE hy-
pothesis suggests that rhythmic entrainment could have devel-
oped through a gradient of anatomofunctional changes on the
interval-based mechanism to generate an additional beat-based
mechanism, instead of claiming a categorical jump from non-
rhythmic/single-interval to rhythmic entrainment/multiple-inter-
val abilities. Third, since the cortico-basal ganglia-thalamic
(CBGT) circuit has been involved in beat-based mechanisms in
imaging studies (Grahn & Brett 2007; Rao et al. 1997; Teki
et al. 2011; Wiener et al. 2010), we suggest that the reverberant
flow of audiomotor information that loops across the anterior pre-
frontal CBGT circuits may be the underpinning of human rhyth-
mic entrainment. Finally, the GAE hypothesis suggests that the
integration of sensorimotor information throughout the mCBGT
circuit and other brain areas during the perception or execution
of single intervals is similar in human and nonhuman primates.

Neanderthals did speak, but FOXP2 doesn’t
prove it
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Abstract: Ackermann et al. treat both genetic and paleoanthropological
data too superficially to support their conclusions. The case of FOXP2
and Neanderthals is a prime example, which I will comment on in some
detail; the issues are much more complex than they appear in
Ackermann et al.

Ackermann et al. provide some interesting speculations about a
possible scenario for the evolution of the brain mechanisms of
vocal communication and language. But in the areas that I am fa-
miliar with, notably Neanderthal language (Johansson 2013), but
also the history of the human language capacity in general
(Johansson 2005; 2011), their treatment of the evidence is super-
ficial and simplistic (see sect. 5.2), leading to their drawing conclu-
sions that are insufficiently supported.
The authors’ Section 5 supposedly provides “paleoanthropolog-

ical perspectives” on their scenario, but contains little reference to
paleoanthropological data. Instead it deals mainly with FOXP2,
with fossil DNA virtually the only paleo-connection.
When mutations in the gene FOXP2 were found to be associat-

ed with specific language impairment (Lai et al. 2001), and it was
shown that the gene had changed along the human lineage (Enard
et al. 2002), it was heralded as a “language gene.” But intensive
research has revealed a more complex story, with FOXP2 control-
ling synaptic plasticity in the basal ganglia (Lieberman 2009)
rather than language per se, and playing a role in vocalizations
and vocal learning in a wide variety of species, from bats (Li
et al. 2007) to songbirds (Haesler et al. 2004). The changes in
FOXP2 in the human lineage quite likely are connected with
some aspects of language, but the connection is not nearly as
direct as early reports claimed, and as Ackermann et al. apparently
assume. While FOXP2 is clearly relevant at some level when mod-
eling the brain mechanisms of language, Ackermann et al. go far
beyond the data when they treat speech evolution as “FOXP2-
driven” (sect. 5.2).
Likewise, the apparent presence of human FOXP2 in Neander-

thals does not in itself prove that Neanderthals spoke (Benítez-
Burraco & Longa 2012). They most likely did speak, but that
conclusion rests on a complex web of inferences from diverse
sources of evidence, with FOXP2 just one minor piece of the
puzzle (Dediu & Levinson 2013; Johansson 2013; cf. Barceló-
Coblijn & Benítez-Burraco 2013).
It is also imprudent to assume that Neanderthals and modern

humans did not interbreed (target article, sect. 5.2), and quite im-
proper to invoke Green et al. (2010) in apparent support of this
assumption. The jury is still out on the interbreeding issue
(Johansson 2013), but evidence favoring interbreeding is accumu-
lating (Green et al. 2010; Dediu & Levinson 2013; Yotova et al.
2011). Ackermann et al. do consider gene flow as an alternative
scenario, but here the time frame is off; an emergence of the
FOXP2 mutations 40,000 years ago (sect. 5.2) is not consistent
with their presence in all modern human populations, as this post-
dates our most recent common ancestor (MRCA; Johansson 2011;
Macaulay 2005) and is not supported by a proper genetic model
either (Diller & Cann 2009).
In their main scenario of no interbreeding, Ackermann et al.

have a different time-frame problem; the FOXP2 change is here
constrained to be older than 400,000 years, but the fixation rate
is not constrained in this case, nor is there any tight upper time
limit (cf. Diller & Cann 2009; 2012), so it is improper to conclude
that it must have been “a relatively fast fixation” and thus “strong
selection pressures” (target article, sect. 5.2).
Ackermann et al. dismiss the possible contribution of anatomical

data from fossils in a single sentence (sect. 5.2, para. 2), and while
they are correct that endocasts and cranial bases are not highly infor-
mative, other relevant anatomical evidence is available, as reviewed
in Johansson (2013) and Dediu & Levinson (2013).
Vocal displays as the selective driver of protolanguage evolution

(target article, sect. 5.2; cf. Locke & Bogin 2006) are highly
unlikely, as they would drive the evolution of something more
resembling birdsong than language (Johansson et al. 2006).
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The distinct processing systems for music and language in modern
humans likewise do not support such a scenario (Dediu &
Levinson 2013).

Ackermann et al. mention briefly many different popular works
on language evolution (e.g., Bickerton 2009; Mithen 2005; Falk
2004), but they do not engage with them at any depth, just
picking some aspect from each that fits into their own scenario,
without integration.

In summary, Ackermann et al. accurately identify brain circuit-
ry issues that need to be addressed in the context of language evo-
lution, and they provide an interesting, if speculative, evolutionary
scenario for these circuits. But as soon as they step outside the
brain and attempt to engage with other types of evidence, or
with possible selective scenarios driving language evolution,
their treatment is insufficient.

The forgotten role of consonant-like calls in
theories of speech evolution
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Abstract: Ackermann et al. provide an informative neurological road-map
to primate call communication. However, the proposed model for speech
evolution inadequately integrates comparative primate evidence.
Critically, great ape voiceless calls are explicitly rendered unimportant,
leaving the proposed model deprived of behavioral feedstock and
proximate selective drivers capable of triggering the neurological
transformations described by the authors in the primate brain.

Ackermann et al. compile a manual guide to the neurology of
acoustic communication in primates and humans that should be
read by any student and scholar interested in one of the oldest
questions in evolutionary biology – speech evolution. The
authors fail, however, to integrate this important information
with critical evidence from comparative primate research, (a
recurring pitfall in neurology-based hypotheses for language evo-
lution; Arbib 2005; Seyfarth 2005) and so the proposed evolution-
ary model falters on central heuristic pillars.

In agreement with the currently dominant view of speech
evolution (Fitch et al. 2010; Janik & Slater 1997), Ackermann
et al. place a pronounced, but unwarranted importance on
vocal learning, underlined primarily by vocal fold control.
Because nonhuman primates, including great apes, are
assumed to be incapable of vocal learning (Janik & Slater
1997), the authors logically presume that “motor mechanisms
of articulate speech appear to lack significant vocal antecedents
within the primate lineage” (sect. 1.1, para. 2). Paradoxically,
Ackermann et al. argue then for the existence of vocal continu-
ity at the motor level within the primate lineage and pursue an
evolutionary model which addresses speech features that pri-
marily relate to nonhuman primate voiced calls, or “vocaliza-
tions,” and vowels.

Interestingly, Ackermann et al. describe and depict in a clear
way that vocal fold control is obligatorily involved solely in the pro-
duction of vowels, while consonants are often voiceless and may
be produced via supra-laryngeal articulation alone (with or
without simultaneous airflow). The authors recognize that “virtu-
ally all languages of the world differentiate between voiced and
voiceless sounds” (sect. 4.1, para. 1), and the diagrams provided
by the authors illustrate well that supra-laryngeal articulation is
versatile, multidimensional, multicomponent, and arguably, in
some occasions, at least as complex as vocal fold control, both in

motor control and acoustics. This fact is well illustrated, for in-
stance, by the size of the consonant repertoire across all the
world’s spoken languages, which is three-fold larger than that of
vowels (Maddieson 1984). Any suitable account of speech evolu-
tion must thus account for the evolution of both speech building
blocks in our lineage.

Like human consonants, some great apes calls do not obliga-
torily require the control or action of the vocal folds. Great ape
voiceless calls, such as clicks, raspberries, smacks, kiss sounds,
and whistles, are underlined by voluntary control and maneu-
vering of supra-laryngeal articulators (i.e., tongue, lips, and
jaw) in apparent homology to the articulatory movements of
voiceless consonants (Lameira et al. 2013c). These calls rely
on social learning for their acquisition and fine sensory-motor
feedback for proper production (Hardus et al. 2009b; Lameira
et al. 2013a; 2013b; Marshall et al. 1999; Wich et al. 2009;
2012). Apart from some rare cases across different taxa (e.g.,
storks, deer, macaques), great apes produce multiple voiceless
calls. With the exception of humans, it is yet unclear whether
any other animal species have explored the acoustic space of
their supra-laryngeal vocal tract to an extent similar to great
apes. For instance, in some wild orangutan populations, voice-
less calls can account for half of the repertoire of an individual
who produces more than ten different call types (Hardus et al.
2009b). Unfortunately, Ackermann et al. neglect the importance
of the homology in articulation, acoustics, and acquisition
between great ape voiceless calls and human voiceless
consonants.

Additionally, the authors tentatively suggest that factors like
mother–infant interactions, grooming, social prestige, and com-
munal dancing indirectly supported the emergence of vocal
learning. Such suggestions find no ground in primate literature.
These factors are either shared between most of nonhuman pri-
mates or are only known in humans, obscuring possible phylo-
genetic approaches to relevant primate communicative traits.
As described in the target article, any significant and unique
role the mentioned factors may have played in the earliest
stages of speech evolution remains at least ambiguous and
vague. Cooperative breeding, for instance, is also left out,
though this is a promising factor capable of prompting a shift
in the fundamental way ancestral primate individuals may
have communicated with each other (Burkart et al. 2007;
2009a; 2009b; Burkart & van Schaik 2010; Isler & van Schaik
2012; van Schaik & Burkart 2010).

In sum, Ackermann et al. present an evolutionary model
inferred virtually from neurology alone, lacking concrete and/or
realistic primate behaviors and selective drivers that may have
prompted the neural transformations described. Great ape voice-
less calls provide one such potent behavioral model and resolve
the conflicting notions of motor continuity within the primate
lineage. Although further research is needed (Lameira et al.
2013c), evidence suggests that a call repertoire composed of
innate vocalizations together with a minority of learned voiceless
calls represents a shared feature among all great apes (Lameira
et al. 2013c), dating back thus to our ape ancestor. Such an ex-
tended repertoire would have offered direct communicative ben-
efits for the transmission of more (detailed) information,
disclosing an advanced primate cognition into acoustic communi-
cation (Seyfarth & Cheney 2003a; 2008; 2010; Seyfarth et al.
2005) across whatever contexts. Such benefits would have predic-
tively triggered selective pressures towards increased motor
control over call production, even though in the absence of
vocal fold control. In other words, it is possible that vocal learning
did not trigger the emergence of a primate open-ended call rep-
ertoire, but represented sequentially a “secondary” evolutionary
step (Lameira et al. 2013a). Flexible (e.g., Clay et al. 2011;
Koda et al. 2013; Lemasson et al. 2011; Ouattara et al. 2009; Slo-
combe & Zuberbuhler 2007; Townsend et al. 2008) and intention-
al (Gruber & Zuberbühler 2013; Schel et al. 2013) use of innate
vocalizations by nonhuman primates may have then provided
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the basis for the expansion of motor control over the vocal folds
sufficient to allow individuals to learn to produce new voiced calls.

Overall, great ape voiceless calls beg for a reconsideration of
the premises of the model proposed by Ackermann et al. The
homology between great ape voiceless calls and human conso-
nants warrants serious consideration of the former in any histor-
ical account of speech evolution. Great ape voiceless calls, for
instance, also show fascinating features in that they may be pro-
duced simultaneously with “musical” instruments (Hardus et al.
2009b; Lameira et al. 2012), and their cultural transmission
within separate populations leads to the emergence of function-
al arbitrariness in primate acoustic communication (Lameira
et al. 2013b). These features are probably based on neurological
interactions that are yet to be documented and/or investigated,
but that pose intriguing possibilities for our comprehension of
speech evolution.

Understanding speech evolution will require integrating
evidence collected across multiple levels and disciplines
(Christiansen & Kirby 2003). Neurological studies and approaches
to the question of speech evolution will be of invaluable impor-
tance, but there should be a committed effort to “anchor” neuro-
logical data to comparative primate research, mimicking the
synergies that likely played out between the primate brain and
primate communicative behavior in the course of speech
evolution.
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understanding language evolution
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Abstract: Building a theory on extant species, as Ackermann et al. do, is a
useful contribution to the field of language evolution. Here, I add another
living model that might be of interest: human language ontogeny in the
first year of life. A better knowledge of this phase might help in
understanding two more topics among the “several building blocks of a
comprehensive theory of the evolution of spoken language” indicated in
their conclusion by Ackermann et al., that is, the foundation of the co-
evolution of linguistic motor skills with the auditory skills underlying
speech perception, and the possible phylogenetic interactions of
protospeech production with referential capabilities.

According to Ackermann et al., human language is a multicompo-
nent process whose evolution must have operated at all life stages
(Hogan 1988; Locke & Bogin 2006). In the first year of life,
human sounds undergo a radical transformation: the substitution
of the cry, an analog signal paralleling the dimension of infant’s
homeostatic imbalance (Gustafson et al. 2000; Lenti Boero et al.
1998) and similar to mammalian signals by design (Lieberman
et al. 1968; 1971), with articulated speech-like sounds and some
meaningful words at the end of the first year (de Boysson-
Bardie 2001; Lenti Boero & Bottoni 2006; Oller 2000). Thus, in
the first few months of life millions of years of language evolution
are summarized; and therefore some benchmark might be out-
lined to make hypotheses about the selective pressures at work.
The how question. A first point is the transformation of the

analog signal “cry” into articulated sounds: From the age of 2
months, infants start producing very low intensity protophones
which are mostly, but not all, vowel-like, and have more

complex melodic contours than cries (Ruzza et al. 2003). In the
months to follow sounds are produced with the entire vocal appa-
ratus (mouth, lips, nose, and throat) (de Boysson-Bardie 2001;
Oller 2000). This points to the appearance of a better control of
sound emission due not only to the maturation of the vocal appa-
ratus, but also to a better nervous motor control of phonation.
Vocal tract length in neonates is about 6 to 8 cm (Vorperian &
Kent 2007) and reaches 8.5 cm at 18 months, that is, 55% of
adult size (Vorperian et al. 2009). Animal and human studies
suggest that the nervous motor control of infant cry is similar to
that of monkeys: It involves the limbic system that initiates the
cry, the midbrain structures that configure the response,
and the brainstem that is responsible for the mechanics of the
cry. The latter integrates the laryngeal and respiratory activity
with the activation of the subroutines for fixed vocal patterns
pre-programmed as an answer to external stimuli (Jürgens &
Ploog 1988; Lenti Boero 2009, Lester & Boukydis 1992); thus a
control for articulated sounds should only come from a rearrange-
ment and a maturation of other centers allowing more motor
freedom to lips, mandible, and tongue movements (Davis &
MacNeilage 2002).
The why question.Cry is an alarm signal with striking character-

istics of loudness and long duration. It can communicate individ-
uality, sex of the caller (Cismaresco & Montagner 1990; Rocca &
Lenti Boero 2005), and urgency to a recipient (Lenti Boero et al.
2008). Now, imagine a hominid social group endowed with such
communicative tool: A known individual could communicate
alarm and urgency to group mates from a distance. This commu-
nication might have had a basic referentiality as in other mamma-
lian species (Lenti Boero 1992; Rasa 1986; Seyfarth & Cheney
1980; Zuberbühler 2000b). Why go further? Cries are fixed
analog sounds and we know they might be aversive even for
mothers (Frodi 1985; Frodi & Senchack 1990; Lenti Boero
et al. 2008; Levitzky & Cooper 2000), while articulated sounds
are considered music-like and very pleasant to the care giver
(Papoušek & Papoušek 1981). Newborns having a capacity for
music-like sounds might have been preferentially selected by
parents (Locke 2006), as a pilot experiment suggests (Lenti
Boero & Bottoni 2009). Those same infants might have been se-
lected when adults (Hogan 1988) because they were able to use
frequency modulated sounds in courtship in a kind of hominids’
ancestral serenade, enabling them to communicate felt emotions
(Banse & Scherer 1996).
Auditory-motor coevolution. All communication devices,

human language included, imply the coevolution of both receiver
and emitter, which is evident in the specialized adult language
brain areas: Wernicke’s and Broca’s. During early development
we know that infant perception of surrounding sounds, including
language, is much more advanced than motor competence:
Infants are capable of auditory streaming at 2–5 days old
(Winkler et al. 2003), and they discriminate vowel and phonetic
sounds from the first month (Clarkson & Berg 1983; Eimas
et al. 1971; Mehler et al. 1988; Teinonen et al. 2009), sharing
this capacity with many animal species: rhesus macaques, dogs,
chinchilla, quails, and parrots (Adams et al. 1987; Bottoni et al.
2009; Dewson 1964; Kluender et al. 1987; Kuhl & Miller 1975;
Miller 1977; Morse & Snowdon 1975; Pepperberg 2007). On
the melodic and musical side newborn infants recognize musical
melodies heard before birth (Kisilevsky et al. 2004). In addition,
event-related brain potential (ERP) and magnetoencephalogra-
phy MEG studies show that newborns can form expectation of a
musical pitch and that infants detect substitution of musical
notes (Tervaniemi & Huotilainen 2003). Eventually, infants
shape their cries’ melodic contours upon their native language
(Mampe et al. 2009), thus showing a foundation for auditory-
motor connection and imitation. Infants’ sense of hearing is “en-
cyclopaedic,” because it is open to all linguistic and music
sounds. This capacity is lost from 5 to 6 months (de Boysson-
Bardie 2001), when infants attach their attention to motherese
(Oller 2000), a nonexistent feature at the dawn of language.
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Thus, sound imitation by means of protophones might have been
concentrated on surrounding sounds, especially those uttered by
predator or prey animals, to convey information about their pres-
ence and denote them in the acoustic channel. Though many the-
ories point to enhanced sociality (Dunbar 1993), the possibility to
refer to an object is still a core point for language evolution (Lenti
Boero & Bottoni 2006) and might have been a key factor for the
selection for articulated sounds emission.
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Abstract: Ackermann et al. disregard attested knowledge concerning
aphasia, Parkinson disease, cortical-to-striatal circuits, basal ganglia,
laryngeal phonation, and other matters. Their dual-pathway model
cannot account for “what is special about the human brain.” Their
human cortical-to-laryngeal neural circuit does not exist. Basal ganglia
operations, enhanced by mutations on FOXP2, confer human motor-
control, linguistic, and cognitive capabilities.

It has been clear for decades that aphasia never occurs without
subcortical damage, and can occur absent insult to the cortex
(Naeser et al. 1982; Stuss & Benson 1986). The speech production
deficits of Parkinson disease and focal lesions to the basal ganglia
are qualitatively similar to ones occurring in aphasia (Blumstein
1995; Blumstein et al. 1980; Lieberman et al. 1990; 1992;
Pickett et al. 1998; Usui et al. 2004) and are not limited to aberrant
laryngeal phonation. Motor control is slow and imprecise, thus de-
grading speech, walking, and other internally guided motor tasks
(Harrington & Haaland 1991; Marsden & Obeso 1994). A suite
of cognitive deficits occurs (Flowers & Robertson 1985; Lange
et al. 1992), including impairment of cognitive inflexibility and
comprehending distinctions in meaning conveyed by syntax
(Grossman et al. 1991; Lieberman et al. 1990; 1992; Natsopoulos
et al. 1993). Similar, less pronounced, motor and cognitive deficits
occur when hypoxic insult degrades the metabolically active basal
ganglia (Lieberman et al. 1994; 2005).

These behavioral deficits derive from insult to a network of seg-
regated cortical-to-basal neural circuits linking areas of motor
cortex and prefrontal cortex. Marsden and Obeso (1994), taking
into account a comprehensive range of studies, concluded that
the basal ganglia act as a neural “switch” in circuits linking them
to the motor cortex, activating and linking submovements in inter-
nally guided acts such as walking or talking. When circumstances
suggest a different motor response, the basal ganglia switch to a
different sequence. The basal ganglia perform similar operations
during cognitive tasks in circuits that include areas of the prefron-
tal cortex. fMRI studies confirm their supposition. For example,
the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and the caudate nucleus of
the basal ganglia are active when a subject is planning to change
how he or she is sorting images on the basis of their shapes, to
sorting them by color; or selecting words that rhyme and,

instead, shifting to selecting words that have similar meanings.
A cortical-to-basal ganglia circuit that includes the putamen and
posterior prefrontal cortex is active during the execution of a
sorting set-shift. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is involved
whenever subjects make any decision, apparently monitoring
whether the subjects’ responses were consistent with the chosen
sorting criterion (Monchi et al. 2001; Simard et al. 2011). Other
neuroimaging studies, reviewed in Lieberman (2000; 2002;
2006b; 2012; 2013), show that the prefrontal cortex and the
basal ganglia are active when subjects have to understand the
meaning of a sentence, recall words from memory, subtract
numbers, and cognitive tasks. All primates, including humans,
appear to have similar cortical-to-basal ganglia circuits (Lehericy
et al. 2004).

Ackermann et al. instead place great weight on a hypothetical
direct cortical-to-laryngeal neural circuit that bypasses the basal
ganglia, accepting a premise advanced in Fitch (2010). The
circuit does not exist, being based on flawed attempts to adapt a
lethal tracer technique to study humans. The Nauta and Gygax
(1954) technique necessitates destroying discrete neural struc-
tures in an animal’s brain. After some weeks the animal is sacri-
ficed and its brain is impregnated with a silver solution that
delineates neuronal structure. Microscopic examination of sec-
tioned brain tissue can then reveal damage to downstream
neurons in circuits to the neural structure that was destroyed.
Using this technique, Kuypers (1958a) and Iwatsubo et al.
(1990) claimed that changes to spinal cord neurons that enervate
the larynx revealed a direct cortical-laryngeal circuit. However,
the deceased patients studied had massive brain damage that in-
cluded the basal ganglia and pathways to it. Similar changes to
brainstem neurons occurred in patients who had died from non-
neurological disease processes (Terao et al. 1997). Jürgens
(2002b) concludes his review article on the neural bases of
motor control by noting that “motor coordination of learned
vocal patterns comes from the motor cortex and basal ganglia”
(p. 251). Moreover, in itself, enhanced laryngeal control of phona-
tion would not have yielded the encoding of segmental phonemes
that is a unique property of human speech (Liberman et al. 1967).

Ackermann et al. claim that basal ganglia circuits are devoted to
learning “digital” linguistic contrasts in the first years of life, then
shift to learning emotional prosody. However, no data are present-
ed to support this claim, and developmental studies show that this
is not the case. For example, prosodic patterns signaling intent are
apparent in the first year of life in infants in a Catalan-speaking en-
vironment (Esteve-Gibert & Prieto 2013). Both lexical tones and
prosodic patterns emerge in the early years of life for Mandarin-
learning infants (Chen & Kent 2009).

As my publications have pointed out, transcriptional factors
such as FOXP2 may hold the key to why the human brain
enables us to talk, continually create new forms of art, and
possess language (Lieberman 2006b; 2009; 2013). The basal
ganglia, which initially played a role in motor control, appear to
have been modified in the course of evolution. The version of
FOXP2 that differs with respect to two amino acids from chim-
panzees enhances synaptic plasticity in basal ganglia neurons
and in the substantia nigra. It also increases dendritic connectivity.
A third mutation on FOXP2 (on interon 8, close to the amino acid
substitutions) appears to enhance transcription. This uniquely
human mutation occurred when modern humans first appeared
in Africa (Maricic et al. 2013). It resulted in a “selective sweep.”
Selective sweeps on genetic mutations, such as those that confer
adult lactose tolerance (Tishkoff et al. 2007), occur when a muta-
tion enhances the survival of progeny. One of the tenets of
neurophysiology is that synaptic plasticity is the key to learning
anything. Virtually all human knowledge is transmitted through
the medium of language, and FOXP2 appears to have played a
role in the evolution of human language by enhancing basal
ganglia synaptic plasticity and connectivity.

It is puzzling that Ackermann et al., disputing my views on the
physiology of speech production, included a direct quotation from
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page 289 of my 2006 book, Toward an Evolutionary Biology of
Language. In pages 131 to 245 of this book I discuss, in detail,
the issues noted above and other points raised by Ackermann et al.

En route to disentangle the impact and
neurobiological substrates of early
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Abstract: Research on acoustic communication and its underlying
neurobiological substrates has led to new insights about the functioning of
central pattern generators (CPGs). CPG-related atypicalities may point to
brainstem irregularities rather than cortical malfunctions for early
vocalizations/babbling. The “vocal pattern generator,” together with other
CPGs, seems to have great potential in disentangling neurodevelopmental
disorders and potentially predict neurological development.

Acoustic communication has become the focus of intensive re-
search aiming to assess, delineate, and interpret the integrity of
neural functions within different theoretical frameworks. For
example, an increasing number of studies have aimed to docu-
ment early difficulties in this domain and their potential implica-
tions with participants of various developmental disorders, such
as autism spectrum disorders or Rett syndrome (RTT). In this re-
search a series of peculiarities have been reported. Publications
on delay in acquisition of milestones are increasingly comple-
mented by documentation of qualitative deviances, even at the
earliest stages of speech-language acquisition such as cooing
and babbling vocalizations (e.g., Marschik et al. 2012; 2013;
Paul et al. 2011).

Our species-unique ability to frame our world with words and
the required neurobiological underpinnings that enable it have
fascinated researchers studying phylogenetic and ontogenetic per-
spectives of language and communication. Contemplations about
the origin, evolution, and development of verbal communicative
abilities have led to many assumptions, speculations, theories,
and attempts to deliver the one and only plausible explanation.
In their article, Ackermann et al. postulate an ontogenetic
model that assumes age-dependent interactions between basal
ganglia and their cortical targets. We discuss the plausibility of
and support for this assumption by reviewing recent findings on
early vocalizations in infants with neurodevelopmental disorders,
more specifically RTT.

From an ontogenetic perspective, early vocalizations – both
nonhuman (e.g., as shown for pygmy marmosets) and human –
actively promote the proximity and attention of caregivers, and

therefore represent an advantage for the babbling infant
(Elowson et al. 1998). But what can we say at this point about
the neurobiological substrates of these vocalizations? And, more
pragmatically, what does it tell us with regard to progressive neu-
rodevelopmental conditions, such as RTT? Prosodic features of
spoken language were reported to be dependent on the integrity
of the basal ganglia, especially the striatum (Darkins et al. 1988;
Van Lancker Sidtis et al. 2006). From an evolutionary perspective
Ackermann et al. argue that a “structural reorganization of the
basal ganglia during hominin evolution may have been a pivotal
prerequisite for the emergence of spoken language” (sect. 1.2,
para. 3). A great body of clinical evidence for the involvement
of the basal ganglia in speech-language functions stems from pa-
tients with basal ganglia dysfunctions, such as Parkinson’s
disease or Tourette syndrome. The focus has been on the substan-
tia nigra pars reticulata that exerts inhibitory control of the mid-
brain periaqueductal gray matter (PAG), a major relay of the
descending motor system across vertebrates, and its role in con-
verting emotional and cognitive commands into vocalization
(Kittelberger & Bass 2013; Menuet et al. 2011).
The PAG does not directly control the coordinated activity of

respiratory movements, and laryngeal and orofacial muscle
groups, but rather projects to the closely related brainstem
central pattern generators (CPGs; Hikosaka 2007). CPGs are neu-
ronal circuits that can produce rhythmic motor patterns in the
absence of oscillatory input. Some CPGs operate continuously
(e.g., respiratory movements), whereas others are activated to
perform specific behavioral tasks (e.g., locomotion). To provide
motor output flexibility, supraspinal projections activate, inhibit,
and, most of all, modulate the CPG-activity, as does sensory feed-
back (Einspieler & Marschik 2012; Grillner et al. 1995). CPGs for
vocalization have been studied to a great extent not only in am-
phibians and avians, but also in mammals such as cats (CPGs
located in the nucleus retroambiguus; Zhang et al. 1995) or squir-
rel monkeys (CPGs in the parvocellular reticular formation
around the nucleus ambiguus; Hage & Jürgens 2006). Barlow
et al. (2009) have suggested the same mechanism for early
human vocalizations/babbling. A rudimentary understanding of
the CPG-circuitry for respiration and mouth movements suggests
multiple loci in the brainstem, with a significant role for integra-
tion among subsystems and the PAG (Barlow & Estep 2006).
The above-mentioned tight interconnection of CPGs (Barlow

et al. 2009) becomes functionally evident when observing individ-
uals with RTT, a neurodevelopmental disorder mainly arising
from mutations in the X-linked MECP2 gene (Neul et al. 2010).
We have speculated that the interconnectivity of CPGs is pictured
in RTT by the apparent evolution of early atypical vocalizations,
with inspiratory-modulated sound patterns, into oro-motor dys-
praxia and breathing irregularities later in childhood (Marschik
et al. 2012). We propose the neuropathology of RTT, a condition
with well-documented early atypical vocalizations in both humans
and animal models (De Filippis et al. 2010; Marschik et al. 2012,
2013), as a model for elucidating abnormalities and their mecha-
nisms involving the CPGs.
In terms of neurobiological substrates, studies of knock-out

mouse models of RTT have revealed reduced striatal dopamine
release after stimulation that coincided with motor abnormalities
(Gantz et al. 2011). Whether such a nigro-striatal pathway involve-
ment could also be associated with abnormal ultrasonic vocaliza-
tions, as demonstrated in the Mecp2-308 mouse model (De
Filippis et al. 2010), remains open. Of relevance to the vocaliza-
tion-generating circuitry is the demonstration of decreased PAG
volume and length in yet another RTT mouse model (Mecp2B;
Belichenko et al. 2008). Ultimately, the ontogeny of MeCP2 ex-
pression in the human brain (Kaufmann et al. 2005) supports an
early involvement of brainstem monoaminergic nuclei and
related brain regions in the pathogenesis of multiple neurologic
deficits, including language.
In conclusion, developmental delays and atypicalities in verbal

behaviors and other neurologic functions in RTT support CPG
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and, consequently, brainstem involvement. Future human and
animal model studies are needed to further elucidate developing
brain–behavior interfaces, disentangle specific traits, and help
detect affected children at an earlier age. The “vocal pattern gen-
erator” together with other CPGs seems to have great potential in
disentangling neurodevelopmental disorders and potentially
predict neurological development.

Speech as a breakthrough signaling resource
in the cognitive evolution of biological
complex adaptive systems
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Abstract: In self-adapting dynamical systems, a significant improvement
in the signaling flow among agents constitutes one of the most powerful
triggering events for the emergence of new complex behaviors.
Ackermann and colleagues’ comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of the
brain structures involved in acoustic communication provides further
evidence of the essential role which speech, as a breakthrough signaling
resource, has played in the evolutionary development of human
cognition viewed from the standpoint of complex adaptive system analysis.

In the target article, Ackermann et al. contend that speech has
emerged as a major evolutionary advantage in hominin ancestors
as a result of a refinement in the projections from the motor cortex
to the brainstem nuclei responsible for the control of laryngeal
muscles as well as the further development of vocalization-specific
cortico-basal ganglia circuitries driven by certain mutations in the
FOXP2 gene which were unique to humans.

Complex adaptive system (CAS) analysis has emerged as a pow-
erful research approach that has been successfully used to study
the basic mechanisms underlying the evolution of dynamical
systems composed of multiple agents interacting through
complex and interdependent networks. As a broad and general
theoretical tool, CAS analysis has been employed in a variety of
research fields in both biological and social sciences in order to
unveil the common general principles responsible for the evolu-
tion of apparently unrelated complex systems, such as global mac-
roeconomics (Gintis 2006), the stock market (Mauboussin 2002),
geopolitical organizations (Braman 2004), the cyberspace (Phister
2010), natural ecosystems (Levin 1998), the immune system
(Grilo et al. 2002), the human brain (Gomez Portillo & Gleiser
2009), and intracellular signaling networks (Schwab & Pienta
1997).

Recently it has been suggested that, taking into account the
dynamic nature of grammar and semantics’ evolution throughout
the centuries, language should be considered a typical example of
a complex adaptive system (Ellis 2009). More importantly, the
emergence of the cognitive apparatus responsible for the process-
ing of acoustic communication can be regarded as a unique break-
through within biological complex adaptive systems, as it fostered
the development of new signaling networks not only among differ-
ent individuals, but also within the subsystems operating inside
each specific agent (Pinker 2010). By enabling dynamical inter-in-
dividual interactions through fast and instantaneous feedback
loops, the emergence of speech granted the biological systems
harboring such a new cognitive resource an enormous evolution-
ary advantage not only from the individual standpoint, but also
from the perspective of further development of the whole
species through social collaboration. Ultimately the combination
of such new signaling networks built upon oral communication

and language gave rise to more complex and general social ele-
ments, which, in turn, began to play a central role in the very in-
teractions among such individuals through new types of
information exchange pathways such as advertisement, mass com-
munication vehicles, and, more recently, social media (Fitch
2006).

By exploring the underlying brain structures involved in the
phylogenetic emergence of speech, the target article demon-
strates how the use of words, as standardized vocal utterances
filled with specific meaning (or, as Ackermann et al. call them,
phonetic-linguistic categories), represents a unique cognitive re-
source of the human species. In a simple manner, speech can
be understood as a voluntary pattern of vocalization common to
a social community which has definite connotations and which is
carefully manipulated at each individual communication event
for the transferring of specific information, intentions, and ab-
stract ideas. As discussed by the authors, despite the fact that
close primates may demonstrate elaborated oral-motor capabili-
ties and possess an extensive vocal repertoire, they fail in produc-
ing a pattern of vocal communication that resembles speech. As
properly pointed by Ackermann et al., nonhuman primate oral
communication would be much more similar to other nonverbal
affective forms of human vocal expressions (such as laughing,
crying, or moaning) than to any type of organized and standard-
ized pattern of vocalization that might possibly deserve the
status of language. Based on such considerations, Ackermann
et al. argue that a unique state of development of the neurophys-
iological networks responsible for coupling intentional planning
and the refined coordination between the several motor elements
involved in phonation (such as the tongue, laryngeal, jaw and facial
muscles), ultimately enabled the human race to cross the critical
edge that separates the crude vocalization patterns observed in
other primates from human speech and language. In this sense,
it could be said that, from the phylogenetic standpoint of brain
evolution, the observed advancements in the neuroanatomical
areas responsible for acoustic communication mentioned in the
target article (such as the cortico-brainstem connections and the
FOXP2 gene-induced new cortico-basal projections) fostered
the further development of the primary cortical areas related to
language emission (Broca’s area, which is localized in the left in-
ferior frontal gyrus of the dominant hemisphere –Brodmann’s
areas 44 and 45) and language comprehension (Wernicke’s area,
which is localized in the posterior section of the superior temporal
gyrus –Brodmann’s area 22) as well as of the white matter connec-
tion tracts and the accessory heteromodal association areas in-
volved in the generation and processing of different speech
features such as prosody, melody, rhythm, pitch, and syntax (Rau-
schecker 2012).

Such refinement in the brain networks responsible for the pro-
duction and processing of speech in conjunction with advances in
other brain regions which enabled the emergence of more
complex non-pictographic forms of written language (i.e.
systems which provided symbolic representations for the pho-
nemes and words that became established in the oral culture
throughout early human history) were also a decisive factor for
the development of other higher cognitive functions which
ended up achieving a uniquely sophisticated status in humans,
such as semantic memory, abstraction, future anticipation and
planning, and mathematical reasoning (Aboitiz et al. 2006).

In summary, the specific pattern observed in the evolutionary
development of speech highlighted in the target article (which in-
volves one breakthrough change leading to the percolation of the
whole system and the emergence of new unpredictable attributes)
represents a typical feature of complex adaptive systems. In fact,
in such types of self-adapting and dynamical systems, it has
already been demonstrated that a significant improvement in
the signaling flow among agents (such as that proportioned by
the development of speech and language) constitutes one of the
most powerful triggering events for the emergence of new
complex behaviors, very often leading to a complete reformulation
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of the boundaries and hierarchical structures within the system
(Holland 2012). As an academic masterpiece on the issue, Acker-
mann and colleagues’ comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of the
brain structures responsible for speech in humans and nonhumans
primates provides further evidence of the essential role that
speech and language, as breakthrough signaling resources, have
played in the evolutionary development of human cognition
viewed from the standpoint of complex adaptive system analysis.

Voluntary and involuntary processes affect the
production of verbal and non-verbal signals by
the human voice
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Abstract: We argue that a comprehensive model of human vocal
behaviour must address both voluntary and involuntary aspects of
articulate speech and non-verbal vocalizations. Within this, plasticity of
vocal output should be acknowledged and explained as part of the
mature speech production system.

In their account of the neural systems supporting vocal expression
in humans, Ackermann et al. suggest that emotional and “attitudi-
nal” aspects of prosody might influence the execution of speech
via cross-talk between basal ganglia loops processing emotion, mo-
tivation, and speech motor programmes. It is problematic to claim

one system for spoken language, plus one or more others for para-
linguistic or non-linguistic signals that are then added together to
make a finished product of fluent, emotionally inflected speech.
The division between lateral motor cortex and other systems in
the production of human vocal signals is not a simple one, and
might be better characterized by the degree of voluntary
control over the vocal tract rather than according to the type of
signals generated. For example, patients who have sustained
lateral cortical injuries disrupting the voluntary production of
speech can still produce spontaneous and natural-sounding laugh-
ter and crying, and swearing (Van Lancker & Cummings 1999).
Thus, articulate speech – swear words – can be produced involun-
tarily. Similarly, non-verbal emotional vocalizations can be pro-
duced under voluntary control – social laughter is typically timed
to occur at the end of linguistic phrases, during both speaking
and signing (Provine & Emmorey 2006). Recent work using func-
tional MRI to explore the neural underpinnings of laughter
showed a considerable involvement of lateral sensorimotor
systems in the production of laughter under varying amounts of
voluntary control (Wattendorf et al. 2013).
In everyday spoken language, voluntary modulation of the way

we speak plays an essential role in the intentional expression of
mood, intentions and aspirations. Hawkins and Smith (2001) illus-
trate this with the English phrase, “I do not know,” the pragmatic
sense of which can vary dramatically depending on how the words
are articulated (compare the casual manner of “I dunno” with the
suggestion of irritation in “I… do… not… know!”). We recently
investigated the neural correlates of voluntary modulations of
spoken language by asking participants in an MRI scanner to
perform spoken impressions of accents and impersonations of fa-
miliar individuals (McGettigan et al. 2013). The peak activations
associated with deliberate changes to speaking style (compared
with speaking in a “normal voice”) were found in the left anterior
insula and inferior frontal gyrus. These areas are classically associ-
ated with the production of spoken language (Blank et al. 2002;
Dronkers 1996), yet in this case the linguistic content of the

Figure 1 (McGettigan & Scott). On live radio, Presenter 1 is amused by the Reporter’s pronunciation of “Jack Toit.” Although she
manages to deliver her script, the pitch (F0) of her voice rises sharply as her emotional state constricts the vocal tract and renders
her less able to control the source of the vocal signal (Ruch & Ekman 2001).
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utterances was kept constant across the different conditions of the
experiment. It is difficult to assert that these voluntary aspects of
speech production should, or could, be added to speech separately
from the “digital” information bound up in the phonemes, sylla-
bles, and words of a language. Our recent results suggest that
this kind of flexibility is an integral part of the planning and
control of speech and voluntary vocal behaviour.

Not all vocal modulations can be added to speech in a controlled
manner. Ackermann and colleagues argue that linguistic and emo-
tional prosodic information, which they see as digital and analogue,
respectively, are coordinated in the basal ganglia, as “Otherwise
these two inputs would distort and corrupt each other” (target
article, sect. 1.2, para. 2). It is reductive to draw boundaries
between linguistic and paralinguistic aspects of vocal behaviour,
particularly when considering the role of linguistic prosody in dis-
ambiguation (e.g., the contrast between a question and a state-
ment). Furthermore, it is certainly the case that emotional states
do corrupt articulate speech, as is shown when a person tries to
produce speech during a fit of laughter, when overcome with
grief, or when feeling extremely nervous – here, the voluntary
control of vocalization is compromised, and articulate speech is
taken over by the physiological effects of emotion on the functions
of the vocal tract; see our Figure 1 (cf. Levenson 2003).

Ackermann et al. claim that the basal gangliamight be essential for
the acquisition of articulate speech during early childhood, while the
behaviours of the mature speech production system are controlled
byperisylvian cortical structures. There is evidence that the plasticity
of vocal learning reduces in adolescence and adulthood, for example,
the marked persistence of first-language pronunciation in adult
learners of a second language (Flege et al. 1999a; 1999b).
However, speech can change in adulthood – one study showed
that vowels in the speech of Queen Elizabeth II have, over several
decades, gradually moved closer to the standard British English
spokenby her subjects (Harrington et al. 2000). Similarly, there is ex-
tensive evidence for the recovery of speech in the adult system after
stroke (Blanket al. 2003). It is difficult toestimate theextent towhich
these gradual changes in speech come about under conscious volun-
tary control.We continue to learn new information at all levels of the
linguistic hierarchy throughout the lifespan, and the extent to which
an individual changes their speech, voluntarily or not, can vary over
both long and short timescales. With reference to the authors’ pro-
posal, we therefore pose the question: How do relearned and re-
mapped behaviours in the adult speech production system fit
within a model where the contributions of the basal ganglia end
after childhood language acquisition?.

We are encouraged by an approach to modelling human vocal
behaviour that incorporates its social, emotional, and linguistic
aspects. However, we urge caution in attempts to divide the
speech signal into distinct types of information served by specific
underlying functional subsystems. We argue that vocal behaviour
is better characterized in terms of voluntary versus involuntary
control of a complex motor act, regardless of its informational
content. Further, given the evidence that vocal behaviour
remains plastic and flexible into adulthood, we question the
extent to which this plasticity need be mechanistically distinct
from childhood language acquisition.

Why vocal production of atypical sounds in
apes and its cerebral correlates have a lot to
say about the origin of language
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Abstract: Ackermann et al. mention the “acquisition of species-atypical
sounds” in apes without any discussion. In our commentary, we
demonstrate that these atypical sounds in chimpanzees not only include
laryngeal sounds, but also have a major significance regarding the origins
of language, if we consider looking at their context of use, their social
properties, their relations with gestures, their lateralization, and their
neurofunctional correlates as well.

Whether apes are able to voluntarily and intentionally control
their vocal production remains a topic of intense debate (e.g.,
Hopkins et al. 2011). In a brief paragraph in their target article
(sect. 2.1.4.), Ackermann et al. mention the “observational acqui-
sition of species-atypical sounds” in apes and acknowledge that
chimpanzees are able to produce voluntary sounds using the mod-
ulation of the air through the lips (“blowing raspberries” or “kiss”).
However, the authors also claimed that apes are not able to
“engage laryngeal sound-production mechanisms” that can be
“decoupled volitionally from species-typical audiovisual displays.”
In fact, this latter claim is not accurate.

Hopkinset al. (2007)have indeeddescribed theuseof twoatypical
novel “learned” sounds producedby several chimpanzees among the
captive groups from the Yerkes Primate Research Center: Some
chimpanzees are not only able to produce non-voiced “raspberries”
or “kiss” sounds (involving only the lipswith the air of themouth) but
also “extended grunts,” which clearly engage the vocal tract and la-
ryngeal sound-production mechanisms. Hopkins and colleagues
showed that the production of these atypical sounds and vocaliza-
tions is often producedwith pointing gestures and is used exclusively
in the presence of both a human and an out-of-reach food in order to
beg for food, while typical species-specific “food calls” were more
frequent in the presence of food alone (Hopkins et al. 2007). Such
atypical productions were interpreted as signals used intentionally
to capture the attention of the human. Indeed, great apes have
been shown to use those acoustic signals – vocal and lips sounds,
cage banging or clapping gestures – especially when the recipient
is not attentive, whereas visual pointing gestures are preferentially
used when the recipient is attentive (e.g., Leavens et al. 2004;
2010; see also in orangutans: Cartmill & Byrne 2007; for a review
of the literature, see Hopkins et al. 2011). In other words, the mul-
timodal flexibility of communicative signaling (sounds, vocalizations,
and gestures) is a manifestation of the ability of the great apes to
adjust the modality of the signal to the attentional state of the recip-
ient, and such an intentional propertymight be thus a special feature
of social cognition that is needed in language processing.

In addition, given the inter-individual variability among chim-
panzees concerning the ability to produce or not those novel
sounds, it has been interpreted that, as for human speech but in
contrast to species-typical vocalizations, those atypical vocal and
lip sounds might be socially learned. In fact, it has been reported
that chimpanzees raised by biological mothers who were able to
produce those sounds, were more likely to also be able to do so
than chimpanzees raised by humans in a nursery (Taglialatela
et al. 2012). Moreover, among the chimpanzees that were not
able to produce these atypical vocalizations, a recent study not
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only showed that (i) it was possible to explicitly train them to do so
using operant conditioning, but also (ii) that those subjects would
further use these novel vocalizations in a communicative context
for getting the attention of a human (Russell et al. 2013).

Finally, the investigation of lateralization of those atypical
sounds and its functional cerebral correlates show some continuity
with the language system. Indeed, most of the language functions
involve a left-hemispheric dominance (Knecht et al. 2000). Inter-
estingly, it turns out that these chimpanzee auditory signals, when
produced simultaneously with food-begging pointing gestures,
induce a stronger right-hand preference than when the gesture
is produced alone (Hopkins & Cantero 2003), indicating that
the left hemisphere may be more activated when producing
both gestures and these atypical vocal and lip sounds simultane-
ously. Moreover, measures of orofacial asymmetries for vocal pro-
duction in chimpanzees have showed that species-typical
vocalizations – such as food barks or pant-hoot – elicited a left-
sided orofacial asymmetry (i.e., right-hemispheric dominance),
whereas atypical attention-getting sounds elicited an asymmetry
toward the right side of the mouth, indicating that, as for right-
handedness for communicative clapping gestures (Meguerditch-
ian et al. 2012), a left-hemispheric dominance might be involved
for producing those acoustical signals (Losin et al. 2008). More
impressively, brain imaging studies (PET [positive emission to-
mography]) conducted in three captive individuals have found
that communicative signaling for begging food from a human by
using either gestures, atypical attention-getting sounds, or both
of these modalities simultaneously, activated a homologous
region of Broca’s area (IFG) predominantly in the left hemisphere
(Taglialatela et al. 2008), a pattern of activation which is enhanced
in subjects who used both gestural and vocal signals simultane-
ously (Taglialatela et al. 2011).

These collective findings support the idea that the atypical oro-
facial and vocal sounds in chimpanzees are a good illustration of
the potential existence of a multimodal intentional system that in-
tegrates gestures, orofacial, and atypical vocal sounds into the
same lateralized system. This multimodal communicative system
not only shares some features of social cognition and social learn-
ing with human language, but also seems to be ultimately related
to brain specialization for language (Meguerditchian et al. 2011).
This theory is consistent with the evidence that in humans, a single
integrated communication system in the left cerebral hemisphere
might be in charge of both vocal and gestural linguistic communi-
cation (e.g., Gentilucci & Dalla Volta 2008). For all of these
reasons, and their implications for the precursors of human lan-
guage and its brain specialization, we believe that Ackermann
et al. should better consider these voluntary laryngeal sound-
production mechanisms in chimpanzees and the related multi-
modal communicative system, in their theoretical model.
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Abstract: The faith that “comparative analysis of the behaviour of modern
primates, in conjunction with an accurate phylogenetic tree of relatedness,
has the power to chart the early history of human cognitive evolution”
(Byrne 2000 p. 543) runs afoul of the fact that no other primate besides
humans is capable of vocal production learning. This basic enabling

adaptation for articulate speech bears crucially on the reconstruction of
language origins.

In their target article Ackermann et al. make a valiant attempt to
assemble a comprehensive account of the origin and neural orga-
nization of human speech on the basis of arguments confined by
and large to comparative primatology. The nature of their topic
is ill-suited to such an approach, because at its core lies a behav-
ioral adaptation and corresponding neural mechanism which we
share with some species of cetaceans, pinnipeds, and birds, but
not with any nonhuman primate. For such a situation, the compar-
ative method offers analogy instead of homology as guiding
concept (e.g., the elucidation of body form in cetaceans is better
served by turning to distant fishes rather than to far closer relatives
among extant mammals).
The capacity in question is the ability to learn to reproduce, by

voice, patterns of sound first received by ear. This capacity is of
singular biological uselessness except in special cases, one of
which happens to be us humans, because every word and
phrase we know how to pronounce has become ours by such
means. Technically, the capacity is known as vocal production
learning (Janik & Slater 1997; 2000), and though the concept
does occur in the target article, it is more by way of an after-
thought than as a principal pivot of analysis.
Putting vocal production learning at center stage removes the

mystery of the “speechlessness” of even our closest primate rela-
tives rightly emphasized by Ackermann and colleagues. Lacking
the vocal learning mechanism (Janik & Slater 1997), they naturally
cannot do that which inherently is dependent upon it, namely,
learn to pronounce words and phrases of rather arbitrary phone-
mic composition. That vocal learning is, in fact, the crux of the
matter is demonstrated by the ease with which numerous
species of parrots and other mimics among the birds do what no
chimpanzee has ever done: acquire a substantial repertoire of
human words and phrases pronounced with a fidelity that fools
the human ear (Nottebohm 1976).
The diction of bird mimics tells us that the entire pronunciatory

part of the speech equation is a matter of being a vocal learner.
Step 1 on the path to speech is accordingly to come into posses-
sion of the capacity for vocal learning. This first step, moreover,
provides a plausible evolutionary context for the first step
invoked by Ackermann et al., namely, the addition of direct
(monosynaptic) cortical efference to lower brainstem motor
nuclei controlling larynx, pharynx, tongue, and lips.
The species distribution of such direct connections (to which

can be added direct cortical innervation of the nucleus retroambi-
guus for respiratory control) suggests that they evolve specifically
for cerebral fine control of respiration and vocalization and not (as
the target article assumes) as a general concomitant of brain ex-
pansion (Arriaga & Jarvis 2013; Fitch et al. 2010; Iwatsubo et al.
1990; Jürgens 2002a; Kuypers 1958a; 1958b; Merker 2009;
Okanoya & Merker 2007; Okanoya et al. 2007; Wild 1993; 1997).
As suggested in a previous BBS commentary (Merker 2009), it is

even conceivable that the “simple” addition, in ancestralHomo, of a
direct primary motor cortex efference to those medullary motor
nuclei sufficed to recruit the already present cerebral territories cen-
tered on Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas (see Fig. 12.4 of Falk [2007]
for putative homologs in Pan and Macaca; see also Neubert et al.
2014) to the practice-based acquisition of complex vocal output
matching auditorymodels, thusmaking our ancestors vocal learners.
The most common use of vocal production learning in nature is

as a means to impress potential mates and rivals by mastery of a
complex song tradition (for the evolutionary logic, see Merker
[2012] and review by Spencer & MacDougall-Shackleton
[2011]). Humans are a singing species (von Humboldt 1836/
1971), so the default assumption would be that the vocal learning
capacity of our ancestors was exercised for similar purposes. If so,
they were maintaining traditions of intergenerationally transmit-
ted and culturally learned vocal lore (song) long before that lore
became verbal by being semanticized.
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Such a situation brings the “learner bottleneck” principle of it-
erated (transgenerational) learning into play (Kirby 2002). In the
non-human examples the narrow focus of song displays on poten-
tial mates and rivals limits the operation of that principle to effect-
ing progressive refinement of the formal properties of songstrings
(their purely formal syntax; see Kirby et al. [2008] and references
therein). Should, however, circumstances spread singing to the
full range of daily and seasonal activities, the same principle
would ensure a gradual and progressive differentiation of song
repertoire by behavioral context, amounting to an implicit assorta-
tive contextual semanticization of the songstrings repertoire as a
whole (Merker 2012; Merker & Okanoya 2007).

Therein lies the point of departure for a gapless path to human
language, details of which are presented in a recent publication of
mine (Merker 2012). At the point at which that path is about to
arrive at fully instrumental language, it reaches an impasse. At-
tempts to use semanticized songstrings in a “displacement”
mode of reference (Hockett 1960) would undermine the very con-
textual basis underpinning the semantic meaning of strings. To
overcome that hurdle, I have postulated a naturally (as opposed
to sexually) selected enhancement (expansion) of the cerebral
storage capacity hosting the vocal learning mechanism, a capacity
increase driven by individual self-interest in reaping the benefits
of instrumental uses of songstring semantics.

Such an expanded storage capacity would allow string (and ges-
tural) markers for communicative intent to be appended to the
songstring repertoire by learning, launching it upon fully instru-
mental language use. Perhaps the FOXP2 enhancement of
cortico-basal ganglia function in the human line provided the re-
quired extra storage capacity. As far as is known, it affects relevant
neurons at the microscopic and functional level, promoting
lengthening of dendrites (potentially increasing synapse
numbers) as well as affecting synaptic plasticity by enhancing
long term depression (Reimers-Kipping et al. 2011). Since such
changes are general for the basal ganglia as a whole (along with
associated thalamic and cortical domains), they fit better with a
general expansion of storage capacity than with a remodeling of
lateral interactions among circuits serving components of articu-
late speech assumed in the target article.
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in development as well as evolution of
language
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Abstract: Early human vocal development is characterized first by
emerging control of phonation and later by prosodic and supraglottal
articulation. The target article has missed the opportunity to use these
facts in the characterization of evolution in language-specific
brain mechanisms. Phonation appears to be the initial human-specific
brain change for language, and it was presumably a key target of
selection in early hominin evolution.

The Ackermann et al. target article offers intriguing suggestions
about a dual-pathway approach to evolution of vocal capabilities
and language. But the approach could be enhanced with regard
to its behavioral assumptions by taking into account key informa-
tion on vocal development. Without this information, the article
misses the opportunity to augment some of its most interesting

claims with evidence that could help situate the model in a
more evolutionary-developmental (evo-devo) frame (Bertossa
2011).

In particular, the article does not take note of the evidence that
early vocal development of humans (especially in the first 3
months) shows emergent phonatory control, rather than emer-
gent articulatory control (Buder et al. 2008; Koopmans-van
Beinum & van der Stelt 1986; Oller 1980). Phonatory control
does not necessarily imply “prosodic” control (the focus of much
of the target article) in the sense that the term prosody is used
in literature about mature languages. Prosody is normally meant
to denote the capacity to integrate suprasegmental variations
across multisyllabic strings, and the human infant in the first
months produces no such syllabic strings. Instead, categories of
infant vocalization that are recognized in the first few months by
parents and laboratory staff cross-culturally include “protophones”
(Oller 2000), such as vowel-like “vocants” (sounds produced in the
mid-pitch range of the individual infant, with “normal” phonation,
the kind that typically occurs in speech), squeals (high-pitched
sounds for the infant in question, often in falsetto), and growls
(low-pitched or raucous sounds often in creaky voice). These
typical protophones occur as phonatory events with little or no ar-
ticulatory modulation, and to the limited extent that supraglottal
modulation occurs, it appears to be disorganized and unpredict-
able at this stage. On the other hand, the protophones are easily
recognized as distinguishable categories because they tend to
occur in clusters of the same types (a series of squeals, for
example, followed later by a series of vocants) even as early as 3
months (Kwon et al. 2007). The high rate of production of the pro-
tophones, along with the fact that they occur both in solitary and
social circumstances (Locke 1993; Stark 1980; Yale et al. 1999),
suggests endogenous motivation in the infant to explore and
seemingly to practice vocalization, as well as to use vocalization
to serve social functions. In addition, all the protophones are
used by infants in expression of positive, neutral, and negative af-
fective states (as indicated by facial affect), and these expressions
are predictably related to responses of caregivers ranging from en-
couraging interaction in response to positive expressions, to
changing the situation (or talking about the need for it) in re-
sponse to negative expressions (Oller et al. 2013). All these prop-
erties of very early vocal development (spontaneous production,
the ability to repeat sounds in clusters, vocal social interaction,
and the ability to use sounds to express differing emotional
states on differing occasions) in the human infant at 3 months
are based on phonatory control, and all of them are foundational
for language, since every aspect of human language requires flex-
ible control of phonation.

Phonatory control takes naturally logical precedence over
supraglottal control in the sequence of development, and that
logical precedence is reflected in the facts of development. Phona-
tory categories appear in development before systematic supra-
glottal articulated categories such as “canonical” syllables,
wherein well-formed syllables (heard as, for example, “dada” or
“baba”) are produced through coordination of phonation and sys-
tematically repeatable supraglottal articulations (Koopmans-van
Beinum & van der Stelt 1986; Oller 1980; Stark 1980). In 40
years of longitudinal research in human infant vocalization, I
have never witnessed any infant developing systematic and com-
municative supraglottal movements and using them in practice-
like play or social communication, prior to developing phonatory
categories as described above.

These facts offer an opportunity to Ackermann et al. to more
thoroughly incorporate developmental patterns into their expecta-
tions regarding the “monosynaptic refinement of the projections
of motor cortex to the brainstem nuclei that steer laryngeal
muscles.” Such refinement, it would appear, must begin to be
manifest in the human infant’s brain by 3 months or earlier, al-
though by that age, the behavioral data do not suggest “prosodic”
control, but something simpler – control over gross differences in
phonatory pattern and pitch. The developmental picture appears
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to be sufficiently clear to help illuminate differences between
human and nonhuman primate brain organization at maturity,
by suggesting notable cross-species similarity of phonatory and ar-
ticulatory control capabilities across nonhuman primates and
humans early in life with much larger differences developing as
time passes.

In the near future, it may also be possible for the modeling of
Ackermann et al. to be enhanced by quantified direct comparisons
among vocal capabilities of humans and nonhuman primates. On
the one hand, studies in human infants are rapidly tying down
facts regarding vocal rate (volubility) for protophones across
ages and across social and non-social circumstances (Franklin
et al. 2014; Goldstein et al. 2009; Nathani et al. 2001) as well as
substantially improving our understanding of vocal types and
their flexibility in human infants (Griebel & Oller 2008; Scheiner
et al. 2006; Stark et al. 1993). Similarly, considerable progress is
being made on the description of both the amount of vocalization
that occurs across age in nonhuman primates and the degree to
which these vocalizations are used in differing contexts, the
latter representing an attempt to characterize the degree to
which the social functions of nonhuman calls may indeed show
flexibility (Crockford & Boesch 2003; Laporte & Zuberbühler
2010). With the recent development of a facial affect coding
system for chimpanzees (Parr et al. 2008) modeled on the
Ekman scheme for human affect (Ekman & Friesen 1978), quan-
titative comparison of functional flexibility in vocalization across
humans and chimpanzees should soon be reached. Such improve-
ments in our quantitative understanding of development, ampli-
fied by cross-species comparisons, should fundamentally
enhance the modeling of the evolution of language and the
brain mechanisms that underlie it.
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Abstract: The primate basal ganglia are fundamental to Ackermann et al.’s
proposal. However, primates and rodents are models for human cognitive
functions involving basal ganglia circuits, and links between striatal
function and vocal communication come from songbirds. We suggest
that the proposal is better integrated in cognitive and/or motor theories
on spoken language origins and with more analogous nonhuman animal
models.

In the target article, Ackermann et al. present an interesting twist
on the well-weathered hypothesis of a direct cortico-bulbar tract
as a key step in the evolution of spoken language in humans, or
song in vocal-learning birds. The authors seek to generate a new
hypothesis that the basal ganglia, in particular, are functionally re-
organized during human evolution for spoken language and also
change in function during ontogeny with the learning of speech.
Curiously, however, the basal ganglia, after supporting a

language-learning role during child development, are proposed
to revert to a seemingly more evolutionarily conserved functional
role of supporting “emotive-prosodic” modulation in adult
humans. This illustrates how the proposal flexes to encompass
most data and risks being empirically untestable. Especially
unclear is what similarities or differences are hypothesized to
exist between humans and different animal models, where pre-
sumably homologous or analogous neurobiological mechanisms
can be clarified.
Although we have little doubt that the basal ganglia were an evo-

lutionary substrate for spoken language, one amongmanyothers, the
current proposal requires considerable strengthening.Wemake two
key suggestions. First, the hypothesis needs to be grounded in, or its
key tenets distinguished from, certain cognitive and/or motor theo-
ries. Such theories have proposed that specific improvements oc-
curred in vocal-learning systems or motor pathways of humans and
some birds, including cortico-striatal-thalamic circuits (Arriaga &
Jarvis 2013; Feenders et al. 2008; Fitch et al. 2010; Fitch & Jarvis
2012; Petkov & Jarvis 2012; Wild 1997). Second, we propose that
the key tenets of the proposal, if clarified, can be comparatively
tested in studies between, for instance, human and nonhuman pri-
mates, and songbirds and vocal non-learning birds, and any of
these species and rodents (see ourFigure 1). Such comparative anal-
yses have already been used in the past to test for the hypothesized
differences in the cortico-striatal system between some of these
species, and can still be used to comparatively test additional
aspects of the current proposal.
One issue is whether and which basal ganglia–dependent differ-

ences exist between humans and other nonhuman primates or
mammals. There is little direct comparative evidence in the
primate literature to suggest that the cortico-striatal-thalamic
system is strikingly different in humans relative to nonhuman pri-
mates. In fact, as Ackermann et al. note, nonhuman primates and
rodents are used as cellular model systems for human basal
ganglia–related cognitive function on motor and procedural learn-
ing, habit forming, reward and decision-making, and sensory-
motor timing relationships (Matell & Meck 2004; Schultz et al.
2000). Presumably, the proposal is that the basal ganglia, as part
of a cognitive system, increased in capacity in humans to
support language learning (Friederici 2011; Petkov & Jarvis
2012; Petkov &Wilson 2012). In this regard, it is possibly interest-
ing that Artificial Grammar learning tasks, which were developed
in the infant learning literature and that tap into rule-based proce-
dural learning, appear to show differences between different
species of monkeys (Wilson et al. 2013) and between monkeys
and humans (Fitch & Hauser 2004). These observations were pre-
dicted by cognitive theories on spoken language origins (Arriaga &
Jarvis 2013; Petkov & Jarvis 2012).
Thus, the proposal lacks the strength of the specificity of the

direct cortico-bulbar hypothesis, and at the same time suffers
from the limitation of overemphasis on a region vital for cognition,
whose function is lost without the context of the cortico-striatal-
thalamic circuits that are formed in the brains of birds and
mammals. As a historical example, the direct cortico-bulbar hy-
pothesis is now seen to be grounded in motor theories of
spoken language origins (Petkov & Jarvis 2012). It is very specific
that a monosynaptic change allowed learned sensory patterns to
be vocally produced. But its strength in specificity was also its
Achilles heel, leaving unanswered how humans and other
mammals differ in their neurobiological substrates for learned au-
ditory patterns, and which are linked to vocal motor output (via
the nucleus ambiguus). Cognitive theories and the current pro-
posal aim to address this shortcoming. Moreover, even the tenet
of a presence versus absence of a direct cortico-bulbar tract is
being challenged by recent data: Mice appear to have a sparse
but still present direct cortico-bulbar projection to the nucleus
ambiguus and greater vocal-production-plasticity capabilities
than had been thought (Arriaga & Jarvis 2013; Arriaga et al.
2012), features that had been thought to be unique to humans
and vocal-learning birds.
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Notably, the more precise link that the authors are pursuing
with regard to the origins of spoken language and basal ganglia
function, already has an evolutionary counterpart in vocal-learning
and vocal-non-learning birds. The avian striatal vocal nucleus
(called Area X in songbirds) sits within a cortico-striatal-thalamic
loop, which is important for song learning (Jarvis 2004b; 2006;
Jarvis et al. 2000), including covert-skill song learning (Charles-
worth et al. 2012). Moreover, Feenders et al. (2008), by compar-
ing the anterior-forebrain pathway in vocal-learning birds to this
pathway in vocal-non-learning birds, found evidence to develop
a motor theory of vocal-learning origin.

This theory proposes that the anterior-forebrain song pathway
(including Area X) independently arose multiple times in vocal-
learning birds from a set of regions that in vocal-non-learning
birds control non-vocal motor actions. The discrete striatal Area
X that sits within the cortico-striatal-thalamic vocal-learning loop
(Fig. 1) is not present in vocal-non-learning birds. Motor striatal
regions outside of Area X, or the comparable forebrain regions
in vocal-non-learning birds, are more diffuse and relate to these
animals’ non-vocal motor learning abilities. Thus, considerable in-
sights on the cortico-striatal-thalamic system have already been
provided by avian models. These are only briefly alluded to but
not meaningfully used to inform the current proposal.

In summary, Ackermann et al.’s proposal is an interesting
review of the literature with an emphasis on the basal ganglia as
an evolutionary substrate for spoken language. However, we
found it heavy on conjecture and light on empirical hypotheses,
which, as we have suggested, can be strengthened by (1) taking
a broader evolutionary perspective that allows integrating data

from birds and mammals, and (2) delineating more carefully
how the current proposal can be integrated within or distin-
guished from other theories on spoken language origins.
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Abstract: Speech is a complex skill to master. In addition to sophisticated
phono-articulatory abilities, speech acquisition requires neuronal
systems configured for vocal learning, with adaptable sensorimotor maps
that couple heard speech sounds with motor programs for speech
production; imitation and self-imitation mechanisms that can train the
sensorimotor maps to reproduce heard speech sounds; and a
“pedagogical” learning environment that supports tutor learning.

Figure 1 (Petkov & Jarvis). Summary diagrams of vocal systems in songbirds, humans, monkeys, and mice. Modified from Arriaga and
Jarvis (2013). Cortico-striatal-thalamic loops are schematized from data in humans and songbirds. Yellow dashed lines in macaque
monkeys and mice show proposed cortico-striatal-thalamic connections for vocalization that need to be tested.
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Besides sophisticated phono-articulatory abilities, the architecture
of speech has key computational, neuronal, and social prerequi-
sites that can shed light on its phylogenetic and ontogenetic
origins.

As a first important requirement, the architecture of speech has
to be configured for vocal learning, with adaptable sensorimotor
circuits that couple heard speech sounds with motor programs
for speech production. From a computational perspective, mas-
tering speech in naturalistic environments plagued by uncertainty
and noise is hard; this fact has long motivated control-theoretic
views of speech emphasizing error-correction mechanisms and
internal modeling (Guenther & Perkell 2004; Moore 2007).

Computational considerations also suggest that speech
processing (and learning, see below) might benefit from a close in-
teraction of perception and production systems. For example,
production systems might support perceptual processes by
predicting and “synthesizing” auditory candidates (as in analysis
by synthesis), while perceptual systems might support the self-
monitoring and error-correction of vocal production by affording
an advance auditory analysis of the produced speech sounds. Neu-
robiological experiments support this idea by showing that the
neuronal mechanisms for speech production and perception are
not segregated in the brain; for example, specific motor circuits
are recruited for the analysis of speech sound features (D’Ausilio
et al. 2012). An organic proposal on the architecture of speech can
be formulated within the framework of generative systems, in
which perception and action systems share computational (and
neuronal) resources and are both guided by a common predic-
tion-error minimization process (Dindo et al. 2011; Friston
2010; Kiebel et al. 2008; Pezzulo 2012a; 2013; Yildiz et al. 2013).

A second important requirement is a learning method powerful
enough to train the aforementioned sensorimotor architecture to
perceive and (re)produce sounds and speech. This problem has
been studied particularly in songbirds that, while not speaking,
have sophisticated vocal learning abilities. Most theories assume
that songbird learning is a staged process (Brainard & Doupe
2002). An initial period of auditory learning is needed to tune
sensory maps to represent sensory “prototypes” of heard speech
sounds (e.g., memorize learned song patterns heard by conspecif-
ics). These prototypes are then used as “reference signals” for im-
itation learning; by learning to reproduce the stored template, an
animal can acquire equivalent vocal sound production skills. In
control-theoretic terms, this process uses (auditory and articulato-
ry) feedback error-correction mechanisms to produce a sound
(sing or speech) that closely matches the stored template
(Guenther & Perkell 2004). During the learning process, internal
(inverse and forward) models are trained, too, that successively
afford skilled sing or speech processing.

To speed up learning, learners benefit from using self-imitation,
too. Covert rather than overt singing (or speaking) might repro-
duce frequently heard speech sounds in the same way they are
encoded in their sensory maps (note that generative architectures
afford this form of learning quite naturally; Hinton 2007). Using
both overt and covert processes, animals (including humans)
might reproduce their stored prototypes with high fidelity, includ-
ing the local accents of their communities.

The brain architecture supporting the aforementioned learning
processes is incompletely known. Indeed, speech is a computa-
tionally challenging skill as it requires sensorimotor circuits to
be sensitive enough to discriminate subtle changes in speech
sounds, and accurate enough to afford extremely precise control
(e.g., of the timing of speech). The brain could finesse these prob-
lems by recruiting cortico-subcortical loops (especially those in-
volving the basal ganglia and the cerebellum) especially during
learning. The role of these loops is seldom recognized in
“cortico-centric” theories of motor skills (including speech), but
the evidence indicates that they could play an important role in
skill learning and mastery (Ackermann 2008; Caligiore et al.
2013). For example, vocal learning in the swamp sparrow might
involve a loop between forebrain neurons that establish

auditory-vocal correspondences and striatal structures important
for song learning (Prather et al. 2008).
The high-fidelity reproduction of sounds could be key to cultur-

al transmission and the evolutionary value of singing in songbirds
(Merker 2012). However, human communities have richer social
structures than other animals, which might have favored an open-
ended instrumental use of vocal production besides ritualized
display. The importance of this skill might have led to a greater
investment of parental time in teaching and, we propose, to ad-
vanced forms of “tutor learning” (Canevari et al. 2013). Of note,
a so-called pedagogical learning environment (Csibra & Gergely
2011) might have afforded specialized teaching strategies that
could be uniquely human and that greatly improve on imitation
and self-teaching learning methods. One example is “motherese”:
Mothers modify their speech when speaking to young children in
order to simplify their auditory processing and learning (see
Pezzulo et al. 2013). This example suggests that social and inter-
active aspects of the learning environment are important prereq-
uisites – or at least a useful scaffold – for speech acquisition and
cultural transmission.
In sum, speech processing requires a sophisticated neuro-

computational architecture in which physiologic, motoric,
sensory, and social aspects mutually constrain each other and
plausibly co-evolve. In addition to studying genetic determinants,
it is important to recognize that speech could have found a suit-
able “neuronal niche” (Dehaene & Cohen 2007) in existing
brain structures (cortical and subcortical) supporting skilled
action. For example, speech could have re-used “generative” dy-
namics of such structures for imitation and self-imitation, and re-
deployed existing computational resources for combinatorial
processing (Chersi et al. 2014; Fadiga et al. 2009).
In parallel, speech could have found a suitable “socio-cultural

niche”: It could have been incubated within the sophisticated
interactive and social dynamics of our species. The social
context in which human speech is acquired is extremely rich,
and human speech learning operates on top of the sophisticated
interactive, joint action, mutual emulation, and pedagogical abili-
ties, most of which are unique or at least much more developed in
our species (Pickering & Garrod 2013; Sebanz et al. 2006). The
demands of sophisticated social interactions might have contribut-
ed to transform vocalization from an initially quite limited sensor-
imotor feat to a powerful, open-ended instrumental tool that
permits conveying rich communicative intentions and forming ex-
tremely varied cultures (Pezzulo 2012b). In turn, we should not
neglect how the intertwined sensorimotor and social sides of
speech had a transformative impact on the destiny of our species.

Vocal learning, prosody, and basal ganglia:
Don’t underestimate their complexity1
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Abstract: Ackermann et al.’s arguments in the target article need
sharpening and rethinking at both mechanistic and evolutionary levels.
First, the authors’ evolutionary arguments are inconsistent with recent
evidence concerning nonhuman animal rhythmic abilities. Second,
prosodic intonation conveys much more complex linguistic information
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than mere emotional expression. Finally, human adults’ basal ganglia have
a considerably wider role in speech modulation than Ackermann et al.
surmise.

While Ackermann et al.’s theory is interesting, seems plausible,
and may initially appear tempting, it is based on incomplete read-
ings of several literatures. First, it is unclear why some of their ar-
guments should only apply to the specific instances of rhythmic
and prosodic control the authors discuss or why they fail to
apply in other animal species. Their model assumes that enhance-
ment of in-group cooperation and cohesion was the main driving
force for the evolution of speech via the intermediate step where
vocal control and rhythm production would serve as chorusing and
bonding tools. A key assumption is that speech would produce
rhythmic abilities as an evolutionary by-product. This scenario is
in line with some empirical observations (for reviews, see Fitch
2012; Geissmann 2000) and previous theoretical frameworks for
the origins of music (Hagen & Bryant 2003; Hagen & Hammer-
stein 2009; Merker 2000; Merker et al. 2009). However, when
applied to language, Ackermann et al.’s evolutionary model does
not withstand cross-species validation: Many nonhuman animals
exhibit rhythmic behaviors while lacking speech. Before primate
rhythmic abilities can be compared with humans’ at all, more ev-
idence regarding flexibility in vocalizations’ temporal patterning
(Fedurek et al. 2013) and motor synchronization (Hattori et al.
2013) is needed in apes (cf. (Ravignani et al. 2013).

Evidence from non-primate species also seems to undermine
Ackermann et al.’s model. Two bird species, both vocal learners,
have been shown to entrain to steady pulses (Hasegawa et al.
2011; Patel et al. 2009a), supporting Ackermann et al.’s model
and Patel’s hypothesis, whereby auditory-motor entrainment
skills would be evolutionary by-products of vocal learning abilities
(Patel 2006). However, recent evidence suggests that vocal learn-
ing and rhythmic abilities might be dissociated. Sea lions, unlike
seals, show no evidence of vocal learning (Janik & Slater 1997)
but nonetheless can reliably synchronize their movements to a
range of musical stimuli at different tempi (Cook et al. 2013).
Humans and sea lions are both rhythmically skilled, but only
humans evolved vocal learning and speech. Therefore, sea lions
constitute outliers inconsistent with the prediction of Ackermann
et al.’s model. This species evolved cognitive rhythmic abilities,
without evolving speech. Invoking additional evolutionary forces
and physiological mechanisms thus appears necessary: How can
Ackermann et al.’s model be modified to avoid incorrectly predict-
ing vocal learning in rhythmic-skilled species?

Second, Ackermann et al.’s model assumes that prosodic mod-
ulation of speech conveys mainly simple motivational-emotional
information, and thus, that prosody and complex speech produc-
tion had separate evolutionary histories. But evidence showing a
tight connection between prosody and complex linguistic func-
tions argues against this “double pathway” theory. Prosodic
contour is influenced by syntactic constituent structure, semantic
relations, phonological rhythm, pragmatic considerations, as well
as by the length, complexity, and predictability of linguistic mate-
rial (Wagner & Watson 2010). Furthermore, prosodic cues are
used in childhood during acquisition of words (Christophe et al.
2008) and grammatical constructions (Männel et al. 2013), and
in adulthood for syntactic processing (Christophe et al. 2008; Kjel-
gaard & Speer 1999; Langus et al. 2012; Wagner 2010) and word
recognition (Cutler et al. 1997).

Contra Ackermann et al., such complex linguistic modulation of
prosody seems to be a prerequisite for the acquisition and use of
language, and this process is likely to be influenced by cognitive
mechanisms specially modified in the human lineage. Compara-
tive research on syntax precursors favors this hypothesis: The
ability to assemble sequences of sounds into hierarchical patterns
might be either human-specific, or very poorly developed in other
species (Conway & Christiansen 2001; ten Cate & Okanoya 2012).
Hence, developmental and comparative evidence point to a more
complex cognitive integration of prosody and speech than allowed

by the dual-pathway proposal of Ackermann et al. The challenge
for Ackermann et al.’s theory is, therefore, to account for the mod-
ulation of prosody by human-specific cognitive functions (e.g.,
syntax), which are clearly not evolutionary homologues of
primate emotional vocalizations controlled by the anterior cingu-
late cortex.

Finally, Ackermann et al. propose an ontogenetic pathway in
which: (1) basal ganglia (BG) are important to generate integrated
templates of orofacial and laryngeal movements during childhood,
but (2) in adulthood can be retrieved from cortical areas because
these motor templates become well-trained. Later in ontogeny,
BG would mostly subserve the modulation of emotional
prosody, and not the coordination of speech production. These
claims are not supported by currently available empirical data.
For instance, Ackermann et al. cite Parkinson’s Disease (PD)
data to support their claims that, in adults, BG lesions only
impair emotional prosody. In fact, PD patients with normal cogni-
tive functioning are more impaired in semantic fluency tasks than
in phonetic fluency (Henry & Crawford 2004). Additionally,
contra Ackermann et al., BG subserve complex syntactic and
semantic processing in adults, with empirical findings consistent
across PD (Dominey & Inui 2009; Henry & Crawford 2004;
Lewis et al. 1998), BG lesion (Kotz et al. 2003; Teichmann
et al. 2008; Ullman et al. 1997), and neuroimaging research (Frie-
derici & Kotz 2003). These data suggest that in adults the BG
support multiple functions relevant to spoken language, not just
simple emotional prosodic modulation.

Furthermore, contrary to the developmental pathway proposed
by Ackermann et al., the acquisition of novel syntactic structures
in adults depends on the medial temporal cortex, and the retrieval
of syntactic templates after thorough learning mostly recruits the
BG and perisylvian structures (Ullman 2004). This evidence shows
that, contra Ackermann et al., BG are active in the retrieval of
over-learnt procedures. Ackermann et al. therefore need to
propose alternative explanations to reconcile child and adult
data concerning the function of BG.

In conclusion, tomake theirmodel robust, Ackermann et al. must
modify and refine their evolutionary and mechanistic explanations,
and clarify which assumptions are necessary, and which are suffi-
cient, for their explanatory framework to hold. Is their model
robust enough to stand up to the clear, strong relationship
between prosody and complex linguistic functions?How can Acker-
mann et al.’s model account for the complex functions of BG in
adulthood? If in-group cohesion had to be achieved, why was
precise vocal control specifically selected for, rather than general
non-vocal rhythmic abilities? These and other questions need to
be addressed if Ackermann et al.’s model is to become convincing.

NOTE
1. Andrea Ravignani and Mauricio Martins contributed equally to this

commentary as joint first authors.
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Abstract: Ackermann et al. outline a model for elaboration of subcortical
motor outputs as a driving force for the development of the apparently
unique behaviour of language in humans. They emphasize circuits in the
striatum and midbrain, and acknowledge, but do not explore, the
importance of the auditory perceptual pathway for evolution of verbal
communication. We suggest that understanding the evolution of
language will also require understanding of vocalization perception,
especially in the auditory cortex.

In all primate species examined so far the auditory cortex of
consists of a “core” region, comprising three areas; a complex of
surrounding “belt” areas, which are thought to provide more
complex types of processing; and a poorly characterised “parabelt”
region, which is also likely to consist of multiple areas. Although
human homologues of the core, belt, and parabelt regions have
been tentatively identified, the system remains best characterized
in nonhuman primates. The primary auditory cortex (A1) remains
the best understood component of this organization, although
recent progress has also illuminated some of the functions of
other core regions, including the rostral auditory area (R), the ros-
trotemporal auditory area (RT), and some belt areas (Bendor &
Wang 2008; Petkov et al. 2006; Rajan et al. 2013).

It has been shown that trained animals can resolve temporal
features of natural and synthetic human speech (Kuhl & Miller
1975), and that populations of neurons in A1 of awake, untrained
monkeys exhibit responses that are consistent with categorical
perceptual boundaries. In particular, the voice onset time
(VOT) parameter, which distinguishes pairs of spectrally similar
phonemes in many languages, elicits a characteristic pattern of ex-
citatory and inhibitory activity in A1 of awake monkeys, which is
consistent with activity recorded in the auditory cortex of
human subjects undergoing intracortical preoperative epilepsy
monitoring (Steinschneider et al. 2005; 2013). Although the cate-
gorical nature of the VOT parameter has come under scrutiny
(Toscano et al. 2010), it remains clear that the temporal features
of human speech can be modelled across species – in short, the
basic apparatus employed for processing of speech sound param-
eters is phylogenetically conserved. Therefore, it is feasible to
address questions about the interaction between vocalization pro-
duction and reception in animal models, and (carefully) extrapo-
late those results to the process of human speech. A particularly
ripe area for investigation of the interactions between speech pro-
duction and perception is in the realm of affective nonverbal
content. It has been suggested that monkey vocalizations are
akin to the nonverbal and automatic features of human vocaliza-
tions, such as laughter (Ross et al. 2010) and infant–mother inter-
action vocalizations (Whitham et al. 2007), and some monkey
vocalizations have rhythmic similarities to human speech
(Bergman 2013).

A key feature of the vocalization production model proposed by
Ackermann et al. is developmental change in the role of striatal
and cortico-striatal circuits in vocal skill learning. They suggest
that in early life, the cortico-striatal circuits are critical for devel-
opment of motor expertise, which is essential for normal speech
production. Although some evidence suggests that there is
limited developmental modification of monkey vocalizations
(Owren et al. 1993; Winter et al. 1973), monkeys do exhibit mat-
urational improvement of control over call features, a form of
vocal “skill” (reviewed in Fedurek & Slocombe 2011), and marmo-
set calls, in particular, undergo maturational change during pro-
gress toward adult communication (Pistorio et al. 2006). The
motor programs that result from expert learning of speech in
the Ackermann et al. model are ascribed to para- and subsylvian
cortical areas, though it is unclear which areas in particular are im-
plicated. This developmental trajectory leads to several testable
hypotheses regarding the functional anatomy of auditory cortex,

and of the rostral and ventral auditory and auditory associated
areas of the temporal lobe in particular.
Anatomical tracing data have demonstrated that the rostral,

most core area, RT, together with the belt area, RTL, have consis-
tent monosynaptic connections with limbic areas in the rostral
prefrontal, anterior cingulate, and temporal pole cortex, as well
as subcortical limbic structures such as the lateral amygdala and
ventral striatum (Reser et al. 2009). Moreover, evidence from
electrophysiological and imaging studies in monkeys indicates
that areas in the anterior and lateral temporal lobe cortex
exhibit response selectivity to sounds of increasing complexity
(Kikuchi et al. 2010; Kusmierek et al. 2012), including vocaliza-
tions, in preference to environmental sounds (Perrodin et al.
2011). Selective responses to speech, and, to a lesser extent, non-
verbal vocalizations including laughter and baby cries, have been
obtained in recordings from likely homologous areas in the human
anterior superior temporal lobe (Chan et al. 2014). It is reasonable
to suspect that the anatomical and functional circuits formed by
these auditory areas undergo developmental modification in par-
allel with the vocal output circuits described by Ackermann et al.,
given that we and other primates are expert listeners to conspecif-
ic vocalizations, in addition to being expert producers. This prop-
osition could be tested in longitudinal studies of sub-adult animals
(e.g., via implanted electrode arrays), and by tract tracing experi-
ments involving rostral auditory areas at different developmental
stages.
Another issue with the proposed model involves where and how

the learned motor programs would be stored and encoded in
“para- and subsylvian” cortical areas, and how this information
could be accessed by the subcortical centers controlling laryngeal
and pharyngeal movements. A notable feature of the connectional
anatomy of primate auditory cortex is a paucity of projections to
motor cortex. While in macaques parts of the parabelt and adja-
cent polysensory cortex send connections to putative homologues
of Broca’s area, which may be classified as a premotor area, there
are few or no monosynaptic projections to the cingulate or sub-
cortical output areas which feature prominently in Ackermann
et al.’s proposal. Phonological and motor aspects of speech
should be considered jointly, rather than as disparate perceptual
and productive components (Ziegler et al. 2012). Cortical micro-
stimulation, as well as polysynaptic tract tracing using modified
viruses make it feasible to map the connections from the auditory
receptive areas to vocalization output pathways. We believe that
further studies of descending cortical modulatory areas in the an-
terior cingulate will likely help understand the early development
and evolution of language.

Vocal communication is multi-sensorimotor
coordination within and between individuals
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Abstract: Speech is an exquisitely coordinated interaction among
effectors both within and between individuals. No account of human
communication evolution that ignores its foundational multisensory
characteristics and cooperative nature will be satisfactory. Here, we
describe two additional capacities – rhythmic audiovisual speech and
cooperative communication – and suggest that they may utilize the very
same or similar circuits as those proposed for vocal learning.
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Both speech and nonhuman primate vocalizations are produced
by the coordinated movements of the lungs, larynx (vocal folds),
and the supralaryngeal vocal tract (Ghazanfar & Rendall 2008).
During vocal production, the shape of the vocal tract can be
changed by moving the various effectors of the face (including
the lips, jaw, and tongue) into different positions. The different
shapes, along with changes in vocal fold tension and respiratory
power, are what give rise to different sounding vocalizations. Dif-
ferent vocalizations (including different speech sounds) are pro-
duced in part by making different facial expressions. Thus
vocalizations are inherently “multisensory” (Ghazanfar 2013).

Given the inextricable linkbetween vocal output and facial expres-
sions, it is perhaps not surprising that nonhuman primates, like
humans, readily recognize the correspondence between the visual
and auditory components of vocal signals (Ghazanfar & Logothetis
2003; Ghazanfar et al. 2007; Habbershon et al. 2013; Jordan et al.
2005; Sliwa et al. 2011) and use facial motion to more accurately
and more quickly detect vocalizations (Chandrasekaran et al.
2011).However, one strikingdissimilaritybetweenmonkey vocaliza-
tions and human speech is that the latter has a unique bi-sensory
rhythmicity, in that both the acoustic output and the movements
of the mouth share a 3–8 Hz rhythmicity and are tightly correlated
(Chandrasekaran et al. 2009; Greenberg et al. 2003). According to
one hypothesis, this bimodal speech rhythm evolved through the
linking of rhythmic facial expressions to vocal output in ancestral pri-
mates to produce the first babbling-like speech output (Ghazanfar &
Poeppel 2014; MacNeilage 1998). Lip-smacking, a rhythmic facial
expression commonly produced by many primate species, may
have been one such ancestral expression. It is used during affiliative
and often face-to-face interactions (Ferrari et al. 2009; Van Hooff
1962); it exhibits a 3–8 Hz rhythmicity like speech (Ghazanfar
et al. 2010); and the coordination of effectors during its production
(Ghazanfar et al. 2012) and its developmental trajectory are similar
to speech (Morrill et al. 2012).

Very little is known about the neural mechanisms underlying
the production of rhythmic communication signals in human
and nonhuman primates. The mandibular movements shared by
lip-smacking, vocalizations, and speech all require the coordina-
tion of muscles controlling the jaw, face, tongue, and respiration,
and their foundational rhythms are likely produced by homolo-
gous central pattern generators in the brainstem (Lund & Kolta
2006). These circuits are modulated by feedback from peripheral
sensory receptors. The neocortex may be an additional source in-
fluencing orofacial movements and their rhythmicity. Indeed,
lip-smacking and speech production are both modulated by the
neocortex, in accord with social context and communication
goals (Bohland & Guenther 2006; Caruana et al. 2011). Thus,
one hypothesis for the similarities between lip-smacking and
visual speech (i.e., the orofacial component of speech production)
is that they are a reflection of the development of neocortical
circuits influencing brainstem central pattern generators.

One important neocortical node likely to be involved in this
circuit is the insula, a structure that has been a target for selection
in the primate lineage (Bauernfiend et al. 2013). The human
insula is involved in, among other socio-emotional behaviors,
speech production (Ackermann & Riecker 2004; Bohland &
Guenther 2006; Dronkers 1996). Consistent with an evolutionary
link between lip-smacking and speech, the insula also plays a role
in generating monkey lip-smacking (Caruana et al. 2011). It is con-
ceivable that for both monkey lip-smacking and human speech,
the development and coordination of effectors related to their
shared orofacial rhythm are due to the socially guided develop-
ment of the insula. However, a neural substrate is needed to
link the production of lip-smack-like facial expressions to concom-
itant vocal output (the laryngeal source) in order to generate that
first babbling-like vocal output. This link to laryngeal control
remains a mystery. One scenario is the evolution of insular cortical
control over the brainstem’s nucleus ambiguus. The fact that
gelada baboons produce lip-smacks concurrently with vocal

output, generating a babbling-like sound (Bergman 2013), is evi-
dence that a coordination between lip-smacking and vocal output
may be easy to evolve.

Human vocal communication is also a coordinated and cooper-
ative exchange of signals between individuals (Hasson et al. 2012).
Foundational to all cooperative verbal communicative acts is a
more general one: taking turns to speak. Given the universality
of turn-taking (Stivers et al. 2009), it is natural to ask how it
evolved. Recently, we tested whether marmoset monkeys com-
municate cooperatively like humans (Takahashi et al. 2013).
Among the traits marmosets share with humans are a cooperative
breeding strategy and volubility. Cooperative care behaviors scaf-
fold prosocial motivational and cognitive processes not typically
seen in other primate species (Burkart et al. 2009a). We capital-
ized on the fact that marmosets are not only prosocial, but are
also highly vocal and readily exchange vocalizations with conspe-
cifics. We observed that they exhibit cooperative vocal communi-
cation, taking turns in extended sequences of call exchanges
(Takahashi et al. 2013), using conversation rules that are strikingly
similar to human rules (Stivers et al. 2009). Such exchanges did
not depend upon pair-bonding or kinship with conspecifics and
are more sophisticated than simple call-and-responses exhibited
by other species. Moreover, our data show that turn-taking in mar-
mosets shares with humans the characteristics of coupled oscilla-
tors with self-monitoring as a necessary component (Takahashi
et al. 2013) – an example of convergent evolution.

The lack of evidence for such turn-taking (vocal or otherwise) in
apes suggests that human cooperative vocal communication could
have evolved in a manner very different than what the gestural-
origins hypotheses predict (Rizzolatti & Arbib 1998; Tomasello
2008). In this alternative scenario, existing vocal repertoires
could begin to be used in a cooperative, turn-taking manner
when prosocial behaviors in general emerged. Although the phys-
iological basis of cooperative breeding is unknown (Fernandez-
Duque et al. 2009), the “prosociality” that comes with it certainly
would require modifications to the organization of social and mo-
tivational neuroanatomical circuitry. This must have been an es-
sential step in the evolution of both human and marmoset
cooperative vocal communication – one that may, like vocal pro-
duction learning, also include changes to the cortical-basal
ganglia loops as well as changes to socially related motivational
circuitry in the hypothalamus and amygdala (Syal & Finlay
2011). These neuroanatomical changes would link vocalizations
and response contingency to reward centers during development.
Importantly, given the small encephalization quotient of marmo-
sets, such changes may not require an enlarged brain.

Speech prosody, reward, and the corticobulbar
system: An integrative perspective
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Abstract: Speech prosody is essential for verbal communication. In this
commentary I provide an integrative overview, arguing that speech
prosody is subserved by the same anatomical and neurochemical
mechanisms involved in the processing of reward/affective outcomes.

Speech prosody can be conceptually intended as the affective di-
mension of verbal communication. The recognition of speech
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prosody during social interactions has an adaptive function since it
provides information about the speaker’s intention and its emo-
tional states, allowing an appropriate response in different situa-
tions (Frith 2009).

Current models of brain organization for prosody propose later-
alized representation based on featural (timing vs. pitch) or func-
tional (affective vs. linguistic) characteristics of prosodic material
(see Sidtis et al. 2003). However, the role of subcortical structures
in prosody is being increasingly described.

From the arguments provided by Ackermann et al. in the target
article, one could argue that the corticobulbar tract is a key struc-
ture linking both the affective related dimensions of verbal com-
munication and the reward system. For example, the authors
discuss the pivotal role of dopamine in speech prosody. Surpris-
ingly, no mention was made about the role of serotonin, another
key monoamine of the reward system (Vicario 2013b), whose
involvement at corticobulbar level has been reported in several
articles (e.g., Raul 2003).

Here, I expand upon these issues by providing arguments in
support of the suggestion that, in humans, speech prosody
might have evolved from the basic mechanisms implied in
reward/affective-related functions. In particular, I propose an in-
tegrative overview which argues that speech prosody is subserved,
at least in part, by the same anatomical and neurochemical mech-
anisms involved in the processing of reward/affective outcomes.

Evidence is provided by the case of patients with Parkinson’s
disease (PD), a clinical condition characterized by a dysfunctional
neurotransmission of dopaminergic and serotoninergic neural cir-
cuits (Bédard et al. 2011). PD patients are affected by a disruption
of the prosodic aspect of verbal utterance (Van Lancker Sidtis
et al. 2006), but these patients are known also for their swallowing
disorder (Potulska et al. 2003). Interestingly, De Letter et al.
(2007) have shown that Levodopa induces modifications of
prosody in advanced PD. Moreover, it was recently reported
that the deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus
(STN), which modulates the activity of both dopaminergic
(Lhommée et al. 2012) and serotoninergic (Creed et al. 2012)
neurons, improves tongue force (Skodda 2012) and emotional
speech (Brück et al. 2011) in PD.

Studies on animal models provide further support to this link
between reward, prosody, and the corticobulbar tract. For
example, Nuckolls et al. (2012) have shown that nigrostriatal dop-
aminergic depletion affects tongue force output. This phenome-
non is probably mediated by the effect of dopamine depletion
on several structures of the neural pathway connecting the
tongue muscle with midbrain, for example, the nucleus tractus
solitarius (NTS) (Granata &Woodruff 1982), a key area of the cor-
ticobulbar system involved in the regulation of reward-related be-
haviors such as food intake and swallowing. Interestingly, studies
have shown that agonists and antagonists of dopamine spontane-
ously activate neurons in the NTS (Granata & Woodruff 1982).

Tongue muscle control might also involve serotoninergic mech-
anisms. For example, there is evidence that clozapine, a serotoni-
nergic antagonist, affects lick frequency in rats (Das & Fowler
1995). Moreover, it has been documented that NTS is an impor-
tant site of action for serotonin (Lam et al. 2009).

The studyof animalmodels has also shownan involvement of both
these two monoamines in reward-oriented communication. For
example, the research by Huang and Hessler (2008) on male song-
birds reports a relationship between direct rewarding communica-
tions (such as singing used for courtship) and dopaminergic
mechanisms. These authors speculate that the ventral tegmentum
(VT), a dopaminergic area whichmediates rewarding andmotivated
behaviors (Ghanbarian & Motamedi 2013), might modulate song-
birds output to the higher stereotypy typical of courtship. Interest-
ingly, a direct connectivity between VT and NTS has recently
been shown (Alhadeff et al. 2012), which suggests some influence
of VT at corticobulbar level. Salvante et al. (2010) have also reported
that serotonin may modulate communication in birds since it influ-
ences the effect of extrinsic social factors on their singing effort.

Finally, the work by Alipour et al. (2002) on new world
monkeys, Saguinus fuscicollis, provides the anatomical rationale
to the link between corticobulbar pathway, reward, and prosody.
In fact, this study documents the existence of a direct connectivity
between the motor cortical tongue area and several subcortical
regions – such as the anterior cingulate cortex, the insula, the
ventral putamen, the caudate nucleus, and the amygdale – in-
volved in the processing of affective and rewarding outcomes.
A further support to the current discussion is provided by neu-

rogenetic investigation. Ackermann et al. discuss the role of the
FOXP2 gene on verbal communication. For example, a mutation
in this gene has been associated with apraxia of speech (Laffin
et al. 2012; see also Vicario 2013a). Moreover, Shriberg et al.
(2006) have shown that these alterations may extend to prosody.
The impact of FOXP2 on the activity of striatum (French et al.
2012) suggests the dopaminergic nature (Gale et al. 2013) of
the effect played by this gene on verbal communication.
However, it is known that FOXP2 may modulate the serotoniner-
gic activity of corticobulbar structures involved in the regulation of
rewarding signals. For example, the neurons of the parabrachial
nucleus (PB) of rats constitutively express the FOXP2 transcrip-
tion factor (Miller et al. 2011). PB is another key structure of
the reward system; consisting of taste-responsive neurons
(Simon et al. 2006), it receives an obligatory relay from the
NTS, in rodents (Tokita et al. 2004).
The research described above offers an overview about the re-

lationship between prosody, reward, and the corticobulbar
system. In particular, it shows that speech prosody and reward
processing may share similar neuroanatomical and neurochemical
mechanisms. However, the evidence that both serotoninergic and
dopaminergic mechanisms are involved in prosody, though cor-
roborating the initial hypothesis of this commentary, poses the
problem of understanding how these monoamines work. A possi-
ble insight is provided by two recent articles suggesting a distinct
role for dopamine (Fiorillo 2013) and serotonin (Vicario 2013c),
respectively, in the processing of reward and aversiveness. By ex-
tending this argument to speech prosody, one could speculate that
dopamine subserves reward-oriented (e.g., approach) communi-
cation, while serotonin subserves punishment-oriented (e.g.,
threat) communication.
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Modification of spectral features by nonhuman
primates
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Abstract: Ackermann et al. discuss the lack of evidence for vocal control in
nonhuman primates. We suggest that nonhuman primates may be capable
of achieving greater vocal control than previously supposed. In support of
this assertion, we discuss new evidence that nonhuman primates are
capable of modifying spectral features in their vocalizations.

In discussing the modulation of acoustic call structure, Acker-
mann et al. question the extent to which nonhuman primates
exert operant control over the spectro-temporal features of their
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calls. This concern echoes a long-standing notion that nonhuman
primates are capable of controlling acoustic parameters that can
be modulated by changes in exhalation, such as loudness and
duration, but lack control over spectral features that may
require more nuanced control over the vocal apparatus (Janik &
Slater 1997).

In this connection, we would like to briefly review our work on
noise-induced vocal modifications in nonhuman primates. When
vocalizing in noisy environments, humans and several other
species (e.g., whales, bats, etc.; Hage et al. 2013; Parks et al.
2011; see review in Hotchkin & Parks 2013) involuntarily raise
the amplitude of their vocalizations (i.e., the Lombard effect;
Lombard 1911; Pick et al. 1989). Associated changes in vocaliza-
tion duration have also been documented in humans and nonhu-
mans (e.g., Garnier et al. 2010). Some species also modify spectral
features by shifting energy to higher harmonics (reviewed in
Hotchkin & Parks 2013). However, consistent with Ackermann
et al.’s concerns, previous studies with nonhuman primates have
suggested that they may be restricted to manipulating the ampli-
tude and temporal aspects of their calls in response to noise in the
transmission environment (Egnor & Hauser 2006; Sinnott et al.
1975). To the best of our knowledge, no nonhuman primate has
previously demonstrated the ability to modify spectral features
of their calls in response to noise.

We have recently discovered this ability in cotton-top tamarins
(Saguinus oedipus), a small arboreal NewWorld species known to
have an extensive vocal repertoire (Cleveland & Snowdon 1982).
A previous study with this species found that they modify the am-
plitude and duration of their calls in response to noise (Egnor &
Hauser 2006), and, using a different method, we have determined
they are also capable of modifying spectral components of their
calls. Our findings suggest the possibility for greater vocal
control in nonhuman primates than previously supposed (e.g.,
Janik & Slater 1997).

Unlike prior studies with nonhuman primates (Brumm et al.
2004; Egnor & Hauser 2006; Sinnott et al. 1975), our study
used playbacks of both broad- and narrow-band white noise at a
range of amplitudes to investigate vocal control of two call
types, chirps and combination long calls (CLCs; Hotchkin 2012;
Hotchkin et al. 2013). We measured a variety of acoustic

parameters including spectral tilt (a relative measure of the distri-
bution of energy between the high- and low-frequency compo-
nents of the call), which is an acoustic parameter that has been
studied almost exclusively in human responses to noise (e.g., Lu
& Cooke 2009). We found that individuals modified the structure
of both call types in response to changes in noise amplitude
and bandwidth. In CLCs, whose frequencies were overlapped
by the noise, peak fundamental frequency and spectral tilt
changed in response to increased noise amplitude and
bandwidth (see our Fig. 1). While the noise stimuli did not
overlap with the chirp frequencies, this call type also showed
changes to frequency content during noise. Noise with frequency
components at or slightly below vocalization frequency may
result in masking, due to a phenomenon known as the upward
spread of masking which has been observed in both humans
and nonhuman mammals (Egan & Hake 1950; Nachtigall et al.
2004). Increases in chirp frequency may provide release from
masking by low-frequency noise, thereby improving the detect-
ability even when noise frequencies do not overlap the vocaliza-
tion. In chirps, the peak and maximum components of the
fundamental frequency increased as a result of noise level, with
no changes to spectral tilt. Other vocal modifications observed in-
cluded the Lombard effect (i.e., an increase in amplitude) and
longer chirp duration.

The focus of the authors is primarily on volitional control and
modification of vocalizations in nonhuman primates, and they
could therefore dismiss this finding because responses to noise
are thought to reflect involuntary processes, as noted above. In
fact, we do not argue that the flexibility exhibited in the
Lombard effect and conditioning studies necessarily set the
stage for the evolution of vocal flexibility as it is manifest in
humans (as noted by Owren et al. 2011). However, in order to
refine the dual stage hypothesis, it is important to fully describe
the range of flexible features available in nonhuman primate
vocal communication. Research with cotton-top tamarins alone
has demonstrated they are capable of producing long-term
changes to the acoustic structure of their calls (i.e., vocal conver-
gence; see Weiss et al. 2001); perceiving changes to the spectral
features of the harmonics in their CLCs (Weiss & Hauser
2002); modifying the timing of their calls (Egnor et al. 2007);

Figure 1 (Weiss et al.). Representative CLCs produced during (a) control and (b) treatment trials demonstrating changes to spectral tilt.
All whistles from (a) have strong fundamental frequencies and maximum energy in the 2nd harmonic, while in (b) the first whistle has a
very faint fundamental frequency at approximately 2 kHz, and peak frequencies for all whistles occur in the 4th harmonics. Reduced
energy in the fundamental frequency is also apparent in the second and third whistles. Spectrogram parameters: 1024 point
Hamming window, 75% overlap, 11.7 Hz frequency resolution.
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and also altering the loudness, duration, and spectral components
of their calls when transmitting signals in noisy environments
(Egnor & Hauser 2006; Egnor et al. 2006; Hotchkin 2012).
Further, it has been suggested that multiple levels of vocal
control may be active during Lombard vocalizations and could
involve a complex array of neural structures extending beyondbrain-
stem reflexes (Eliades&Wang 2012). Thus, themain implication of
our findings for the target article is to indicate that nonhuman pri-
mates may possess greater vocal control than has previously been
supposed. Developing a more complete understanding of the ways
in which nonhuman primates are capable of manipulating their
vocalizations, and the supporting neural networks, may ultimately
help Ackermann et al. further refine their theory.

Contribution of the basal ganglia to spoken
language: Is speech production like the
other motor skills?
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Abstract: Two of the roles assigned to the basal ganglia in spoken language
parallel very well their contribution to motor behaviour: (1) their role in
sequence processing, resulting in syntax deficits, and (2) their role in
movement “vigor,” leading to “hypokinetic dysarthria” or “hypophonia.”
This is an additional example of how the motor system has served the
emergence of high-level cognitive functions, such as language.

Besides the well-known contribution of the basal ganglia (BG) to
motor behaviour, the numerous language deficits reported in
patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD), or with other BG
lesions, suggest they participate in language production, as Acker-
mann et al. discuss in the target article. However, most inferences
about the contribution of BG to motor control based on deficits
observed in patients have proven to be flawed, and, despite
decades of investigation, the actual role of BG remains debated.
For example, recent studies in humans and monkeys have
shown that a lesion of the internal part of the globus pallidus –
one of the main BG outputs – leads to rather subtle motor deficits,
mostly unrelated to PD motor symptoms (Desmurget & Turner
2008; 2010; Obeso et al. 2009). This suggests that many of the
symptoms resulting from BG lesions, including language deficits,
are likely to result from the perturbation, by noisy BG signals, of a
larger network of cortical and subcortical structures.

Nonetheless, two motor functions have emerged recently as
being distinctively imputable to BG. First, it appears almost undis-
putable that BG contribute to motor sequence learning (Desmur-
get & Turner 2010; Obeso et al. 2009; Turner & Desmurget
2010). This is in sharp contrast to the idea that BG are involved
in the storage and execution of overlearned movements, or
“habits” (Graybiel 2008). Interestingly, a recent study has shown
that BG are involved in motor chunking (Wymbs et al. 2012), as
already suggested by the finding that this process is dopamine-de-
pendent (Boyd et al. 2009; Tremblay et al. 2010; 2009). Chunking
is a key mechanism in sequence learning, and it comprises two dis-
tinct processes occurring at different stages: a first operation,
called “segmentation,” consists of parsing sequences into shorter
clusters (Clerget et al. 2012; Sakai et al. 2003; Verwey 2001;
Verwey & Eikelboom 2003), and this is followed by “concatena-
tion,” which consists of assembling these short chunks into
longer clusters (Sakai et al. 2003; Verwey 1996). Whereas BG
would be involved in the concatenation process, the initial

segmentation would rely on a left fronto-parietal network, includ-
ing Broca’s area (Wymbs et al. 2012). The second function cur-
rently assigned to BG is the control of movement “vigor”
according to motivational factors (Kurniawan et al. 2010;
Mazzoni et al. 2007; Turner & Desmurget 2010). Indeed, a loss
of dopaminergic neurones in the substantia nigra affects the
reward and decision-making processes (Mimura et al. 2006).
Bigger rewards typically lead to higher efforts (Berridge 2004;
Schmidt et al. 2008; Takikawa et al. 2002) and, when selecting
an action among multiple candidates, the choice critically
depends on a comparison of the cost/benefit ratio for each
option (Niv et al. 2006). The motivational effect that an anticipat-
ed reward has on the execution of an action is known as the “in-
centive salience,” which is then translated into movement
“vigor” to optimize the balance between the effort invested and
the outcome value. An impairment of this process would lead to
an inability to adjust the level of effort invested in movements, ex-
plaining the occurrence of bradykinesia in PD patients (Mazzoni
et al. 2007).
It is remarkable that two of the main roles assigned to BG in

spoken language by Ackermann and colleagues match very well
with the contribution of BG to motor behaviour. First, following
perinatal BG lesions or in patients with inherited language disor-
ders, one major spoken language impairment is “a significant dis-
ruption of simultaneous or sequential sets of motor activities to
command, in spite of a preserved motility of single vocal tract
organs” (target article, sect. 4.2.1, para. 2) (Alcock et al. 2000a;
Watkins et al. 2002a), which is consistent with the role of BG in
processing structured sequences. Intriguingly, these patients
also present a deficit in grammatical rules acquisition (Alcock
et al. 2000a; Gopnik 1990a), as also reported in PD patients
(Chan et al. 2013; Pell & Monetta 2008). It is noteworthy that
the other brain region critically involved in syntax and sequence
processing is Broca’s area (Clerget et al. 2009; 2011; 2013;
Fadiga et al. 2009; Tettamanti & Weniger 2006), which is
tightly interconnected with BG (Ullman 2006). It is remarkable
that the two brain regions involved in chunking (Wymbs et al.
2012) are also those in which a lesion yields a syntax deficit sug-
gesting that the chunking process might provide the basis for hi-
erarchical processing and represent the common denominator
of BG contribution to motor and language production (Kotz
et al. 2009).
Second, the “hypokinetic dysarthria” or “hypophonia” reported

in PD, and viewed by Ackermann et al. as a consequence of “a di-
minished impact of motivational, affective/emotional, and attitudi-
nal states on the execution of speech movements, leading to
sparse motor activity” and interpreted as a “general loss of
‘motor drive’ at the level of the speech motor system” (sect.
4.2.2, para. 3) fits quite well with the view that BG play a
central role in controlling the movement “vigor” according to mo-
tivational factors (Turner & Desmurget 2010). According to this
view, bradykinesia and hypophonia would not arise from a mere
impairment of the motor command execution but from a loss of
influence of the motivational drive on the motor output. Acker-
mann and colleagues go one step further in proposing that, in
the case of language, this impairment would not only result in a
reduced amplitude of the motor output but also in a decreased
motivational and emotional modulation of speech. This could be
paralleled, in the context of motor behaviour, to the relative
lack of spontaneous facial expression exhibited by PD patients
despite their preserved ability to produce posed facial expression
(Smith et al. 1996). Even though there are currently very little
data supporting this hypothesis, this is an interesting idea that
deserves further investigation.
The similitude between the putative functions of BG to motor

behaviour and language provides an additional example of how the
motor system has served the emergence of high-level cognitive
functions, by minimal transformation, from ancestral structures
already present in nonhuman primates (Andres et al. 2008;
Dehaene & Cohen 2007; Olivier et al. 2007).
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Abstract: In this response to commentaries, we revisit the twomain
arguments of our target article.Basedondata drawn fromavarietyof
research areas – vocal behavior in nonhuman primates, speech
physiology and pathology, neurobiology of basal ganglia functions,
motor skill learning, paleoanthropological concepts – the target
article, first, suggests a two-stage model of the evolution of the
crucial motor prerequisites of spoken language within the hominin
lineage: (1) monosynaptic refinement of the projections of motor
cortex to brainstem nuclei steering laryngeal muscles, and (2)
subsequent “vocal-laryngeal elaboration” of cortico-basal ganglia
circuits, driven by human-specific FOXP2 mutations. Second, as
concerns the ontogenetic development of verbal communication,
age-dependent interactions between the basal ganglia and their
cortical targets are assumed to contribute to the time course of the
acquisition of articulate speech. Whereas such a phylogenetic
reorganization of cortico-striatal circuits must be considered a
necessary prerequisite for ontogenetic speech acquisition, the 30
commentaries – addressing the whole range of data sources
referred to – point at several further aspects of acoustic
communication which have to be added to or integrated with the
presented model. For example, the relationships between vocal
tract movement sequencing – the focus of the target article – and
rhythmical structures of movement organization, the connections
between speech motor control and the central-auditory and
central-visual systems, the impact of social factors upon the
development of vocal behavior (in nonhuman primates and in our
species), and the interactions of ontogenetic speech acquisition –
based upon FOXP2-driven structural changes at the level of the
basal ganglia –with preceding subvocal stages of acoustic
communication as well as higher-order (cognitive) dimensions of
phonological development. Most importantly, thus, several
promising future research directions unfold from these
contributions – accessible to clinical studies and functional imaging
in our species as well as experimental investigations in nonhuman
primates.

R1. Introduction

The 30 commentaries have elaborated upon all aspects of
the target article, extending from vocal behavior in nonhu-
man primates to speech physiology and pathology, the

neurobiology of basal ganglia functions, as well as motor
skill learning and paleoanthropological concepts. In partic-
ular, the following issues have been addressed: (i) the ca-
pacities of nonhuman primates to control vocal behavior
and to produce species-atypical calls; (ii) the constraints
of vocal tract anatomy on vocalizations; (iii) the scope of
birdsong as a model of – at least some aspects of – human
spoken language; (iv) the relationship of the FOXP2 gene
to motor functions – or, more specifically – vocal behavior
across mammalian and avian taxa; (v) the contribution of
corticobulbar tracts and brainstem central pattern genera-
tors – besides and beyond the basal ganglia – to acoustic
human communication; (vi) the rhythmic organization
and oscillatory underpinnings of behavior; (vii) the impact
of auditory and audiovisual information as well as social
factors on speech acquisition; (viii) the interactions of
motor speech learning with preceding subverbal stages of
acoustic communication; (ix) the contribution of cortico-
striatal circuitry to “speech learning” in adulthood; (x) the
broad range of cognitive basal ganglia functions beyond
vocal-emotional expression and motor aspects of language;
and, finally, (xi) paleoanthropological aspects of the target
article such as the benefits of the initial articulatory
efforts of our species and the speaking capabilities of
Neanderthals.
We gratefully appreciate all the contributions which have

helped us to further specify our argument and have broad-
ened our view on primate acoustic communication – in
extant nonhuman cousins, extinct relatives from the
genus Homo, and in our own species. In this response,
we have organized the various commentaries into four
broad subject areas: (a) nonhuman primate vocal behavior
(and birdsong), which we discuss in section R2; (b) contri-
butions of the basal ganglia to mature spoken language pro-
duction/affective-vocal behavior (sect. R3); (c) role of the
basal ganglia in ontogenetic speech acquisition (sect. R4);
and (d) paleoanthropological perspectives of articulate
speech acquisition (sect. R5). In the concluding section,
R6, we summarize some of the main points/key questions
likely to be entailed in further investigations of the phyloge-
netic reorganization of the basal ganglia.

R2. Nonhuman primate vocal behavior: An
underestimated or an inadequate vantage point for
models of spoken language evolution?

R2.1. Volitional control of vocal behavior in nonhuman
primates

Based upon a review of the behavioral organization and the
neuroanatomic underpinnings of acoustic communication
in nonhuman primates, we proposed in the target article
that these species lack the capacity “to combine laryngeal
and orofacial gestures into novel movement sequences”
(sect. 2.3), rendering them virtually unable to generate
even the simplest speech-like vocal emissions, that is,
acoustic events in the form of one or more syllable-
shaped signal pulses. Several commentaries suggest that
we might have underestimated the versatility of vocal func-
tions in our primate relatives:
1. For example, commentators de Boer & Perlman

report that Koko, a human-reared female gorilla, learned
to display some species-atypical vocalizations (“breathy
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grunt-like vocalizations” and “mock ‘coughs’”), indicating at
least rudimentary voluntary laryngeal control. Comparable
observations of species-atypical acoustic events (“extended
grunts”) in captive chimpanzees, often as a component of
multimodal and intentional display scenarios, are men-
tioned in the commentary by Meguerditchian, Tagliala-
tela, Leavens, & Hopkins (Meguerditchian et al.)
2. Recent experiments by Weiss, Hotchkin, & Parks

(Weiss et al.) found modification of the spectral structure
(“spectral tilt”) of the vocalizations of cotton-top tamarins
under specific conditions such as a noisy environment.
3. Finally, Lameira points at an eventually salient role

of the voiceless calls of great apes in speech evolution,
which are “underlined by voluntary control and maneuver-
ing of supra-laryngeal articulators (...) in apparent homolo-
gy to the articulatory movements of voiceless consonants.”

We readily admit the existence of – though highly
limited – volitional control over some aspects of vocal
behavior in nonhuman primates. In fact, recent studies
by one of us (Hage, and colleagues) show that rhesus
monkeys are capable of volitionally initiating vocal output,
that is, able to switch between two distinct call types
from trial to trial in response to different visual cues in an
operant conditioning task (Hage & Nieder 2013; Hage
et al. 2013). Furthermore, single-cell recordings identified
neurons in the monkey homologue of human Broca’s
area – located within the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex –
that specifically predict such volitionally triggered calls,
suggesting a crucial engagement of the monkey homologue
of human Broca’s area in vocal initiation processes, a puta-
tive precursor for speech control in the primate lineage
(Hage & Nieder 2013).
However, such preadaptations of human vocal tract

motor control in our nonhuman relatives do not pose a
threat to our model. To the contrary, a complete absence
of any precursors would raise the question of how the sug-
gested FOXP2-driven reorganization of cortico-striatal cir-
cuits could have gained a foothold in the primate
“communicating brain” in the first place. At the laryngeal
level, nevertheless, learned species-atypical sounds are re-
stricted to breathy-voiced (de Boer & Perlman) or ex-
tended grunts (Meguerditchian et al.). These
vocalizations, therefore, lack a property which we consider
essential to the communicative efficiency and the genera-
tive potential of the sound structures prevailing in all
spoken languages, that is, the syllabic patterning of vocal
tract movement sequences. This specific compositional
principle requires the control of the laryngeal sound
source to become part of a meshwork of phonetic gestures
which are organized – on the basis of precisely defined
phase-relationships – as syllable-shaped gestural scores
(e.g., Goldstein et al. 2006; see Figure 2C of the target
article).
Besides changes in spectral call features, the experi-

ments by Weiss et al. – referred to in their commentary –
gave rise to an increase in vocal amplitude in response to
noise (Lombard effect). Under these conditions, modifica-
tions of call amplitude and spectral structure, conceivably,
are rooted in a common cerebral mechanism and, thus,
may represent components of a multifaceted vocal re-
sponse pattern. Most probably, the Lombard effect – and
its associated acoustic sequels – reflects involuntary
changes of several call parameters such as amplitude,

duration, repetition rate, and spectral composition in re-
sponse to masking ambient noise rather than volitionally
controlled modification of vocal output (e.g., Brumm &
Slabbekoorn 2005; Brumm & Zollinger 2011). Recently,
Hage and colleagues reported such vocal shifts to show
an extremely brief delay and to emerge at a latency of
less than a hundred milliseconds after noise onset (Hage
et al. 2013). Taking into account that single neurons in
the periaqueductal gray (PAG) change their vocalization-
related firing rates already around 400 msec prior to call
onset (Larson & Kistler 1984), these results indicate that
the Lombard effect – and at least one of its acoustic corre-
lates –might be controlled by a neuronal network located
within the brainstem rather than by superordinate higher-
order brain structures. Furthermore, modifications of the
spectral features of vocal output such as those reported
by Weiss et al. might be caused by alterations of an
animal’s motivational state under different noise condi-
tions. A study in squirrel monkeys has, for example,
found an increase in aversion to be correlated with an
upward shift of the maximal energy of the power spectrum
of some call types (Fichtel et al. 2001). Taken together,
changes in call structures do not necessarily point at specific
volitional control capabilities, but may be mediated by
lower-level brainstem mechanisms.

R2.2. Auditory-motor interactions in nonhuman (and
human) primates

Reser & Rosa call attention to the tight relationship
between perception and production of species-typical
vocal behavior in nonhuman primates. Most importantly,
“the basic apparatus employed for processing of speech
sound parameters is phylogenetically conserved” and,
thus, available to our cousins as well. As a hint towards
tight connections between the auditory and the motor
domains of human vocal behavior, specific motor circuits
have been found to be recruited during the analysis of
speech sound features, as described in the commentary
by Pezzulo, Barca, & D’Ausilio (Pezzulo et al.).
Besides frontal cortex, subcortical structures may contrib-
ute to these encoding processes as well (Ackermann &
Brendel, in press).
More specifically, speech acquisition represents a variant

of “vocal production learning,” that is, the capacity “to re-
produce by voice patterns of sound first received by ear,”
as Merker writes (italics ours), and, therefore, must be ex-
pected to involve tight auditory-motor interconnections.
However, the target article focuses on the motor side of
vocal production learning, and herein rests, in our view, a
major obstacle for speech acquisition in nonhuman pri-
mates (see also sect. R4 here). Nevertheless, as alluded to
by Reser & Rosa, studies of the connections between
central-auditory and central-motor systems in nonhuman
primates, including limbic structures, should provide
further opportunities for an elucidation of language evolu-
tion. As a highly intriguing aspect of the perception-pro-
duction links within the domain of musicality, Honing &
Merchant discuss the differential sensitivity to rhythm
and beat in nonhuman primates as a basis for the proposed
gradual audiomotor evolution hypothesis (see also the com-
mentary by Ravignani, Martins, & Fitch [Ravignani
et al.]).
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R2.3. Rhythmical entrainment and interlocutor
coordination as speech precursors?

Takahashi & Ghazanfar and Bryant have contributed
two elucidating commentaries which suggest a precursor
role of rhythmical facial activities and rhythmically en-
trained vocal and non-vocal behaviors in nonhuman
primates for the rhythmical organization of verbal utteranc-
es, on the one hand, and for the coordination of interlocu-
tors in human conversation, on the other. This notion
conforms to recent phonetic accounts of speaking as a
quasi-rhythmically entrained motor activity (e.g.,
Cummins 2009), interlinked with rhythmical principles
engaged in the organization of auditory speech perception
(Rothermich et al. 2012). Thus, Peelle and Davis (2012)
consider slow oscillatory activity of cortical neuronal assem-
blies as a physiological basis for the processing of quasi-
rhythmical structures in speech comprehension, and
Wilson and Wilson (2005) provided an oscillator model of
the turn-taking behavior of speakers during conversation.
Hence, the rhythmical entrainment approach embarks on
a close interlacing of vocal tract motor mechanism with au-
ditory-perceptual processes in speech, and relates it to the
cooperative nature of linguistic interactions. Allusions to
the rhythmicity of spontaneous and posed laughter and to
the role of laughter “in coordinating conversational
timing,” as highlighted by Bryant, point at a deeply
entrenched rhythmical basis of verbal utterances. Besides
brainstem centers and the insula (see comments by
Takahashi & Ghazanfar), most importantly, clinical and
functional imaging studies in humans suggest the rhythmi-
cal organization of verbal vocal behavior to be associated
with the basal ganglia (e.g., Ackermann et al. 1997b;
Konczak et al. 1997; Riecker et al. 2002). Furthermore,
rhythmical entrainment processes during speech produc-
tion may serve as a target of therapeutic intervention tech-
niques in speech-disordered patients (e.g., Brendel &
Ziegler 2008). So far, nevertheless, “very little is known
about the neural mechanisms underlying the production
of rhythmic communication signals in human and nonhu-
man primates” (as Takahashi & Ghazanfar point out in
their commentary), and this issue, surely, deserves
further investigations.

The commentary by Takahashi & Ghazanfar draws at-
tention to, among other things, experimental work on lip-
smacking in nonhuman primates, an emotional social
signal whose frequency largely corresponds to the syllabic
rhythm of human speech. It is an intriguing idea – and a
valuable expansion of the frame/content concept developed
byMacNeilage and Davis (2001; see also MacNeilage 1998;
2008) – that the superimposition of a voice signal onto the
lip-smacking cycle in gelada baboons has rendered this
social signal audible and may, thereby, have paved the
way for the evolution of speech as a rhythmical oral-
facial-laryngeal activity within auditory-visual displays.
From the perspective of the model developed in our
target article, however, the notion of two parallel layers
of lip-smacking and vocalization behavior still lacks an im-
portant ingredient: The phonatory mechanisms generating
the voice signal during speaking involve a precisely timed
and smooth interaction of laryngeal gestures with the
movements of supralaryngeal movements as sketched in
Figure 2C of the target article. Considering the “inextrica-
ble link between vocal output and facial expressions”

mentioned by Takahashi & Ghazanfar, comparative investi-
gations of the neural bases of vocal behavior and non-vocal
facial expression are definitely warranted. As noted in the
commentary byMeguerditchian et al., the vocal behavior
of chimpanzees is associated, depending upon communica-
tive content, with differential orofacial motor asymmetries.

R2.4. Commonalities between birdsong and human
spoken language: A more adequate vantage point for
scenarios of spoken language evolution?

Apart from a brief final paragraph related to birdsong, the
target article focuses on precursors of spoken language
within the primate clade, trying to “delineate how these
remarkable motor capabilities [underlying speech produc-
tion] could have emerged in our hominin ancestors”
(target article, Abstract). Four commentaries plead for a
broader perspective, including, especially, avian vocal
behavior (Beckers, Berwick, & Bolhuis [Beckers
et al.], Merker, Petkov & Jarvis, Pezzulo et al.).
Beckers et al. even raise the concern that –with respect
to speech and language – “common descent may not be a
reliable guiding principle for comparative research” and,
most importantly, that this approach may miss the unique
aspects of language per se, “given the already strong
parallels between humans and songbirds in terms of audito-
ry-vocal imitation learning, and the often remarkable artic-
ulatory skills in many avian species” (see also the first
paragraph of the commentary by Merker for a similar argu-
ment). It goes without saying that a broader perspective
would have provided a more elucidating scenario, and
might have helped to define the major constraints acting
upon speech evolution mechanisms and to narrow down
research questions in primate studies. But all the common-
alities between human verbal communication and the
acoustic behavior of non-primate mammals or songbirds
cannot dispense us from the challenge of clarifying – in suf-
ficient detail – how highly vocal, but speechless primates
have ultimately acquired the unique motor capabilities
that enable us to gossip in well-articulated utterances. As
a matter of fact, “there is little direct comparative evidence
in the primate literature to suggest that the cortico-striatal-
thalamic system is strikingly different in humans relative to
nonhuman primates” (Petkov & Jarvis). In our proposal,
the differences are restricted to the vocal domain and
involve a –within the primate lineage – human-specific
vocal elaboration of otherwise primate-general cortico-
striatal circuits, allowing for the sequencing of laryngeal
and supralaryngeal gestures according to auditory tem-
plates (see comments of Zenon & Olivier for a discussion
of sequencing as a basic basal ganglia function, see also
Lieberman’s commentary).

R3. The basal ganglia in mature speech production
and affective-vocal behavior: A major player or a
negligible factor?

Based upon behavioral and neurobiological data obtained
from nonhuman primates and from our species, we have
argued for a crucial role of the basal ganglia during
mature speech production in terms of the implementation
of emotive prosody, that is, the “affective tone” of verbal ut-
terances. A series of recent functional imaging studies,
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indeed, provides further evidence for an engagement of the
basal ganglia in affective-vocal behavior, as highlighted in
the commentary by Frühholz, Sander, & Grandjean
(Frühholz et al.). However, we are by no means suggest-
ing that basal ganglia functions are restricted to “just simple
emotional prosodic modulation” – a critical objection
brought forward by Ravignani et al. By contrast, we
fully acknowledge that “the basal ganglia support multiple
functions relevant to spoken language” and that, more spe-
cifically, these subcortical structures must be expected to
engage in “complex syntactic and semantic processing in
adults” (see fifth paragraph of the commentary by Rav-
ignani et al.). Against the background of several parallel
but interacting basal ganglia loops, including limbic,
motor, and cognitive components (see, e.g., Fig. 3 of the
target article), multiple contributions of the basal ganglia
to speech and language are not only conceivable, but
must even be expected. Thus, we agree that syntactic
(Teichmann et al. 2005; Ullman 2001) and semantic
(Cardona et al. 2013) processes may hinge upon cortico-
striatal circuits (see also our response to Lieberman in
subsequent paragraphs).
Furthermore, the target article by no means “assumes

that prosodic modulation of speech conveys mainly
simple motivational-emotional information” – a concern
raised by Ravignani et al. (see Note 1 of the target
article). We excluded linguistic prosody from our review
because the modulation of prosody by human-specific cog-
nitive functions (e.g., syntax) is, most presumably, a compo-
nent of the left-hemisphere language system and must be
strictly separated – both at the functional and the neuroan-
atomic level – from emotive prosody (see, e.g., Sidtis & Van
Lancker Sidtis 2003). As a consequence, we fully support
the suggestion that linguistic prosody is related to
“human-specific cognitive functions,” which – in contrast
to emotional tone – “are clearly not evolutionary homo-
logues of primate emotional vocalizations” (Ravignani
et al.).
The first part of Lieberman’s comments also raises a

strong argument for a broad variety of motor, cognitive,
and behavioral functions of the basal ganglia, based upon
“a network of segregated cortical-to-basal neural circuits
linking areas of motor cortex and prefrontal cortex.” The
common basic operation across these domains seems to
be the task-dependent “switching” between motor and cog-
nitive responses or movements during “internally guided
acts.” Section 4.3.1. of the target article pays full credit to
this firmly established model. Nevertheless, more recent
work shows that interconnections between these loops
are also of considerable importance (see Fig. 3 of the
target article), especially in order to better understand
the striatal interface of emotional/motivational and motor
functions as well as the psychomotor aspects of striatal dis-
orders (see, e.g., Jankovic 2008).
While we support the main thrust of Lieberman’s argu-

ment, we have some concerns over the clinical data re-
ferred to, that is, the contention that the “speech
production deficits of Parkinson’s disease and focal
lesions to the basal ganglia are qualitatively similar to
ones occurring in aphasia.” As regards speech motor im-
pairments in a narrow sense, there is definitely no similarity
between Parkinson’s dysarthria, on the one hand, and
speech apraxia or phonological impairments after left ante-
rior cortical lesions, on the other. We acknowledge that

disorders of the basal ganglia have been observed to give
rise – though rather infrequently – to mostly transitory syn-
dromes of an aphasia (but not compromised speech), and
the concept of “subcortical aphasia” has been widely ac-
knowledged. Nevertheless, any interpretation of these find-
ings in terms of the relevant functional-neuroanatomic
substratum must take into account alternative interpreta-
tions. First, left-hemispheric subcortical lesions may give
rise to diaschisis effects within the overlying fronto-temporal
cortex, that is, hypometabolism – and subsequent dysfunc-
tion – of the perisylvian “language zones” (Weiller et al.
1993). Second, more advanced stages of Parkinson’s disease
and so-called atypical Parkinsonian syndromesmay be associ-
ated with damage to cortical areas affecting, eventually, lan-
guage functions.
A further critical comment put forward by Ravignani

et al. also relates to the role of the basal ganglia in
higher-order language processing. Based on experiments
probing the learning of novel syntactic structures in
adults, they claim that these subcortical nuclei engage in
the retrieval – rather than the acquisition – of overlearned
procedures, implicitly suggesting that a similar relationship
should hold for motor speech processes as well. Yet, the
short-term encoding of artificial syntactic structures
under experimental conditions in adulthood and their sub-
sequent retrieval are not necessarily the same thing as the
long-term acquisition of speech motor routines during
infancy and childhood, and their retrieval in adults need
not depend on the same cerebral network. These sugges-
tions could explain why the findings of novel syntax learning
experiments are not compatible with the clinical data ob-
tained from speech-disordered infants and adults cited in
our target article (sect. 4.3.2.), which demonstrate that
the engagement of the basal ganglia declines – though it
does not necessarily cease – across the time course of
speech acquisition.
Commentators Hasson, Llano, Miceli, & Dick

(Hasson et al.) raise principal concerns over the “viability
of BG [basal ganglia] as a speech/emotion synthesizer,”
since these subcortical structures lack “the capacity to
monitor and correct for related errors, that is, evaluate
that the intended emotive tone/prosody was instantiated.”
They argue that: (i) Thebasal ganglia cannotprovide thenec-
essary fast auditory feedback; (ii) processing of emotive
prosody is mainly bound to lateral-temporal systems of the
cortex; and (iii) basal ganglia dysfunctions fail to compromise
the perception of “emotional speech variations.” Parentheti-
cally, it is indeed the case that patients with Parkinson’s
disease – at least in more advanced stages –may show im-
paired emotion recognition (see, e.g., Breitenstein et al.
1998). More importantly, however, the basic premise of the
argument is – in our view – unwarranted. We by no means
want to curtail the relevance of (auditory) feedback within
the domain of (speech) motor control, but why must the
basal ganglia – in order to implement emotive prosody – be
embedded into a “fast” feedback loop? Rather, as suggested
byFrühholz et al., the “temporal slow prosodicmodulations
of emotional speech… seem to rely on feedback processing
in theAC [auditory cortex].”Butwhatever the role of auditory
feedback within the area of vocal-emotional processing, the
suggestions of Hasson et al. are at variance with a solid tradi-
tion of clinical neurology. All Parkinsonian symptoms are, for
example, “dependent on the emotional state of the patient”
(Jankovic 2008). Based upon, among other things, such
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observations, it is widely acknowledged that the basal ganglia
operate as a dopamine-dependent interface between the
limbic system and various motor areas (see, e.g., Mogenson
et al. 1980, referred to in sect. 4.2.2. of the target article).
Vocal-affective expression represents just one aspect of this
broader spectrum of psychomotor basal ganglia functions
(the secondpart of the commentary byZenon&Olivierpro-
vides a lucent account of these relationships). The projections
from the limbic to themotor basal ganglia loop can be consid-
ered the neurobiological substratum of psychomotor interac-
tions, and this circuitry represents – contrary to the claims by
Hasson et al. – a relatively well-established functional-neuro-
anatomic model at this time, extending from the level of
systems physiology to the level of molecular biology (see
sect. 4.3. of the target article).

Besides the structures depicted in Figure 4 of the target
article, which centers around the basal ganglia, further cor-
tical and subcortical structures engage in speech motor
control or, more generally, contribute to verbal communi-
cation – such as the anterior cingulate cortex (briefly re-
ferred to in the last part of sect. 4.3.1. of the target
article), rostral parts of the inferior frontal gyrus, auditory
cortical areas, and the cerebellum (see Frühholz et al.’s
commentary). Whereas these regions do not play a signifi-
cant role in our argument, we, nevertheless, highly appre-
ciate Frühholz et al.’s Figure 1, which incorporates the
afore-mentioned structures into Figure 4 of the target
article. Interestingly, both Hasson et al.’s and Frühholz
et al.’s commentaries proffer the cerebellum – rather than
the basal ganglia – as the region most likely to “imbue
speech with emotive content” (Hasson et al.’s phrase for
the role these authors see us attributing to the BG). A sig-
nificant contribution of the “small brain” to speech motor
control is beyond any dispute (Ackermann 2008), though,
in parentheses, the cerebellum does not appear to pertain
to the cerebral network underlying acoustic communica-
tion in nonhuman primates (e.g., Kirzinger 1985).
However, cerebellar disorders do not give rise to a constel-
lation of motor aprosodia, that is, a monotonous and hypo-
phonic voice lacking affective deflections as in Parkinson’s
disease (for reviews, see Ackermann & Brendel, in press;
Ackermann et al. 2007). Instead, the syndrome of ataxic
dysarthria is predominantly characterized by articulatory
deficits with irregular distortions of consonants and
vowels. The cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome – re-
ferred to by Hasson et al. – has been reported, admittedly,
to comprise abnormalities of speech prosody in terms of a
high-pitched voice of a “whining, childish and hypophonic
quality,” emerging, especially, in bilateral or generalized
disease processes (Schmahmann & Sherman 1998,
p. 564; eight patients out of a total of 20 subjects with cer-
ebellar pathology). Most presumably, these perceived voice
abnormalities reflect impaired lower-level, that is, reflex-
mediated control of pitch stability in a subgroup of cerebel-
lar patients as documented, for example, by Ackermann
and Ziegler (1994) – rather than a compromised ability to
“imbue speech with emotive content.”

Vicario points out that the target article does not pay any
attention to the role of serotonin, that is, “another key
monoamine of the reward system” besides the neurotrans-
mitter dopamine. We highly appreciate this observation.
Apart from Parkinson’s disease, major depression may
also give rise to a monotonous/hypophonic voice lacking af-
fective deflection (e.g., Alpert et al. 2001; Cohn et al. 2009;

Ellgring & Scherer 1996), and this clinical constellation is
assumed to be associated with an imbalance of serotonergic
(and noradrenergic) neurotransmission – a still central,
though not sufficient pathophysiological model (Massart
et al. 2012). Vicario speculates that “dopamine subserves
reward-oriented (e.g., approach) communication, while
serotonin subserves punishment-oriented (e.g., threat)
communication.” Conceivably, thus, both dopamine and
serotonin depletion might converge upon “motor aproso-
dia” as a default vocal constellation. In contrast to the dop-
amine, unfortunately, the neurobiological bases of
serotonin effects are still by far less elaborated. Any
attempt towards an integration of both neurotransmitter
systems into a common functional-neuroanatomic frame-
work of the control of vocal behavior remains, thus, prema-
ture at the moment.

R4. Basal ganglia and ontogenetic speech
acquisition: A so far neglected role of cortico-
striatal circuits?

Besides adult speech production (see sect. R3.) and phylo-
genetic language evolution (see sects. R5.1. and R5.2.), the
target article proposes a crucial role of the basal ganglia in
the ontogenetic development of verbal communication.
Several commentaries correctly point at the multilevel
and multifaceted organization of an individual’s speech de-
velopment and, correctly, complain that the target article
misses one or another aspect of this more complex
picture: For example, (i) “the impact of the proximal
social environment” (Aitken) on the ontogenetic emer-
gence of communicative capacities (Aitken and Bornstein
& Esposito); (ii) the influence of auditory-perceptual abil-
ities already available to newborns and young infants (audi-
tory streaming, speech sound discrimination, melody
processing) upon vocal imitation capacities (Lenti Boero;
see also Reser & Rosa for the domain of nonhuman pri-
mates); (iii) the role of comprehension “which almost by
law ontogenetically and cognitively precedes production”
during speech development (Bornstein & Esposito); (iv)
the – highly intriguing – influence of listening to the vocali-
zations of nonhuman primates on cognitive core-capacities
such as concept formation in infants during the first months
of life (Ferguson, Perszyk, & Waxman [Ferguson
et al.]); (v) the “possibility to refer to an object” (Lenti
Boero); (v) and the obvious fact that speech motor plasticity
does not – or at least must not – end after childhood
(McGettigan & Scott).
At the end of the target article (sect. 7, “Conclusions”),

we have briefly mentioned the importance of auditory-
motor networks and the social environment within the
context of phylogenetic language evolution. We readily ac-
knowledge that these functional interconnections also hold
for ontogenetic speech development. However, the target
article focuses on a distinct, but crucial, motor aspect of
the acquisition of articulate speech, that is, the concatena-
tion of vocal tract movements into coarticulated syllabic se-
quences; and a more exhaustive account would have been
beyond the scope of the review. Nevertheless, two com-
mentaries touch upon the motor level of ontogenetic
speech development. Whereas the target article focuses
on the emergence of increasingly overlearned sequences
of consonant-vowel syllables, the commentaries by Oller
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and Lenti Boero further specify the preverbal vocaliza-
tions of infants.
Oller points out that “phonatory events” (“protophones”)

lacking significant supralaryngeal, that is, articulatory, modifi-
cation characterize the early stages of human vocal develop-
ment, especially, the first 3 months of life. These
observations indicate the maturation of the laryngeal appara-
tus to precede the maturation of the cortico-striatal circuits
bound to language production. At least in this regard, ontog-
eny, thus, appears to recapitulate phylogeny. Furthermore,
Lenti Boero highlights the “radical transformation” of
human vocal behavior during the first year of life, that is,
“the substitution of the cry, an analog signal . . . with articulat-
ed speech-like sounds.” Whereas infant cries, most presum-
ably, depend upon a primate-general cerebral network, it is,
in our view, the cortico-striatal circuitry which then steps in
as a prerequisite of speech motor learning.
Our focus on the contribution of cortico-striatal circuits

to speech acquisition in childhood by no means excludes
a persisting engagement of the basal ganglia in speech
motor plasticity mechanisms at a more advanced age.
Indeed, as illustrated by McGettigan & Scott in their
comment, adaptive adjustments of speaking extend well
into adulthood and even senescence – in response to a
variety of internal and external conditions such as alter-
ations of peripheral-anatomic structures during aging or
ambient dialectal influences causing gradual sound
changes in adults. We are not aware of any data supporting
the implication of the basal ganglia in such extended speech
motor adaptation mechanisms, but a recent functional
imaging found cortico-striatal circuits to be engaged in
second language vocabulary learning (Hosoda et al. 2013;
see commentary by Hanakawa & Hosoda). Since the ex-
perimental design of this study emphasized pronunciation
training, the task must, apparently, have challenged the
motor aspects of speech production. Though adult second
language learning cannot be equatedwith the adaptivemech-
anisms influencing adult speech, these data point at least at
the possibility of a significant contribution of the basal
ganglia to a continuing process of modulation of motor
speech mechanisms across adulthood – based, presumably,
upon dopaminergic reward signals associated with successful
articulatory performance (see also the comments byVicario,
and further discussion below). Hence, our proposal does not
assume two distinct computational subsystems of the basal
ganglia supporting immature and mature speech motor
control, respectively. We rather aimed at presenting a
model in which these subcortical nuclei assume two roles,
that is, (i) a system supporting speech motor learning mecha-
nisms, and (ii) a pivot between motivational-emotive and
volitional mechanisms during speaking, with a gradual
decrease of the importance of the former component
during the maturation of speech motor control.
Any attempt towards a more comprehensive neurobio-

logical model of human speech production, integrating
phylogenetically older (vocal-emotional displays, including
affective prosody) and more recent components (construc-
tion of syllables and wordforms), must address the contri-
bution of the various central pattern generators of the
brainstem to spoken language (see sect. 3.1. and Fig. 4 of
the target article). Admittedly, however, the respective dis-
cussion of the target article has a still highly preliminary
character – because (adult) speech pathology lacks ade-
quate clinical model systems. Marschik, Kaufmann,

Bölte, Sigafoos, & Einspieler (Marschik et al.) point
at a further approach to the analysis of the operation of
the central pattern generators within the speech domain,
that is, neurodevelopmental disorders such as Rett syn-
drome, a highly promising future research area.

R5. Paleoanthropological perspectives of
articulate speech acquisition: How did peripheral
and cerebral adaptations interact, and does a
focus on functional anatomy miss the crucial
parts of the story?

R5.1. Corticobulbar-laryngeal and striatal contributions
to spoken language evolution: Who takes the lead?

The introductory section of the target article suggests the
“inability of nonhuman primates to produce even
the most simple verbal utterances” to be due to “more
crucial” cerebral limitations of motor control rather than
vocal tract anatomy (sect. 1.1, para. 3). Deliberately, this
formulation (“more crucial”) does not exclude additional
phylogenetic adaptations of the human speech apparatus
at a peripheral level, including the shape of the vocal
folds – as suggested by de Boer & Perlman. These
authors hint at a larger source-filter coupling in apes as
compared to human vocal tract anatomy – an observation
that seems to reinforce our notion of the human larynx as
an independent and coordinate player within the orchestra
of speech organs (see Fig. 2C of the target article). Obvi-
ously, the strongly coupled source-filter system of apes
does not allow for the same versatility of acoustic pattern
generation as the (relatively) uncoupled human system.
As a consequence, the control of the more independent
source and filter mechanisms of the human vocal appara-
tus – specifically, the coordination of laryngeal and supra-
laryngeal gestures –must involve the regulation of a
greater number of degrees-of-freedom and, therefore,
should require enhanced neural control mechanisms.
Against this background, the “vocal elaboration” of the
cortico-striatal circuitry described in our model nicely
meshes with the peripheral vocal tract modifications that
may have occurred within the hominin lineage – in line
with the comments by de Boer & Perlman.
Lieberman strongly rejects the assumption of a major

contribution of monosynaptic corticobulbar connections
to the phylogenetic development of articulate speech: He
writes, “in itself, enhanced laryngeal control of phonation
would not have yielded the encoding of segmental pho-
nemes that is a unique property of human speech.” In
stark contrast, Merker deemphasizes the role of the
basal ganglia and puts the corticobulbar connections to
the front of the stage: He suggests “it is even conceivable
that the ‘simple’ addition, in ancestral Homo, of a direct
primary motor cortex efference to . . . medullary motor
nuclei sufficed to recruit the already present cerebral terri-
tories centered on Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas (...) to the
practice-based acquisition of complex vocal output” in
terms of articulate speech. In this perspective, the role of
“FOXP2 enhancement of cortico-basal ganglia function in
the human line” is restricted to the provision of “extra
storage capacity” (Merker). As convincingly argued for by
Lieberman in his commentary (and relevant books), en-
hanced, FOXP2-driven “basal ganglia synaptic plasticity
and connectivity” represents a necessary prerequisite for
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vocal learning, including speech acquisition. In accordance
with the commentary of Merker, we assume, however, that
enhanced cerebral control of the larynx via monosynaptic
corticobulbar connections represents a necessary prerequi-
site of speech production as well, providing, for instance,
the basis for the generation of fast, ballistic laryngeal ges-
tures such as those engaged in the production of unvoiced
stop consonants (two-stage model of the phylogenetic de-
velopment of articulate speech; see target article, Abstract).

R5.2. FOXP2-driven striatal reorganization during
spoken language evolution

The (second part of the) commentary by Aitken provides a
concise review of the multiple linguistic/nonlinguistic
targets of FOXP2 (and its nonhuman cognates) across a
variety of species as well as the linguistic/nonlinguistic dys-
functions following disruption of this gene locus. It con-
cludes: “FOXP2 is insufficient to account for the
development of human language or its neural and neuro-
chemical substrates. It is a proxy marker for the genetic
control of complex biological systems we are only beginning
to define or understand.” Similarly, Johansson curtails the
contribution of this gene to phylogenetic language develop-
ment: “The changes in FOXP2 in the human lineage quite
likely are connected with some aspects of language, but the
connection is not nearly as direct as early reports claimed,
and as Ackermann et al. apparently assume.”

We fully agree with these statements, which deny an –
exclusive and/or exhaustive – contribution of FOXP2 to
the evolution of the human language system. Our model
proposes only a significant – and necessary – contribution
of FOXP2 to the phylogenetic emergence of motor
aspects (!) of spoken language (we leave open the question
of an engagement in higher-order cognitive dimensions of
acoustic communication, see our response to Lieberman
above). Against this background, we really – in the words
of Johansson (2005, p. 27) – “begin to define or understand
the genetic control of the complex biological system” of
spoken language at the motor level since a plausible
account of the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms
and molecular-biological substrata can be envisaged in
terms of enhanced “basal ganglia synaptic plasticity and
connectivity” (Lieberman).

Admittedly, “the apparent presence of human FOXP2 in
Neanderthals does not in itself prove that Neanderthals
spoke” (an argument put forward by Johansson) in terms
of mastering the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic level
of a full-fledged language system, and the target article
does not make such a claim. Yet, there is no reason to
assume that Neanderthals were “quiet people” who
“lacked completely articulate speech” (Fagan 2010,
Ch. 4). We think that Neanderthals – even if they did not
attain higher-order linguistic capabilities – had the func-
tional-anatomic prerequisites to enrich their
“Hmmmmm” vocalizations (Mithen 2006) by syllabic artic-
ulatory gestures – giving rise, presumably, to more salient
vocal displays (some kind of elaborated “babbling”). The
target article leaves open the question of the origin of the
human FOXP2 variant in Neanderthals and does not –
cannot – rule out the still controversial topic of interbreed-
ing between these two hominin species. However, this
issue is not a crucial aspect of our argument, which rests
upon the notion that at least the functionally relevant

human FOXP2 mutation arose in a large brain with mono-
synaptic corticobulbar connections to the distal cranial
nerve nuclei at its disposal. Any modifications of the pro-
posed scenario that shift these events into a more recent
time window do not compromise our suggestions.
Two commentaries raise concerns over the paleoanthro-

pological scenario put forward in the target article,
linking the emergence of articulate speech to a preceding
elaboration of nonverbal vocal displays. Ravignani et al.
challenge the – alleged – assumption of our model that “en-
hancement of in-group cooperation and cohesion was the
main driving force for the evolution of speech” (their
words). And Johansson claims: “Vocal displays as the selec-
tive driver of protolanguage evolution (...) are highly unlike-
ly, as they would drive the evolution of something more
resembling birdsong than language.” First, FOXP2-driven
striatal reorganization in humans does not give rise to
“something more resembling birdsong than language”
since it took place within a human brain, endowed with a
highly differentiated conceptual system even, most pre-
sumably, prior to the emergence of language (see, e.g.,
Hurford 2007). And, furthermore, this development
played out in a more elaborate social environment as com-
pared to other species (see commentaries by Catania and
Pezzulo et al.).
In our view, second, preverbal vocal displays –whether

or not within the context of coordinated group activities –
served as a preadaptation for speech acquisition rather than
a “selective driver of protolanguage evolution.” More
specifically, vocal displays enriched by sequences of sylla-
ble-sized articulatory gestures (resembling elaborated
“babbling” instead of “Hmmmmm”; see above) could
have supported and promoted the initial stages of the phy-
logenetic trajectory towards spoken language – at a point in
time when the benefits of a full-fledged spoken language
were not yet available, even not imaginable. Most impor-
tantly, this model aims at an answer to the quest for the
adaptive benefits of a “first word” as raised by Bickerton
(2009; see second last paragraph of sect. 5.2. in the target
article). The commentaries by Catania as well as
Pezzulo et al. provide lucid and valuable ideas relevant
for a further specification of the forces which “might have
contributed to transform vocalization from an initially
quite limited sensorimotor feat to a powerful, open-
ended instrumental tool that permits conveying rich com-
municative intentions” (Pezzulo et al.). For example, the
more sophisticated interactions at the disposal of our
species, such as joint attention (Pezzulo et al.) and/or envi-
ronmental contingencies in the social context of how “one
human can get another to do something” (Catania),
should have paved the way towards a verbal code of
acoustic communication – after a FOXP2-driven vocal reor-
ganization of cortico-striatal circuits provided the sensori-
motor prerequisites of spoken language.

R5.3. Extensions of the proposed model of phylogenetic
articulate speech development

The new “dual-pathway model” of language evolution pre-
sented in the target article is vividly rejected by Clark
because it omits “the recent small, but credible, neuroimag-
ing literature which contradicts this assertion and implicates
human cortico-striatal-thalamic circuitry in disambiguating
lexical (…), grammatical (…), and semantic (…)
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uncertainties in perceived language.” Most presum-
ably, the task of disambiguation of verbal utterances
rather hinges predominantly on cortical areas (see, e.g.,
Wittforth et al. 2010). In any case, there is ample clinical
and experimental evidence for multiple contributions of
the basal ganglia to language perception and production,
and the model of multiple cortico-striatal loops (see
above) allows these subcortical nuclei to subserve both
motor-limbic and cognitive aspects of spoken language.
More specifically, elementary basal ganglia operations
such as the generation and filtering of signal variances –
as assumed by Clark in his commentary (second para-
graph) –may be recruited within different domains of
behavior (see also the comments by Zenon & Olivier
and Lieberman). Interestingly, these comments put the
suggestion of a contribution of cortico-striatal circuits to
the disambiguation of vocal behavior/verbal information
into an evolutionary context: The basal ganglia are
assumed to set “limits on useful complexity of naturally
communicated information” (Clark) in terms of a trade-
off between the (desired) signal recognition by intended
observers and (unwanted) social eavesdropping. Although
Clark does not further specify the mechanisms of the
assumed cortico-striatal “complexity scaling of communica-
tion,” assumed to extend “along the continuum of signals to
protolanguage to language,” these considerations, never-
theless, touch upon a significant problem of language evo-
lution: Whereas a speaker should take measures to
safeguard the signal against social eavesdroppers, a listener
must ascertain signal honesty. Increased voluntary control
over vocal behavior and the “low costs” of verbal utterances
facilitate deception and raise the question of how trust as a
prerequisite of human cooperation can emerge and be
maintained (e.g., Sterelny 2012, Ch. 5). Rather than the
basal ganglia, enhanced mind-reading capabilities and
memory storage capacities – associated with neocortical
areas –must be considered the relevant tools for the evalu-
ation of the reliability of a signal’s content.
The contribution by Mattei adds an interesting novel

aspect to the evolutionary scenario of the target article,
which further strengthens – in our view – the suggested
proposal: This commentary puts the paleoanthropological
inferences of the target article into the perspective of
complex adaptive system (CAS) analysis and highlights
that the phylogenetic processes driving the emergence of
speech production within the hominin lineage – “refine-
ment in the projections from the motor cortex to the brain-
stem nuclei . . . as well as the further development of
vocalization-specific cortico-basal ganglia circuitries” – can
be considered a “breakthrough change” of signaling re-
sources triggering the “percolation of the whole system
and the emergence of new unpredictable features”
(Mattei). As a consequence, relatively small reorganization-
al processes within the motor system may have supported
“the emergence of high-level cognitive functions . . . from
ancestral structures already present in nonhuman pri-
mates” (as Zenon & Olivier observe).

R6. Summary/conclusions

The target article focuses upon the – often neglected –
motor aspects of spoken language evolution and emphasiz-
es the crucial role of a vocal elaboration of cortico-striatal

circuits within the hominin lineage – driven, most presum-
ably, by a human-specific variant of the FOXP2 gene. As a
consequence, the control of the laryngeal sound source
could have become part of a meshwork of phonetic ges-
tures that are molded – via precisely defined phase-rela-
tionships – into syllable-shaped motor patterns. Such a
phylogenetic reorganization of the basal ganglia must be
considered necessary, but does not represent an already
sufficient prerequisite for ontogenetic speech acquisition
in our species – as demonstrated by the highly appreciated
comments to the target article. Furthermore, the various
commentaries point at a series of research questions
which deserve further consideration and which are accessi-
ble to clinical/experimental investigations in our species as
well as, at least partially, nonhuman primates. For example:

(a) Basal ganglia: Given a multitude of distinct cortico-
striatal circuits, a “variegated” engagement of the basal
ganglia in human communication must be taken into
account, including, among other things, the modulation
of higher-order aspects of speech production – bound, pre-
sumably, to the operation of the so-called “cognitive
loop” – and the integration of vocal and non-vocal (facial,
gestural) aspects of emotional expression. Against the back-
ground of well-established analogies between the human or
mammalian basal ganglia and the avian “song brain,” the in-
teractions of the cortico-striatal circuits with the central-au-
ditory system both during ontogenetic speech acquisition
and mature speech production must be addressed in
more detail. Finally, the conceivable interactions between
the neurotransmitter serotonin and the “striatal messen-
ger” dopamine during vocal-emotional expression await
further elucidation.

(b) Speech motor control mechanism: The relationship
between vocal tract movement sequencing – the focus of
the target article – and the rhythmic structure of verbal ut-
terances as well as other domains of behavior must be
further addressed in a comparative-biological perspective.
For example, the influential frame/content model of
speech development (MacNeilage 2008) points at the sup-
plementary motor area (SMA) as a crucial component of
the cortical network of spoken language production, a
mesiofrontal structure tightly interconnected with the
basal ganglia.

(c) Ontogenetic speech acquisition: The suggested
model of a pivotal role of the basal ganglia during ontoge-
netic speech/language development must be further sub-
stantiated. As an important research perspective within
the clinical domain, the articulatory/phonatory deficits
due to specific cerebral disorders such as Rett syndrome
or isolated damage to the putamen must be further charac-
terized, based upon hypothesis-driven fine-grained percep-
tual and acoustic evaluation procedures. Furthermore, the
notion of a pivotal contribution of the basal ganglia to the
ontogenetic acquisition of speech motor skills must be em-
bedded into a broader framework, including the preceding
subverbal stages of vocal behavior and higher-order aspects
of phonological development.
Unfortunately, the most interesting aspect of spoken lan-

guage, that is, its emergence in the first place, eludes so far
a more direct examination, although molecular-genetic
data begin to shed some light on this issue. As exemplified
by the commentaries on the target article, this light does
not yet unravel a brightly illuminated and, thus, unambigu-
ous scenario. Nevertheless, the FOXP2-story nicely fits into
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the context of our current understanding of speech motor
control mechanisms and primate vocal behavior. Ultimate-
ly, we hope that the suggestions of the target article on phy-
logenetic and ontogenetic speech acquisition, centered
around the basal ganglia, will help to pave the way
towards a better understanding of the “end-point” of
these developmental trajectories, that is, the cortical orga-
nization of mature speech production in relation to, for
example, the hemispheric lateralization effects of commu-
nicative behavior in our closest cousins.
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